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EDITORIAL
Greetings KSCJ! It is with great excitement and gratitude that I present to you
the 48th edition of the ILLUME. From curiously going through the pages of
the ILLUME to actually editing one, this was undoubtedly a once-in-a-lifetime
experience.

The Literary Committee conveys its gratitude to each individual who has contributed to this publication. The
successful edition of our magazine is a result of your interest and hard work. Furthermore, the Committee
extends its appreciation to the administration, student body and the KSCSU executives who have supported the
ILLUME in all ways, big and small. 

This magazine serves as a testament to the creativity and passion of the students and faculty. From original
pieces to captivating artwork, detailed reports and more, each contribution reflects the spirit of excellence and
labour that defines us. 

This volume contains insights into our days of youth, both seen and unseen. 
As you flip through the pages, I hope that you are reminded of the fond memories you once experienced. 

Kohima Science College will forever carry with it, the days spent with you. 
I hope you enjoy the journey through these pages as much as i have enjoyed bringing them to you. 

May this ILLUME beautifully illuminate in you your KSCJ memories. 

Sedenguno Nagi
Literary Secretary, KSCSU 2023-2024

Campus Missive 
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VICE PRINCIPAL’S
 ADDRESS

First of all, I congratulate the Kohima Science College Students for coming
out with the 48th edition of “Illume”.
As we step into the captivating realm of our college magazine, you will find
that every page is a portal to boundless creativity and intellectual
exploration. In the pages of our magazine, you'll embark on a journey of
discovery—a journey that transcends the boundaries of classrooms and
textbooks, and invites you to explore the depths of human experience. Our
magazine is a kaleidoscope of ideas that will inspire, provoke, and ignite
your curiosity.
This magazine is more than just a showcase of talent; it is a testament to the
power of community and collaboration. Behind every article, every
illustration, and every photograph is a team of dedicated individuals who
have poured their hearts and souls into bringing these stories to life. It's a
reminder that together, we are greater than the sum of our parts, and that
our collective creativity has the power to change the world. The true magic
of our magazine lies not just in the words on the page, but in the
connections, we forge, the ideas we share, and the dreams we dare to
dream together.
Welcome to our college magazine “Illume” where brilliance knows no
bounds, and where the journey of discovery is just beginning.

Ms R Moasangla Jamir
Vice Principal
Kohima Science College (Autonomous)
Jotsoma, Kohima

General Secretary
It is with great pleasure that I write down this report for our annual College magazine “Illume”. At the outset, I extend
my heartfelt gratitude to our Almighty God, Student Community and the College fraternity of Kohima Science College
Jotsoma for giving me the opportunity to serve and work for the college as the 58th General Secretary of Kohima
Science College Students Union (KSCSU) for the tenure 2023-2024. I am ever grateful for the wonderful experiences
that I went through during the tenure which made me more mature and stronger each passing day. I am filled with
deep sense of gratitude to all those who have cooperated and contributed immensely, making this tenure another
most successful and fruitful one. This successful journey of mine as the General Secretary was the collective efforts of
all my office bearers, Class Representatives (CR’s), the College faculty & Staff and all the students. I express my
special thanks to the Principal, Vice Principal, Student General Advisor to KSCSU, Board of Advisors, teaching & non-
teaching Staff for their unwavering support and guidance to the students union.. I also would like to express my
gratitude and indebtness to the KSCSU Media team and Technical Team for their excellent coverage of all College
events.
I am proud and honored to highlight some of the events, achievements and milestones during this tenure:

1. 23rd August, 2023: Took over of the office of the KSCSU from the previous Office Bearers in the presence of Principal, Vice-principal, IQAC, Board of
Advisors and KSCTA fraternity which was followed by meeting with IQAC.
2. 23rd August, 2023: The Union conducted the first official KSCSU meeting in which two very important teams viz Media Team and Technical Team were
constituted for the first time in the College with the approval of the Students General Advisor, with the officials as follows:
Ø Media Team
i. Advisor: Angukali Wotsa, General Secretary KSCSU
ii. Convener: Sedenguno Nagi, Literary Secretary, KSCSU
iii. Co-convener: Aboto Zhimomi: Cultural Secretary, KSCSU
iv. Co-convener: Suzane Veyne, Photography Secretary, KSCSU
Ø Technical Team
i.Advisor: Limanukshi Pongen, M.sc Representative (male), KSCSU
ii.Advisor: Kereirovinuo Vizo, M.sc Representative (female), KSCSU
3. 25th August, 2023: NSS Orientation program was held in the college Auditorium which was attended by the General Secretary.
4. 26th August, 2023: The KSCSU Office Bearers attended 25th Silver Jubilee of Eastern Nagaland Students Prayer Fellowship, KSCJ.
5. 31st August, 2023: 61st Freshers’ Social of KSCJ was held with Smti. Salhoutuonuo Kruse, Hon’ble Minister women Resource Development and Horticulture as
the Chief Guest. She donated a sum of Rs 1,00,000 (One Lakh only) to the Students Union which was utilized in the major renovation of the KSCSU Office. The
event was followed by informal session with special invitees, a renowned artist Mr. KL Pamei as guest artists and Ms. Hikali Achumi Miss Nagaland 2022 as the
guest judge for Mr and Ms Freshers 2023.
6. 8th September, 2023: Conducted Seminar on “Annual Status of Education Report (Rural) ASER” inviting students as part of the survey as “Field Surveyors”.
7. 15th September, 2023: College Foundation day cum Alumni Lecture Series-1 was held successfully where the KSCSU executives actively participated. 
8. 16th September, 2023: The General Secretary, AGS, Literary Secretary, BWS and the students of KSCJ attended the interactive session cum Meet & Greet
with Mr. Jaideep Saikia, Security and Terrorism analyst, in Assam Rifles, Kohima.
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SECRETARY ENTRIES SECRETARY ENTRIES

9. 22nd September, 2023: The General Secretary along with the students attended the Convergence fest hosted by the St. Joseph’s College, Jakhama where our
students bagged 2nd position in Business Plan and 2nd position in Art.
10. 23rd September, 2023: The General Secretary along with the Cultural Secretary attended 4th ANCSU assembly in NSF conference Hall, Kohima.
11. 29th September, 2023: Formal farewell program of Shri. Vesa Hiesa, Asso. Professor and HoD of Botany Department was held where all KSCSU executives
attended the program and the farewell speech from the KSCSU’s end was delivered by the General Secretary. He was the former Student General Advisor of
Kohima Science College Students Union (KSCSU).

12. 29th September, 2023: Educational tour of the college by the Govt. Middle school, L Khel, Kohima was conducted where the KSCSU executives guided and assisted
the team. In total, 31 students from the 8th grade along with six teachers toured the college.
13. 30th September, 2023: Late Captain N Kengruse, MVC Memorial football tournament Poster release ceremony was held in the college auditorium.
14. 2nd October, 2023: Women Collegepreneur Program was conducted by Educentre School of Business, Kohima under the theme “Be the next women
entrepreneur” where 3 Women teams from the college took part.
15. 5th October, 2023: KSCJ took part at the Kohima Village Students Union Educational Fair 2023, where the General Secretary, Literary Secretary, M.Sc
Representative (male), 7 students and 3 lecturers took part by setting up a stall in the fair and exhibited the College posters and distributed flyers.
16. 7th October, 2023: Under the initiative of Gov of Nagaland, the IBM team organized an orientation program at KSCJ. 
17. 13th October, 2023: Students of Botany department visited the BLOOM BAZAAR at The Heritage, Old DC Bungalow Kohima. BLOOM BAZAAR is an initiative of
IDAN to push the floriculture industry of the State.
18. 17th October, 2023: Students interactive Session with the author of “The Hayseed Boy”, Mr Chumroba J Sangtam was held in the KSCJ Conference room. The
General Secretary, Literary Secretary, Msc. Representative (male) and Msc. Representative (female) along with students from the KSCJ Book Club attended the
session.
19.  19th October, 2023: Seminar on ESEDS by Mr Jonathan Rutsa was held for the students interested in the ESED Fashion School. The program was attended by the
General Secretary, KSCSU executives and CR’s of respective classes.
20. 20th October, 2023: Ms Huvelu Lohe of Zoology 3rd Semester represented Kohima Science College at the 16th Inter-college debate competition at Sazolie Collge,
Jotsoma. She bagged 2nd consolation prize.
21. 21st-28th October, 2024: The General Secretary undertook academic fieldwork and during this period, the Msc Representative (Female) Ms. Kereirovinuo Vizo
was appointed as Acting General Secretary during my absence for a period of 1 week under the approval of the Principal KSCJ and Students General Advisor.
22.  24th- 26th October, 2023: The Assistant General Secretary, M.Sc Representative (Male), Girls Welfare Secretary, Literary Secretary and 20 students from KSCJ
attended the 21st ANCSU Biennial General Conference 2023 at Wokha hosted by Mt. Tiyi College, Wokha.
23. 27th October, 2023: The KSCJ Alumni Association organized a one-day medical health camp for students as well as teaching and non-teaching staff at the college
auditorium.
24. 6th November: Annual Status of Education Report (ASER) survey of different villages under Kohima District was successfully conducted which was undertaken
by the General Secretary along with 45 other students. The survey began on the 9th of October and ended on 6th of November.
25. 8th November, 2023: The General Secretary along with the Girls Welfare Secretary attended the “Olivian Fest” organized by Mount Olive College, Kohima.
26. 22nd November, 2023: Mr Chunchamlungbou Newmai of Bsc 5th Semester Dept of Mathematics secured 2nd runners up in the “Run to Reforest” under College
category (marathon) organized by “The Entrepreneur Associates”.
27. 25th November, 2023: The General Secretary along with the Games and Sports Secretary accompanied by a lecturer visited Hon’ble minister of Higher Education
and Tourism, Shri Imna Along with a proposal for collaboration of our college “WinFest” with “Hornbill Festival” which the Hon’ble Minister gave his approval and
accordingly the KSCJ WinFest became part of the Hornbill Festival 2023.

28. 27th November, 2023: Flagging-in ceremony of the Nagaland Integration Tour (2023-2024) was held in Assam Rifles Kohima where 20 of our students
attended the program.
29. 1st& 2nd December: The students of KSCJ were invited at the Inaugural function and the following day of the Hornbill Festival at the Naga Heritage Village,
Kisama. The General Secretary, Union Executives, Lecturers and over 500 students attended the events.
30. 4th December, 2023: The inaugural of 61st WinFest in collaboration with Hornbill Festival 2023 was held in the College Auditorium with Major Gen. Vikas
Lakhera as the Special Guest.
31. 4th -9th December, 2023: The 61st WinFest was held under the theme “Unleashing Brilliance”. For the very first time the college WinFest was a part of the
Hornbill festival organized by the Tourism Department Nagaland. The Chief Sponsors of the event was Nagaland Tourism, Co-sponsor was the Task Force for
Music and Arts (Tafma) Govt. of Nagaland, Event partners included Assam Riffles, Jotsoma Students Union (JSU), India Trail, Camp David Kigwema, Imprint
Kohima, K2 Hill Fitness, Amplified Fitness and Voxify. In this WinFest, the KSCSU organized different activities including sports, music, dance and other
indigenous activities which were not held earlier.
32. 6th December, 2023: The Ambassador of Japan to India, HE Hiroshi Suzuki visited Kohima Science College.
33. 9th December, 2023: The Closing ceremony of 61st WinFest was held in the college auditorium with the performance by the renowned artists: Ms. Akhrieze,
Mr. Kivito Achumi, Vito N The Band (VNTB) & KSCJ Alumni Band.
34. 23rd January, 2024: KSCJ Students attended the 11th Multimedia campaign, 2024 organised by the Nagaland State Aids Control Society (NSACS) at Japfu Hotel,
Kohima. The event was attended by the Girls Welfare Secretary and Nature’s Club Secretary along with 5 students.
35. 29th January, 2024: The General Secretary accompanied the Principal and Vice Principal for a coordination meeting with the Task Force for Music and Arts
Tafma at RCEMPA, Jotsoma and discussed about the Asia Music Summit to be held from 1st-3rd Feb, 2024. KSCJ became the official “Community and Institution
Partner” for the event.
36. 1st Feb-3rd February: Asia Music Summit was successfully held in RCEMPA hosted by Task Force for Music and Arts (Tafma). 100 students from the college
attended the summit as delegates. The General Secretary worked as coordinator between the students and the event organizers.
37. 10th Feb, 2024: 30 Years Reunion of pre-university batch of 1992-1994 was held in the college auditorium. The General Secretary delivered the speech on
behalf of the KSCSU.
38.  19th Feb- 28th Feb, 2024: The Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programme offered by Nagaland tool room & Training Centre, Dimapur conducted
intensive training of various skills for students and teaching & non-teaching faculties.
39.  14th Feb, 2024: Orientation program on the UNXT Employability Training Program was held at the college auditorium for the Bachelors 6th Semester
Students.
40. 15th Feb, 2024: Awareness program on HIV AIDS Sexually transmitted Diseases and Tuberculosis was held in KSCJ Auditorium organized by the Red Ribbon
Club in collaboration with the District AIDS Prevention and Control Unit.
41.  16th Feb, 2024: Flagging-in Ceremony, National Integration Tour (Kohima-Dehradun-Ranikhet-Delhi) was held at Assam Rifles D-Block Kohima. 25 students
attended the ceremony and 6 KSCJ NCC Cadets were given the opportunity to be part of the tour.
42. 22nd Feb, 2024: Representatives from the Japanese Embassy, University Students from Japan and members of the Japan Association for Recovery and
Repatriation of War Casualties (JARRWC) visited the Anthropology department of Kohima Science College. The event was covered by KSCSU Media Team.
43. 23rd Feb, 2024: Major General Gagan Deep visited KSCJ and addressed the NCC Cadets of the institution.
44. 28th February, 2024: KSCJ observed National Science Day in the College Auditorium under the theme “Science for a sustainable future”. The event was
attended by 12 schools from Kohima with over 300 school students.
45. 28th February, 2024: Farewell Program for Dr. S N Pandey, Associate Professor and former HoD of Mathematics department was held in college conference
hall.
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46 3rd March, 2024: Mr Chunchamlungbou Newmai of Bsc 6th Sem, Mathematics department KSCJ won Gold in 4x400m mixed relay race & bronze in 4x400m relay race in
Nagaland Olympic and Paralympic Games, 2024 which was held from February 12-17th, 2024.
47 3rd March, 2024: Mr. Imlinungba Ao of Msc 4th Semester department of Chemistry won bronze in Table Tennis in Nagaland Olympic and Paralympic Games, 2024 which was
held from February 12-17th, 2024..
48. 3rd March, 2024: Ms. Leah Ozukum of Msc 2nd Ozukum department of mathematics won Silver medal in Basketball (women) in Nagaland Olympic and Paralympic Games,
2024 which was held from February 12-17th, 2024.
49. 3rd March, 2024: Ms Shürhovonuo Suohumvü of B.sc 2nd Semester department of Comp. Science won Bronze in High jump and Silver Medal in Long jump in Nagaland
Olympic and Paralympic Games, 2024 which was held from February 12-17th, 2024.
50. 5th March, 2024: KSCJ held an awareness program with students and faculty in lieu of upcoming Lok Sabha elections and its concurrent campaign “Mera Phela Vote, Desh Ke
Liye”. The General Secretary administered the oath to the participants. The program was covered by Doordashan and All India Radio (AIR).
51. 7th March, 2024: Data Dissemination program on the Annual Status of Education Report (rural) 2023 was organized by Kohima Science College Students Union in
collaboration with Pratham- ASER (Nagaland).
52. 8th March, 2024: The College celebrated Cultural Day under the theme “Cultural Kaleidoscope”.
53. 14th March, 2024: Career Guidance by the Maverick Academy was held for the Bachelors and Masters final years in the College Auditorium hosted by KSCSU.
54. 15th March, 2024: National Apprenticeship Awareness program was organized by the Department of Skill, Employment and Entrepreneurship Govt. of Nagaland hosted by
KSCSU.
55. 20th March, 2024: Scholarship program was organized by Mahindra coaching Centre in collaboration with KSCJ Placement Cell and KSCSU.
56. 20th March, 2024: PM SHRI (Prime Minister School for Rising India) school state level choir competition was organized by the Nagaland education Mission society, Sama Gra
Shiksha where 3 students from KSCJ contributed to the event as ushers held in RCEMPA.
57. 26th March, 2024: The Robotics club of KSCJ attended Techmorphosis 2024: Innovation in motion which is a State Level Robotics and Innovation competition organized by
Nagabots held at Northfield School, Kikha, Kohima.
58. 26th March, 2024: UNNATI UNXT valedictory program was held for the student trainees who had undergone a 30 days training at the College Conference Hall. The General
Secretary delivered the Vote of Thanks.
59. 2nd April, 2024: Seminar on Career counseling and Abroad Scholarship assistance was organized by Training and Placement Cell, KSCJ in collaboration with Career Grad
Global.
60. 5th April, 2024: Career Counseling and Civil Services Seminar was organized by Imperial Coaching centre in collaboration with KSCSU.
61. 6th April, 2024: Mr. Chunchamlungbou Newmai of Bsc 6th Semester, Department of Mathematics won Bronze in Men’s 4x400m relay in 3rd Northeast Olympic Games, 2024.
62. 6th April, 2024: Ms. Merari Nbung of Bsc 2nd semester department of anthropology won “True Fighter Award” (Women) at the 1st Inter-collegiate badminton tournament
hosted by the College of Arts and Technology, NERHE-PHEZA, Kohima.
63. 9th-10th April, 2024: 14th ZOOMAX MANAGEMENT FEST was held at RCEMPA, Jotsoma organized by the Department of Management, Nagaland University with the active
participation and exceptional talent of the KSCJ participants who emerged as the “Overall Champion”. The students bagged the following prizes:
·Ms Zoomax: Ms Kereirovinuo Vizo
·Mr Zoomax 1st runners up: Mr. Vincent W Patton.
·Mad ads winner: Mr. Visasietuo Miachie-o, Mr. Jonjibemo Ngullie, Mr. Thejasetuo Kesi, Mr. Limakumten Phom & Ms. Arenkala Longkumer
·Case Study winner: Mr. Limanukshi Pongen, Ms. Dozhono Rhakho & Ms. Sedengunuo Nagi.
·Business plan winner: Mr. Mughabeto Chishi, Mr. Yanrowo Y Ezung, Mr. Renthungo R Lotha & Mr. Phuhton.
·Voice of Zoomax 1st runners up: Mr. Atenjenba Ao
·Dance till dawn 1st runners up: Mr Akato H Achumi & Miss Kelhule Nagi
·Sketch it out 1st runner up: Mr Yepukha Yepthomi
·Mr Multimedia (Subtitle): Mr. Keneisezo Shüya
·Ms Multimedia (Subtitle): Ms Kereirovinuo Vizo
·Best ramp walk (subtitle): Ms Kereirovinuo Vizo

64. 12th April, 2024: The Officials from Election Commission of India (ECI) Kohima District held an interactive session with the KSCSU and KSCSU Media
team.
65. 17th April, 2024: An interactive session on Career counseling and NEP implementation was organized at KSCJ in association with the Kohima science
college placement cell and the Assam Royal Global University, Guwahati. The college signed official MoU with the Assam Royal Global University,
Guwahati
66. 20th April, 2024: The School of NPSC and NSSB, Kohima successfully conducted Scholarship Test for KSCJ students for NPSC Foundation Course in
their institute which was held at the College.
67. 20th April, 2024: Panel Discussion and Counseling Session organized by the Placement Cell of KSCJ and KSCSU in collaboration with Carl Rogers
Mental Health and Research Centre was held.
68. 26th April, 2024: MoU was signed between Assam Kaziranga University and the College in the presence of Principal and Vice-principal, KSCJ.
69. 30th April, 2024: The 61st Parting Social was held under the theme “Vale Amicis: A Golden Reverie”. The program was graced by Mr. Nokchasashi,
Joint Secretary, Heath and Family welfare, Govt. of Nagaland & President of Alumni Association, KSCJ. 
70. 2nd May, 2024: GIZ team visited KSCJ. The program was attended by General Secretary and the program was covered by KSCSU Media Team.
71. 14th May, 2024: The General Secretary attended a meeting conducted by Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), Kohima Science College to discuss on
matters relating to the college activities.

Major Developmental Works and Purchases made during the tenure:
1. Major Renovation of the roof of KSCSU Office.
2. Painting of the KSCSU Office.
3. Fixing of water filter outside the Auditorium.
4. Curtains for the KSCSU Office.
5. Carpets for the KSCSU Office.
6. Cushion covers for the KSCSU Office.
7. Cushion plush for the KSCSU Office.
8. Hand-held transceiver (walkie-talkie) (6 nos)
9. Fairy Lights (15 nos)
10. Water dispenser (5 nos) 
11. Flood Light (1 nos)
12. Serving Spoons (6 nos)
13. Dinner plate (5 nos)

Note: This report covers records from August 2023 –May 2024. Further report of the events will be produced after the completion of the tenure in the
month of August 2024.

In conclusion, I would like to once again thank each and every member of Kohima Science College Jotsoma and well-wishers for your invaluable guidance and unwavering
support. It was indeed a great privilege and honor for me to have served as your General Secretary 2023-2024. God bless you all.

Long live Kohima Science College
Omnia Vincit Labor 
ANGUKALI WOTSA
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Asst General
 Secretary

SECRETARY ENTRIES SECRETARY ENTRIES

“He who cannot be a good follower cannot be a good leader,” Is a mantra i try to adhere to in all
aspects of my life, I hope I have done justice to the hopes you put in me when you gave me this post. 

I will have also undoubtedly disappointed some of you and I humbly ask for your forgiveness as the
common expression goes “To err is human to forgive divine”. To all the juniors who are to come after
us, I want you to remember, judge us, talk about us Or appreciate us but most of all learn from our
mistakes and strife to be better than us. 

Kohima Science College, Jotsoma, has taught me so much, even humbled me to the point I’m
questioning how I was selected to study and compete among so many exceptional minds and even
more wonderful people. Thank you to my mates, seniors, juniors and teachers for all the guidance and
love, and most of all I thank God for all of his unending grace to me. 

OMNIA VINCIT LABOR
Yongkong Nukshi

Games & Sports
Secretary

Firstly, I want to thank the Almighty for granting me the strength and guidance to serve you all to the best of my abilities. As my
tenure as the Games & Sports Secretary comes to an end, I wanted to take a moment to express my gratitude for the opportunity to
serve you all. It has been an incredible journey, filled with challenges, triumphs, and unforgettable memories. To the vibrant student
community, your passion and enthusiasm have been the driving force behind every event. I want to extend my heartfelt apologies for
any shortcomings or mistakes I may have made during my time in office. I aimed to represent your voices and address your concerns
to the best of my ability, but I recognize that there were times when I fell short of expectations. I am truly sorry for any frustrations or
disappointment you may have experienced.

At the same time, I am immensely grateful for the trust and support you have shown me throughout this journey. Your unwavering
support and participation have made my tenure truly memorable. I extend my heartfelt thanks to our esteemed College, whose
constant encouragement and resources have enabled us to elevate the standard of sportsmanship and camaraderie.

I am also profoundly grateful to our Principal, Advisors, Union executives for their invaluable support and guidance throughout my
tenure. I am also indebted to my Advisors, whose sage advice and wisdom have been instrumental in overcoming challenges and
achieving success.

As I bid farewell to this role, I leave with a sense of pride in our collective accomplishments and the bonds we have forged along the
way. It has been an honor and privilege to serve as your Games and Sports Secretary (2023-2024).

“Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm.”

Omnia Vincit Labor
Thochutho Nyuthe
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Information & Statistical
Secretary

SECRETARY ENTRIES SECRETARY ENTRIES

Greetings colleagues and friends,
As I reflect upon my time serving as the Information and Statistical Secretary of our college for
the tenure 2023-24, I am filled with gratitude and a sense of accomplishment. First and
foremost, I must express my deepest thanks to God for guiding me throughout this journey and
providing me with the strength and wisdom to fulfill my duties.

This role has been transformative in many ways, shaping me from someone hesitant to stand in front of people to someone who
confidently engages and collaborates with others. It has not only broadened my professional skills but has also allowed me to forge
meaningful friendships and seize every opportunity that came my way.

During this tenure, I have shared countless memories with all of you. I will deeply miss the camaraderie and support of our “12 family
members” my Kohima Science College Student Union. Each one of you has been an incredible companion on this journey. From our
early days, filled with nerves and uncertainties, to achieving milestone after milestone, we have lived, laughed, and loved every
moment. I am confident that one day we will reunite and reminisce about these good times.

Being a functional part of the institute has given me profound insights into our college’s dynamics and operations. This experience has
prepared me to approach the role of Information and Statistical Secretary with a fresh perspective and a wealth of new experiences to
draw upon.

I must acknowledge that there were shortcomings in my work over the past year, and for any inconveniences caused, I sincerely
apologize. However, I am immensely thankful for the support, patience, and understanding extended to me by each one of you. As I
pass the torch to the next Information and Statistics Secretary, I leave with a heart full of memories, lessons learned, and the confidence
to embrace new opportunities ahead.

Thank you for an unforgettable chapter in my life.
Long live Kohima Science College

Omnia Vincit Labor
Warmest regards,

Asinlo Tep

MSc Representatives
“Happiness is not about getting all you want, it’s about enjoying all you have”

It has been a tremendous honour and a privilege for us to have served as the MSc Representatives
for the tenure 2023-2024. We give thanks to The Almighty God and to each and every student of
KSCJ for giving us this opportunity to render our services for the welfare of this college.

We have called this college ‘Home’ for 5 years and it is a bitter-sweet feeling to finally step out
and experience the world. The life-lessons that this college has taught us and the people we’ve
befriended will always stay with us forever.

We take this opportunity to thank all our family, friends, our fellow executives, the college
authority and the faculty for their constant support and encouragement throughout our tenure.
We would also like to thank all the MSc students for putting their trust in us and for always being
cooperative towards us. A special thanks also goes out to Dr. Wenyitso Kapfo for his guidance
and to all the members of the Technical Team for their hardwork and commitment to the college.

Thank You
Omnia Vincit Labor

Limanukshi Pongen (MSc Male Representative)
Kereirovinuo Vizo (MSc Female Representative)
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Photography Secretary

SECRETARY ENTRIES SECRETARY ENTRIES

The Earth is art and I am but a witness. 

It's crazy to imagine that a year ago, i was but a member of the team and now i sit here typing
down this entry with nothing but love and gratitude for the past 9 months I have had, being
your Photography Secretary. 
Gratitude's depths are unfathomable, words inadequate to express the unwavering
appreciation and respect I have for the incredible, most talented community i have been part
of, the glories we have achieved together and the whispers of love and laughter that will echo
through time. 

A special nod of appreciation goes out to my advisor, Dr Palab Changkakoti for the unfaltering support and kindness he has
shown me; and to my team of photographers: Lentsuba, Pangshei Phom, Adani Kayia and Noksenkhumla- thank you for your
sheer dedication and hard work into making the team what it is today. A shining tribute to the members of the Media Team as
well for making strenuous work hours all the more bearable. 

I hope the work I've done in my tenure has captured the humanity in the moments. I hope that when you look back at the
memories of this year through my pictures, you find the poems I have found with my camera. 

Some people are artists, 
some, themselves, are art
Thank you KSCJ for being the most amazing muse
This experience has, is, and will forever be my Roman Empire. 

To close, in the words of J. Cole:
"Nothing lasts forever, but at least we've got these memories"

Suzane Veyne

Cultural Secretary

Firstly, all glory and honour to our almighty God. It has been an honour and privilege to have served as the Cultural
Secretary of Kohima Science College Student’s Union for the tenure 2023-2024. 

I am thankful to the institution for providing me with this wonderful opportunity to develop myself into a better version
of me in all aspects of life. The wisdom and knowledge I’ve gained in this short tenure will forever remain with me
wherever I go. It has been an challenging journey and though it seemed impossible, I am very glad as all activities
undertaken during my tenure has been a resounding success, of which would not have been possible without my faithful
colleagues. Some proposals and efforts could not be made due to the time constraints and unavoidable circumstances.
But despite all these shortcomings, Origin fest’24, under the theme “Cultural Kaleidoscope“, resulted in a grand success.
It is with this that I offer my profound gratitude to my advisor Mrs. Moarenla Longkumer, the higher authorities and the
student community. All these would not have been possible without your constant support. Thank you so much everyone.

Long live Kohima Science College. 
Omnia Vincit Labor

Aboto Zhimomi
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SECRETARY ENTRIESSECRETARY ENTRIES

Boys’ Welfare
Secretary

Letters like this one are never easy to write because I hate to say goodbye and ending my time on the council representing you as the
Boys Welfare Secretary (2023-2024) is bittersweet. Over the last 2 semesters, we have all worked together to build a better stay in
College through smart and strong community engagement with the help of Respective department Crs.

We have made historic progress in my tenure as your at large contribution, fundamentally changing how our college support and
prepare students for academic and personal success. In this final report, I thought it would be good to highlight much of what we
have accomplished together since I was first sworn in. Your engagement and support have resulted in meaningful victories in every
area we have worked including education, health, cleanliness and hygiene. The installation of Water purifier under my tenure as the
Boys Welfare Secretary right outside the Boys Common Room would not just serve drinkable water for the malefolks but for the
whole masses in general. 

When I kicked off my first campaign in August 2023, I ran with the intention of serving with full dedication. I have always believed at
my core that my duty comes first before anything but I may have failed to do my duty deligently, for the institution. I am saddened
that my time on the Council is coming to a close and I apologized for any inconveniences caused, but I am also excited to have kept
my promise and pass the baton to the next crop of progressive leaders. There is so much that I had hoped to accomplish which now
falls to them. All of what is left to be done is now under the next fruitful tenure of an able Secretary under the wise guidance of Sir
Imlisunup Pongener(Advisor). Please stay safe and continue to believe in science. Thank you for putting your trust in me over this
tenure 

Signing off Sincerely, 
Mughabeto Chishi 

Girls’ Welfare 
Secretary

First and foremost, I give all glory and honour to our almighty God for these wonderful opportunities. Serving the college as the
Girls Welfare Secretary has been such a great experience for me. The endless meetings between and after the class, working late
for different programs (literally ‘burning the midnight oil’ LOL!), attending amazing programs at different places and not
forgetting the wonderful people of kscj students and my dear fellow executives. They say “life is a collection of moments and
every experience makes  you  grow”. I have learnt and grown so much during my tenure of working in the Students council.

Some of the facilities and works done are:
1.    Free sanitary pads for the girls.
2.   Renovation of the girls common room and the Syrene garden.
3.   Purchased of light bulb and fixed it in all the washrooms.
4.   New tables, chairs, brite and water filter in the girls common room.
5.   New buckets, mugs, brooms, dustbins, gloves and necessary bathroom essentials were provided.
6.   Rain water gutter and necessary equipments along with (1x) 500 litres syntax was purchased for the rainwater harvesting
method.

I also extend my humble gratitude to my advisor, Asst. Professor Shepolu for her guidance and support throughout my tenure.

God bless KSCJ!
OMNIA VINCIT LABOR

Neilakhonuo Rulho
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SECRETARY ENTRIES SECRETARY ENTRIES

Nature’s Club Secretary
As I reflect upon my tenure as the Nature's Club Secretary at Kohima Science College
for the academic year 2023-24, I am overwhelmed with gratitude for the remarkable
journey we have undertaken together. This past year has been characterized by
growth, unity, and a shared dedication to environmental stewardship.

One of the most notable achievements during my tenure was the introduction of our new Nature's Club shirts. Should anyone
ever dare to cast doubt upon the productivity of our club, we can merely display these splendid garments to refute such
claims! Not only did these shirts serve as a symbol of our collective identity, but they also fostered a sense of pride and
belonging among our members. I am delighted to report that this initiative struck a chord with our student body, resulting in a
record-breaking 146 new members joining our ranks—an accomplishment that speaks volumes about the burgeoning interest
in environmental conservation within our college community.

I want to extend my heartfelt thanks to everyone who contributed to the success of the Nature's Club this year, from the
dedicated executives to the enthusiastic members who brought our initiatives to life. Together, we have proven that hard work
truly conquers all—Omnia Vincit Labor.

As I bid adieu, I'm struck by the transformation this journey has sparked in me. From one who scarcely spared a thought for
nature to now, one who considers its importance, even if just a little, this experience hath left a lasting impact on me.

"When life gives you lemonade, make lemons. Life will be all like, 'Whaaat?'"
~Phil Dunphy

Thejasetuo Kesi

Science Club Secretary
Firstly, I give thanks to Almighty God for the wonderful and blessed opportunity.
How amazing it is that we all turned from strangers to friends and the whole
community of Kohima Science College Jotsoma, as one family alike. I would like to
acknowledge or share my heartfelt gratitude to one and all fellow friends, every
individuals, teachers and the Kohima Science College Students Union. 

There is a saying " In Every Ending, There's New Beginning ". It had been a great honour and my pleasure to
served and worked as Science Club Secretary for the tenure 2023 - 24. The success of every events, programs
and the trips we had was not because of any single individual being nor me alone but it was by your
cooperation, support and participation that came together as one regardless. 

I could term as best years of my life, despite odds, challenges and difficulties . Your supportive nature for me
was always a tools to stand up firm and which also helped me to utilise the abilities and the potential to the
fullest. With whole heartedly I thank every individuals for your immense support, participation and cooperation
towards the Students' Union throughout the tenure in return will be treasure forever . And lately I am with
nothing but with the most priceless moment of beautiful memories with you all that would be cherished forever
with a smile. And lastly, I wish each and everyone the best in life. Remember the reality of life will be hard and
ugly, let us not run but face it, for we humans are like an actors that are being given a free wills to play a role
and we are responsible for our own causes, for it was you that chooses to be. 

"RESPONSIBILITY MAKES US GROW AS A PERSON". 
Omnia Vincit Labor

Ayit W
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CAMPUS MISSIVE CAMPUS MISSIVE

RECENT CAREER GUIDANCE EVENTS
MARCH 14, 2024:SEMINAR ON AWARDS, SPONSORSHIP

& SCHOLARHIP
Mavericks Academy, a coaching institute dedicated to
providing high quality guidance, mentorship and study
environment to aspirants of Civil Service exams conducted
the seminar. The students were given in-depth
introductions to various job placements provided by
examinations such as UPSC, RBI, SSE, NPSE, NSSB.

MARCH 15, 2024: NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP
AWARENESS WORKSHOP

National Apprenticeship Awareness Program, organised by
the Department of Skill, Employment and Entrepreneurship
under the Government of Nagaland, was held at the
college auditorium. 

MARCH 18, 2024: ONE-DAY SEMINAR ON CAPACITY
BUILDING FOR TOURIST GUIDE AND CAREER

COUNSELLING 
At Khonoma Village's Community Hall, the Village Adoption
Committee (VAC), 8th Western Angami AC hosted a one-
day seminar. As partnering institutions, Kohima Science
College Jotsoma and YouthNet, Kohima were present at
the seminar. The two sessions of the program featured
career counseling instruction from Kohima Science
College. 

MARCH 20, 2024: SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
conducted by MAHINDRA COACHING CENTRE

The seminar introduced students to the various
competitive exams in the state, their syllabus,
preparation methods and study tips. The talk also
touched on other exams including UPSC, NSSB, SSC
and various banking exams.

APRIL 02, 2024: SEMINAR
ON CAREER COUNSELLING
AND ABROAD SCHOLARSHIP
ASSISTANCE conducted by
CAREER GRAD GLOBAL

APRIL 05, 2024: SEMINAR ON
CAREER COUNSELLING & CIVIL
SERVICES organized by KSCJ
in collaboration with IMPERIAL
COACHING CENTRE

APRIL 17, 2024:
SEMINAR organised
by KSC in
collaboration with
ASSAM ROYAL
GLOBAL UNIVERSITY

APRIL 20, 2024: PANEL DISCUSSION AND MENTAL HEALTH
COUNSELLING IN COLLABORATION WITH CARL ROGERS
MENTAL HEALTH & RESEARCH CENTRE
A counselling session by Carl Rogers Mental Health and
Research Centre took place on the 20th of April, attended by
BSC fourth semester students. Two representatives, Mr.
Kezhazolie Cornelius Mere (co-founder and Chairman of the
aforementioned institution) and Mrs. Anupam Talwar Kohli,
stressed on the topic of Mental Health. 

APRIL 26, 2024: MoU WITH ASSAM
KAZIRANGA UNIVERSITY

Kohima Science College on the 26th of
April 2024, signed a memorandum of
understanding with the Assam Kaziranga
University. The MoU hopes to deepen
exchange and collaboration between the
two institutions. 

PERSON WITH DISABILITY [PWD] FACILITIES AT KSCJ

Facilities created for people with disabilities (PWD) in mind inorder to guarantee inclusion, safety,
and accessibility to the students within the college. Some of the facilities at KSCJ include:

Ramp passageways inside the New Academic Building, the Central Library and outside
classrooms
 Crutches and wheelchair assistance in the Central Library
 PWD washrooms in the New Academic Building and more. 
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Videographers & Editors:
Ms Arenkala Longkumer [BSc Computer Science 6th semester]

Mr Akato H Achumi [BSc Mathematics 6th semester]
Ms Shekinah Yimsung [BSc Chemistry 6th semester]

Mr Ajosa Vero [BSc Zoology 2nd semester]
Mr Delie Metsüti Metha [BA English 2nd semester]

Ms Putisenla Kichu [BSc Mathematics 2nd semester]

KSCJ MediaTeam KSCJ TechnicalTeam

The Technical Team was formed back in 2022, with a vision to train the students of Kohima Science College,
Jotsoma in the art of sound engineering and lighting, and therefore, provide the college with its very own
independent sound system and lighting facility, solely operated by the members of the Technical Team. The  
Team is responsible for monitoring the use of the college’s music room, which can be rented out to the students of
the college.

Since its inception, the Technical Team has worked tirelessly behind the scenes throughout every program hosted
by the college, managing the sound system to the best of their abilities. They are responsible for taking care of all
the available musical and lighting equipment. 

The future aim of the tech team is to cultivate an environment where the student members of the team can get an
opportunity to pursue a career in sound mixing and sound engineering.

Sound engineers:
Mr Reben Sarkey
Mr Thujove Neinu
Mr Toshimeren Walling
Mr Gwaynulo Magh
Mr Hamthar Jigdung

Trainees:
Mr Joel Medeo
Mr Keneisezo Shüya
Ms Sentiienla Mollier

MEMBERS:
Dr. Wenyitso Kapfo (Advisor)
Ms Kereirovinuo Vizo (Student In-Charge)
Mr Limanukshi Pongen (Student In-Charge)

Following the appointment of the new KSCSU executives, the idea of forming a media team was proposed by
the IQAC during a meeting with the cell on August 23, 2023. Soon after, in the same month, the KSCJ Media
Team came into being. What followed next was the heavy task of finding capable and committed individuals
who could work with the team. After lengthy discussions, multiple meetings and debates, the first batch of
content writers and editors was selected. What started off with a group of twelve people, grew into a big family
of eighteen members after the second batch of content writers and editors were recruited later in February
2024. The KSCJ Media Team records all events and activities, no matter how big or small, that take place at
or are associated with the institution via writing, filmmaking, and photography. 

Since its establishment, the media team has covered over sixty events in and related to the college. The team
has handled media coverage. Publicising the college has been a top priority from the very beginning. 
We have accomplished a significant milestone as a team. We have had our difficult times but each one of us has
learned from it. We have grown from a group of strangers to friends to a big (busy) family. The Media Team
will continue to strive for the institution's progress. We hope the team keeps reaching new heights in the days
ahead. 

Best wishes,
KSCJ Media Team 2023-2024

Content Writers: 
Mr Visasietuo Miachieo [MSc Botany 4th semester]

Mr Keviseto Mekro [BSc Zoology 6th semester]
Mr Medozhalie Paunuo [BA English 6th semester]

Ms Dozhono Rhakho [BA English 6th semester]
Ms Yongkhongkhumla Chang [BA Geography 4th semester]

Ms Thejaneinuo Dzüvichü [BSc Geology 4th semester]
Mr Salonio Sapriina [BSc Chemistry 2nd Semester]
Ms Zhapuvino Vakha [BSc Chemistry 2nd semester]

Advisor: Angukali Wotsa, KSCSU General Secretary 
Convenor: Sedenguno Nagi, KSCSU Literary Secretary 

Co Convenor: Suzane Veyne, KSCSU Photography Secretary
Co Convenor: Aboto Zhimomi, KSCSU Cultural Secretary
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ALOHOMORA 
BOOK CLUB

From having been a member of this club since its
inception, to have had the opportunity to guide it as
supervisor, my time in Alohomora has been on of
learning, growth and introspection. 

The brainchild of Ms. Philomina Rutsa, the club has
grown from just book exchanges to becoming a place
where members could share ideas, thoughts, and build
meaningful connections.

I leave the club with gratitude and a sense if fulfilment, I
hope the club will continue to grow, open new doors,
inspire countless minds and become a place of joyful
learning. 
I thank the secretary for her faith on me, my fellow
alohomorians for their cooperation and God for His
grace. Omnia Vincit Labor! 

Keviseto mekro
Club Supervisor 2023-2024

KSCJ CHOIR
My journey with the choir has been a beautiful
experience, I've built friendships, and grown so much
during my time with them.
From the very first practice it has been a journey of
growth and discovery, both musically and personally.
Being a part of the choir has taught me patience,
discipline and perseverance as we all strove for
excellence in every performance. Through the highs and
low, bound by our shared passion for music, the choir
became a second family the shared laughter, nods of
encouragement and the joy of creating something
beautiful, are things I'm sure every choir member will
cherish.

Being a part of the choir wasn't just all about singing, it
taught me to embrace challenges with courage and
resilience, knowing that every obstacle was an
opportunity for growth and that teamwork was what
made the ' dream work'. 
I pray that the choir will continue to grow and create
beautiful music in the years to come, God bless! 

Aboto Zhimomi 
Choir Secretary
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KSCJLife after

Approaching the one-year mark since graduation, life
after Kohima Science College has been an enriching

journey of exploration and growth. The experiences I’ve
encountered have been diverse and invaluable, shaping

my perspective and preparing me for the challenges
ahead. KSCJ’s impact on my life is profound; it provided
me with opportunities to develop skills in communication,

leadership, and critical thinking that extend far beyond the
realm of academic pursuits. 

As a former Literary Secretary, I’m particularly grateful
for the chance to enhance my organizational and social

skills. I’m forever grateful for the friendships forged and
the lessons learned during my time at KSCJ. I miss the sense

of community since leaving the most, and more. As I
continue on my path, pursuing my interests, I carry with
me the lessons of collaboration, perseverance, resilience

and creativity instilled by my involvement in and out of the
classroom. 

Long live KSCJ! 
Sincerely,

 H Viputo Yeptho
Literary & Cultural Secretary 2021-2022

My Journey as a Hostel Prefect
It has been an honor for me to have served as the prefect of the
sole government girls hostel (Leone) at KSCJ. Though the role
of prefect came with its share of challenges, it was also a source
of self growth. 

I thank my fellow mates and my juniors for their constant
support and cooperation throughout my tenure. 
As I reflect on my journey as the prefect, I am filled with
gratitude for the opportunity to serve my hostel. 

Though my tenure may have come to an end, the lessons I learned and the relationships I
forged will endure as enduring reminders of the transformative power of leadership and
compassion. For in the end, true leadership is not about titles or accolades; it’s about
making a tangible difference in the lives of others and leaving behind a legacy of positive
change. 

 Shonnying W K Wanglem
Leone Girls Hostel 

Being the hostel prefect has been an incredible
journey. It's taught me leadership, patience, and the
importance of community.

Balancing duties with studies was challenging, but
the support from my fellow batchmates and juniors
made it rewarding.

I've grown personally and professionally, forging
lasting friendships and unforgettable memories. This
role has truly enriched my college experience.

"Cowboys for Christ”, "Never say never"
Once a laker always a laker!!!

J Yironthung Yanthan
Lake View Boys Hostel

In my senior year of college, I was appointed as the prefect to my
hostel. I was responsible for various activities within the hostel. 

My biggest challenge was finding a suitable way to respectfully
lead a group of peers that I had to interact with daily outside my
leadership roles. I learned to appreciate the careful preparation
and hard-work that went into the smooth running of the hostel.
Most importantly, the experiences enabled me to developed the
ability to work effectively in a team, which improved my
leadership skills. I  have gained more confidence and improved my
communication skills through this role.

 Thank you Peak Hostel.
"Peace through unity"

H Lipong Jangru
Peak Boys Hostel  

How ever i learned to prioritize tasks, delegates duties to my
work. Though this experience, i developed essential skills like
conflict resolution and effective communication. I also made
lifelong friendships with my fellow residents and PREFECT.
As I look back on my journey as hostel perfect, i realize that it
was a transformative experience that shape me into a more
confident empathetic and responsible individual. I will always
cherish the memories and lessons learned during my time in
this role. KEEP SHINING! THANK YOU.

Vimugha Swu
New Boys Hostel

Firstly all glory and honour to our Almighty God. It has been an honour and a
good experience for me to serve as the Prefect of New Boys Hostel. My journey as
a hostel prefect was an incredible experience that thought me valuable lesson in
leadership, communication and teamwork. One of my the biggest challenge i faced
was balancing my responsibility as a prefect with my academic and personal life. 

“Too much sanity may be madness – and maddest of all: to see life as it is, and not as it should be” - Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra, Don Quixote 

Within the thronging surrounds of the lauded Kohima Science College, Jotsoma, the fall of 2019 came jammed with
flurry of academic pursuits and vibrant crescendos of new contingencies. Armed with a passion for literature, I had
the distinct honour of donning the mantle of the Literary and Cultural Secretary, a role that not only filled me with
a sense of purpose but also led me on an exhilarating journey of growth and discovery. Days were brimming with
creativity and innovation where every event became an opportunity to weave together the tapestry of talents within
our college community. However, the loom of the Covid-19 Pandemic threw us a curveball with our greatest test yet,
where the echoes of a silent storm reverberated through our college campus, as social distancing measures forced
us to reimagine our events in a virtual landscape. Nevertheless, the challenge also became a catalyst for change in
embracing the digital realm, pioneering the shift to online publications. 

Our monthly newsletters, once a tangible token of inspiration, found a new life in the vast expanse of the internet
marking the genesis of the digital journey in our literary endeavours. Our initiatives transcended mere
entertainment, fostering a sense of expression and a platform of unity within the student’s body all in all. Through
shoutout sections, lockdown innovations, sketches and poetries and many more, we ignited sparks of passion that
illuminated the strings of connection when physical gatherings became a distant memory. Through and through,
there was silver lining. 

Serving as the Literary and Cultural Secretary was about becoming a jack of all trades. It taught me invaluable lessons in
resilience, adaptability and collaborations. Through late-night planning sessions, navigating through the intricacies of
event organizing, to juggling multiple responsibilities, I discovered the profound joy that comes from working tirelessly
for the welfare of others. Looking back to my time working as an executive for the Student’s Body, one constant remains
– the incredible team I had the privilege to work with. 

I’m filled with a sense of gratitude and pride to have worked alongside the other
members of the executives who were intellectually passionate and dedicated in serving
the college community. My tenure as the Literary and Cultural Secretary was more than
just a title – it was a testament to the transformative power of art, literature and
community engagement. Here’s to the dreamers, the storytellers and the cultural
connoisseurs.

Omnia Vincit Labor. With endless possibilities!
Sitsino Liegisie

Literary & Cultural Secretary 2019-2020
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My Journey as a Class Representative
BSC 6TH SEM, ANTHROPOLOGY
 Long story short, my journey in KSCJ as a CR was sweet as
well as sour. I never knew handling a class will be both hectic
as well as rewarding. Hectic in terms of opinions clashing in
class and rewarding in terms of understanding how to be
calm and rational at the same time. Be it all, it's a journey
which I'll always remember and cherish. 

Hinoto Yeptho 

MSC 4TH SEM, ANTHROPOLOGY
 Being elected as a class representative was both an honor and a responsibility that I embraced
wholeheartedly. It marked the beginning of a journey filled with challenges, growth, and rewarding
experiences. It wasn’t always smooth sailing. There were moments of frustration and setbacks, but each
challenge became an opportunity for personal and professional growth. I learned the importance of
resilience, adaptability, and perseverance in the face of adversity.
As my term as class representative comes to an end, I reflect on the lessons learned and the friendships
forged. Serving my classmates has been a privilege, and I am grateful for the trust they placed in me. While
my journey may be ending, the impact of our collective efforts will continue to resonate within our class
and beyond. Once again I would like to thank all my mates.

Gwanyulo Magh

BSC 6TH SEM, BOTANY
Being a CR has been an overwhelming experience and expanded my horizon to a
greater extent. I’ve learned a lot about leadership , communication and also patience
which has been one of my foible . I’m also very grateful for the trust my classmates
placed on me . It has been overall a rewarding experience . Omnia Vincit Labor

Kenei Mary Terhuja 

MSC 4TH SEM, BOTANY
From xeroxing notes for my dearest mates to cooking and
wash utensils with them #not forgetting going to excursion,
my journey as a Cr was like the weather of Jotsoma. 

Helenshe S Thongliu

BSC 6TH SEM, CHEMISTRY
Being a class representative in college can be a leadership role with
many benefits. Though it was quite challenging at times, it was also an
opportunity where I could develop myself and enhance skills like
negotiating and working in teams. It had allowed me to experience
the joy of working with my classmates and friends in our college.
This journey would not have been possible if it was not for the
constant support that my classmates gave me. I am very blessed to
have them as my classmates and now as we part our ways from here
on, I hope and pray that they will do well in life. 

 Menokheto Zűtso 

MSC 4TH SEM, CHEMISTRY
Sitting at the front and my friends pointing at me when Sir asked to choose a class
representative- This is how I became CR of M.sc batch 2022-2024 (Chemistry Dept). I
would describe my CR journey at KSCJ as a cocktail journey. In short, I had to deal
with 17 opinions, gather consensus and take it to the management and negotiate with
them for the class. At the same time the rules or notices by the management have to
be made accepted by my mates. Hence, the cocktail. Although being made a CR
unknowingly, I would say that this experience has developed my personal and
professional leadership and collaborating with the management to a very good
extent. In short it was a fun and amusingly unprectictable journey. Lastly, to all my
classmates I would like to say “Thank You” for giving me the opportunity and All the
Best in your life journey.

Chungpongmar Longkumer

BSC 6TH SEM, COMPUTER SCIENCE
As a CR at KSCJ, I embraced personal growth and stepping out of my
comfort zone to become more confident. Engaging with my classmates, I
forged new friendships and strengthened existing ones. Overcoming social
anxiety was a significant challenge, but it ultimately fueled my journey
towards self-assurance and connection within the community.

Arenkala Longkumer

BA/BSC 6TH SEM, GEOGRAPHY
Being a CR at KSCJ has been an incredible journey. From organizing events and
different works to fostering a sense of bringing people together and building
connection. I’ve learnt so much and it has been a rewarding positive impact to
see, where on this journey I have made a lifelong friend along the way. Grateful
for this experience.

Aliabe Mbung

BSC 6TH SEM, GEOLOGY
Working as a CR at KSCJ was an incredible experience for me. From my pals coming up
with my name as the CR, to me actually being the CR. To contacting the lecturers about
class and asking them to skip it, to entering the staff room to get notes. I'm happy that my
friends gave me this chance. And I'm honoured and fortunate to be the class
representative of such amazing peers. Since all good things must come to an end, I'd want
to wish all of my friends from Geology 6th semester and the graduating class of 2021–2024
the very best.
                             “ALL ENDINGS ARE ALSO BEGINNINGS”

Imtioungbo A Chang

MSC 4TH SEM, GEOLOGY
At the outset , I was appointed as a CR without my prior
knowledge , made me encounter undulations which will always
be a very unforgettable memory. Being a CR. I learnt how to
embrace my classmates and this experience I will always
cherish! cause I got best people as my mates .
Much obliged. 

Neha Gurung

BSC 6TH SEM, MATHEMATICS
Nothing but genuine love for my classmates.Will forever cherish our Dzϋdza trip♡♡

Putitula Imsong

MSC 4TH SEM, MATHEMATICS
My time as a CR at KSCJ was shaped by unwavering support of my classmates who were pillars of strength, offering invaluable advices. Leading Team
Gryffindor during Winfest was a highlight connecting me with incredible individuals whose reliability and trustworthiness guided me throughout the
challenges. Each moment of this journey has been a gift, nurturing personal growth, finding serenity and forming cherished friendships. Grateful to KSCJ and
all who made this journey unforgettable.

Vikhotonü Lcho

BSC 6TH SEM, MATHEMATICS
For me, being a Class Representative wasn’t just a title; it was a journey of connection and growth. It was about sharing laughter with friends and soaking up
wisdom from our lecturers. Through this role, I learned the value of empathy, teamwork, and mentorship. It wasn’t just about tasks; it was about fostering a
sense of belonging and mutual support within our class community.

Pranay Prem Sharma 
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My Journey as a Class Representative

BA 6TH SEM, ENGLISH
The end of an Odyssey 

Never my capability,
 I was but of frailty.
 T'was the advocacy 
That elevated my dignity. 

T'was an odyssey
 That aided to my resilience. 
For without my companion, 
In vain I would persist.

 I, with utmost humility,
Confess my gratitude 
To my peers and the institute, 
Unravelling a new me. 

Omnia Vincit Labor!
May luck be in our favour.

Ruopfukuo Solo

BSC 6TH SEM, STATISTICS
My journey as a CR was a “Serendipia”. I addressed it so because I was selected as CR in
1st semester and served till the last semester.
Being CR, it’s a privileges as well as oppression as you carry your whole class
responsibility but I was blessed with the best mates who always stood firm and
strengthened me. I was able to serve for 3 years because of their cooperation. 
My mates gave me a nickname as “ Steel face”,  as I always addressed their opinion or
grievances to Professors though its silly or lucid. 
Lastly, thanking all my mates and all the professors of Statistics Department for
believing in me and giving me the opportunity. Your “Steel face” signing off. 

K Simon K 

BSC 6TH SEM, ZOOLOGY
It was such a wonderful experienced being the CR of Zoology Department, B.Sc. 3rd
year, 2023-24 tenure. Thanking all my handsome and beautiful mates for their kind co-
operation. I really had a great time with this amazing and cheerful mates.
To all my batchmates "you are the best and I will forever cherish the cringe and lovely
memories we had".

Atho: Zoology Department!
Students: Suuuiiiii

Gonna miss you all.
Vikivi H Awomi

MSC 4TH SEM, MATHEMATICS
Initially I hesitated to take the role of class representative but as time passed, it turned out to be a blessing in disguise. Ultimately we grew closer as a
family in a meaningful way, leaving me with cherished memories and friendships. P.S. I will never forget how they used me to cancel classes or utilize
electronics lab on short notice. 

Chetei P Phom

ANTHROPOLOGY

REPORTS

BOTANY

TENYIDIE
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A Toast to Mr Limatemjen and mr Hemanta!
The Kohima Science College Teachers Association, Kohima Science College Non-Teaching Staff Association, and the

Kohima Science College Students Union congratulate Professor Limatemjen, Dean of Sciences, and Professor
Hemanta Konwar, Head, Dept of Mathematics on being placed as Professors. This prestigious position in the

academia comes with the highest honour and is a testament to their dedication and contribution to knowledge and
the society in their respective fields. The college fraternity is proud of them and wishes them the very best.
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CHEMISTRY
Chemistry department stands as a beacon of innovation, where the boundaries of science
are continually pushed and the mysteries of the chemical reactions unravel. It is a place
where curiosity meets discovery and every experiment sparks new possibilities. Chemistry
department at KSCJ is looked over by ten dedicated teaching faculties, specialized in
various fields and seven laboratory staffs. The department offers a bachelor degree, a
master degree as well as PhD degree in Chemistry.

Laboratories:
The department laboratory is well equipped with modern experimental setups which offer
a wide range of experiments across various sub-disciplines of chemistry. From organic
synthesis to analytical techniques, students have access to conduct various research and
investigations. The department laboratory also caters to the need of post graduates and
research scholars from other department within and outside the institution in research
analysis.

Research activities:

At present the department has five research scholars pursuing PhD degree in various fields. Presently the department has two collaborative research
activities with: Department of Land Resources, Government of Nagaland in Spring shed Management and Inter departmental ties with Botany department
and Zynoriques Initiatives for study of protein content in pig feed.

Student activities/achievement:
 The department proudly recognizes the outstanding achievements of its students who have demonstrated remarkable dedication, passion and innovation in
the field of chemistry. In recent times many passed out students are pursuing their research in various universities within and outside the country. In the past
one year, six chemistry students have cleared the NSSB exam. Furthermore, several students have actively contributed to the community through tutoring
initiatives showcasing their commitment to making a positive impact beyond the classroom.

Dr. K K Tiwari
Associate Professor
Head of Department

REPORTS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
The Department of Computer Science was established in the year 2003 and but from
2018 onwards, the department has started the three years B. Sc major course in
computer science. Since 2018 , the Department of Computer Science is dedicated to
imparting quality education in the field of Computer  Science. Department currently
offers a four-year full-time undergraduate (B.Sc.) degree The department takes pride
in its student achievements, with awards won at university and national level events. It
facilitates higher studies at esteemed institutions worldwide with scholarships. 
Highlights of Student Forums

Mr. Zoomax winner 2023: Mr. Wemekhro of 5th Semester Computer Science was
crowned Mr Zoomax 2023 on 14th of August which was held at RCEMPA.

1.

Mad Ads winner 2023: A team comprising three Computer Science students, namely
Thejasetuo Kesi, Arenkala Longkumer, and Wobenthung Ngullie from 5th sem,
secured the first position in an advertisement making competition

2.

3. Athletics Champion: Shurhovonuo of Computer Science 2nd Semester won the following events. -Long Jump (Bronze) -High Jump (Silver).
4. A team comprising three Computer Science students, namely Thejasetuo Kesi, Arenkala Longkumer, and Wobenthung Ngullie from 5th
sem, secured the first position in an advertisement making competition. 
5. Mad Ads Winner 2024: A team comprising three Computer Science students namely Limakumten Phom, Arenkala Longkumer and
Thejasetuo Kesi fromm 6th sem, secured first position in an advertisement malking competition.
6. Business Plan 2024: A team comprising two Computer Science students namely Renthungo R Lotha and Yanrowo Y ezung from 6th
semester secured first position in Business Plan 
7. Mr Alammongba Ozukum from Computer Sc department got 2nd positon in Dota 2 at rog meta esports café (mato complex).

Dr P Sinha
Associate Professor
Head of Department
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Departmental activities from the academic session of 2023-24 include:
1. One Minor Research Project (MRP) completed last winter (2023) and paper
published.
2. Another MRP is ongoing.
3. International Conference on Of Moments, Movements, and Meanderings: Re-
examining ‘Northeast’ India: Plenary Session chaired by Dr Seyiekhrielie Whiso. Oct
27-28, 2023.
4. Dr Seyiekhrielie Whiso & Theyievino Whiso presented a paper in the International
Conference on Language Teaching and Skills for Lifelong Learning. Organized by
Nagaland University, February 19-21, 2024. 
5. The 7th Annual South Asia Conference 2024, Dublin City University, Ireland, 23-27
April, 2024 was attended by Ms Viriekhonuo Keretsű, Course Trainer, Certificate of
Proficiency in Phonetics and Spoken English, Department of English. 

ENGLISH
Established in 1961, the Department of English has 7 fulltime faculty members and offers courses in BA in English and B.Voc in "English
Communication Skill'. The total strength of the students pursuing their degree in the department as of 2024 is 112 students. 

GEOGRAPHY
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT FOR THE ACADEMIC SESSION 2023-2024

The department started off the academic session with faculty meetings,
orientations and formulation of course plans. A career guidance program was
also organized for the students of the department with Mr. Shevito Theyo, Asst
Prof, as resource person. 

Field works for the session were conducted in Mima, Chiephobozou, Botsa,
Kigwema, and Phesama Villages as well as within the different localities of
Kohima town.

 The Geographia Award for academic excellence in Geography was also initiated
in August 2023. This is to be awarded to the 5th Semester student securing the
highest aggregate SGPA in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th Semesters during the College
Foundation Day on 15th September annually. The recipient for 2023 was Ms Dina
Rai. Mr. Munuho Lohe, 6th Semester Geography, was also awarded the Governor’s
Award for scoring highest CGPA among male students of the college for 2023. 

Earth Day 2024 was celebrated by the Department of Geography in collaboration
with the Green Team by holding a program and initiating a waste paper reuse
campaign where students made paper bags which were distributed to shops
within the campus.

Ms Rongdensungla Longkumer
Associate Professor
Head of Department
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6. Two students from English 6th Semester participated in the Case Study event during the 14th Zoomax Management Fest, organized
by the Department of Management, Nagaland University
7. Student of Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya, Wokha visited Kohima Science College including the department. 
8. The departmental exhibition on National Science Day.
9. Certificate of Proficiency in Phonetics & Spoken English [Winter session: 19th August 2023 to 30th Octoberr 2023, spring session: 1st
March, 2024 to 20th April  2024 under course trainer Ms Viriekhonuo Keretsu. The total number of students enrolled for the course: 36
and total number of students passed: 36.

Mrs M Amenla
Associate Professor
Head of Department
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GEOLOGY
DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES REPORT (July 2023 - April 2024)

 During the period spanning July 2023 to April 2024, the Department of Geology
engaged in a series of enriching activities. 

A fieldwork was carried out for B.Sc. 3rd-semester students to Sandstone Quarry
near Sazolie College and Khonoma road section. B.Sc. final year students were
exposed to Nagaland's lithological units along NH-29, supplemented with practical
training in geological instruments. M.Sc. final year students embarked on an
insightful trip to Arunachal Pradesh, visiting the GSI, State Unit: Arunachal Pradesh
Office and gaining insights into Geological mapping and exploration work.
 
The MSc final year students embarked on fieldworks to different locations in Nagaland for their dissertation. One group of students along
with faculty members went on an expedition to Wazeho, Satuza, Ziphu, and Mokie villages in Phek districts which encompassed hands-on
studies of rocks and economic minerals. Concurrently, a fieldwork was carried out along the Chumukedima-Peducha and Phesama-Zuketsa
road sections which covered a spectrum of topics including geological mapping, career guidance, and practical sessions on GIS software
application by resource persons Shri Dileep Reddy, Geologist and Shri. D Vincent Whuorie, Sr. Geologists from Geological Survey of India.
Some of the students conducted hydro chemical analysis and hydrogeological mapping in Kohima and Dimapur respectively. Their
respective topics equipped them with vital skills in research methodology and scientific reporting.

Through such initiatives, the department continues to provide students with a comprehensive education that combines theoretical knowledge
with practical experience, preparing students to excel in their future endeavors within the dynamic field of geology.

Mrs. Aleno Doulo
Associate Professor
Head of Department

MATHEMATICS
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT FOR THE ACADEMIC SESSION 2023-2024

1.Revision of M.Sc. syllabus was done in 2023, where necessary changes were made at the
suggestions of external subject experts from IIT Guwahati, Tezpur University and Nagaland
University.
2. Two faculty members of the department, Dr. Jane Roseline Yimchunger and Dr. Sedevikho
Chase were awarded Ph.D. degree from NIT Nagaland on 15th June and 19th June, 2023
respectively.
3. A scholar of the department, Ms. Temjennaro Jamir was awarded Ph.D. degree in
Mathematics on 9th October, 2023 under the supervision of Dr. Hemanta Konwar, HOD
Mathematics. Her title of the thesis was “A Numerical study of the Soret Effect on Some
Unsteady Flow Problems of viscous Fluids.”
4. Ms. Shosinle Nyenthang joined the department as an Assistant Professor on 16th October,
2023. 
5. Students of JNV, Wokha visited the department laboratories during their study tour to the
college on 29th November, 2023.

6. Ms. Vikievono Nisa and Ms. Sederano Peseyie participated in the Mini-MTTS (Mathematics Training and Talent Search) program held at Tezpur
University, Assam from 3rd – 8th January, 2024. Mini-MTTS program is a rigorous training program organized by NBHM (National Board of Higher
Mathematics) where selected students are trained in Mathematics and this program immensely helps students in clearing JAM (Joint Admission Exam for
Masters) to get admitted for PG courses in IITs and NITs.
7. Madhava Mathematics Competition was held in the college on 7th January, 2024. It is to be noted that the college is the only centre in Nagaland for
conducting this prestigious exam.
8.Semester Course plan was prepared by the respective teachers and was submitted to IQAC.
9. Student mentoring was done by respective faculty members for their mentees as deemed necessary.
10. The syllabus for NEP 2020 (Four Year Undergraduate Programme) was prepared for the department in 2024 and submitted to the Dean of Schools for
approval.
11. Students from various Schools in Kohima visited the department laboratories on 28th February 2024 on the occasion of Science Day, where Mr. Kulo
Kapfo, a guest faculty of the department demonstrated the use of Mathigon, a free mathematics learning software (https://mathigon.org). 
12. The department was in-charge of pole climbing event during the College Origin Fest held on 8th March, 2024 and prize money was given to the winner
team.
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13. A career guidance session was organized for the final year UG and PG students of the department on 8th Feb. 2024 and the resource person was Mr.
Raju Das, Software Engineer, San Jose California, USA. He is an alumnus of the college. His talk was entitled “Navigating a career in software industry” and
the key points discussed were Importance of Mathematics in Software industry, skill development and machine learning. 
14. The department bade farewell to Dr. S. N. Pandey who retired on superannuation on 29th February, 2024. 
15. International Pi Day was observed on 14th March, 2024 by the department. Two teachers, Dr. Sedevikho Chase and Mr. Along Longchari visited
Alderville Higher Secondary School, Phezhu, Jotsoma and delivered talks. A quiz was conducted for the students of class 9 and class10 standards and prizes
were given. A Five-minute Talk competition was carried out for the B.Sc. and M.Sc. students and 1st and 2nd prizes were given to the winners by the
Principal.
16. The department made a revision of Combined Educational Services Syllabus and submitted the revised syllabus to the authority on 15th March, 2024.
17. Seven students cleared JAM 2024 and are undergoing counseling for getting selected to various IITs and NITs.
18. Ms. Leah Ozukum of M.Sc. 2nd Semester represented Nagaland Basketball Women’s Team at the 73rd Senior National Basketball Championship,
Ludhiana, Punjab and also represented Kohima District Women’s Basketball Team during the Nagaland Olympic and Paralympic Games 2024 and won
the Silver medal.
19. Mr. Chunchamlungbou Newmai of B.Sc 6th Semester won the Gold medal in the 4x400m mixed relay race and Bronze medal in the 4x400m relay race
during the Nagaland Olympic and Paralympic Games 2024. He also won the Bronze medal in the 4x400m relay race during the 3rd North-East Olympic
Games 2024.
20. Prof. K N Raghavan from the reputed IMSc (The Institute of Mathematical Sciences) Chennai visited the department on 2nd April, 2024 and delivered a
talk on “Matroids and Log-concavity” which was attended by the faculty and students of the department. His talk covered cutting edge research that are
being carried out by Fields Medalist 2022, June Huh and others, which is a very fertile area of Mathematical research.
21. A Wall Magazine has been set up where students display and share their talents by posting various innovative mathematical clips, articles, poems,
drawings, collage and other such compositions. 
22. The M.Sc. laboratory was upgraded by installing 13(thirteen) new PCs.
23. Altogether ten research papers were published in SCOPUS-Indexed journals during this period comprising of seven papers jointly by Dr. Hemanta
Konwar, Mr. Bendangwapang and Dr. Temjennaro Jamir, one paper by Dr. Jane Roseline and two papers by Dr. Sedevikho Chase respectively.
24. Two MRPs (Minor Research Project) are ongoing.

Dr. Hemanta Konwar
Professor
Head of Department

PHYSICS
The Department of Physics is one of the first schools of study to be established in Kohima Science College in 1963.
Located at the New Academic Building, the Department serves as a center of excellence for teaching activities,
multidisciplinary, vocational courses and interfacial research ranging from nanoscience and cold atoms to
astrophysics, geophysics and atmospheric physics. One research facility (funded by RUSA under research and
innovation) has received state recognition as a research center.

Objective of the Department
·To deliver academic programmes in compliance with the set policy and regulations.
·To impart theoretical and practical understanding of the subject to the students in pursuit of their higher education
in physics.
·To promote quality research and innovation. 

Programme and services offered
The Department offers undergraduate (B.Sc) and postgraduate (M.Sc and Ph.D) degree programmes. The current
enrollment status (as on 10/05/2024)
 B.Sc - 151             M.Sc- 27          Research Scholar – 05

Our combined teaching team consists of 9 teaching faculty specializing in various field of physics such as: Electronics, Atmospheric Physics, Condensed Matter, Astro Physics,
Geo Physics, High energy Physics and Nano technology & magnetism. We have well-equipped laboratories which caters to the practical needs of the students and scholars alike.
In discharging the responsibility, 1 senior technician and 2 lab assistants along with lab bearers ensure smooth conduct.

Provide mentor-mentee programme to guide students and facilitate a conducive learning environment.

Events, meetings and conference
The department, annually, celebrates National Science Day by organizing various activities ranging from general physics quiz to advance modelling and robotics.

Periodically, the department organizes regional seminars/workshops on topic such as Atmospheric physics, Astrophysics and Material Science. The board of study (BoS) has
reviewed the syllabus to implement four-year Bachelor’s degree programme from the upcoming academic session (2024-25) to comply with the New Education Policy-2020.

Achievement/Community outreach:
The Department has completed several major research projects funded by agencies such as IRSO, DST, RUSA and others. A major project and two minor projects are ongoing.
Our students have cleared various exams such as JAM, JATE, NET, NPSC and NSBB. Exposure to researches abroad has been the route of many passed out students. Extend skill
support and hands-on training to various schools in the state.

Dr. Chetan Kachhara
Associate Professor
Head of DepartmentPAGE 36 PAGE 37
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STATISTICS
Estd: 1982 
Courses: Three year undergraduate programme CBCS): Four Year Undergraduate Programme (FYUGP)
Number of teachers: 5
Number of Students:
B.Sc. 2nd Semester: 11
B.Sc. 4th Semester: 9
B.Sc. 6th Semester: 37

 A Statistical Research Centre has been inaugurated at New Building (Red Square) of Kohima Science
College by Dr. Temjenwabang, Principal Kohima Science College, Jotsomain a simple function held on 31st
October, 2023. This facility will immensely benefit various government departments as well as research
scholars and other voluntary organizations of the state by giving technical support.

Student Activities: 
1.    Student’s Seminar for 3rd, 4th and 5th Semester
2.    Field survey for 6th Semester
3.    Science Day Exhibition
4.    Cultural day
5.    Annual Status of Educational Report (ASER) Survey (2024)

Student Achievements:
1.    Three students were selected for M.Sc. in International Institute of Population
 Studies (IIPS), Mumbai.

Alumni Achievements:
1.    Bank P.O.: Ms. Thungdeno Humtsoe (2023)
2.    BDO: Ms. Akuzüvi Kajiri (2023)

Dr. Pallab Chagkakoti
Associate Professor
Head of Department

ZOOLOGY
The Department of Zoology at Kohima Science College, Jotsoma is committed to strive for excellence in teaching and research and fosters a vibrant community dedicated to
zoological exploration. At the forefront of the department’s activities is our commitment to research. Our faculty members are engaged in diverse research projects and currently
have a total of 10 research scholars in the department. During the academic session 2023-24, the faculty have published 7 articles in national and international journals.
Number of Publications: 7
National: 6
International: 1

Ongoing Projects of the department are
Project: Implementation of Pilot Project at Poilwa village, Peren district under NERAQ Project.
Funded By: GIZ (Germany International Development Co-operation)

Project: Exploration of Fish Fauna of Tizu and Zungki rivers of genuine drainage system, Nagaland.
Funded by: National Bureau of Fish Genetic Resources (NBFGR), Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR),
Lucknow

Project: To study rearing techniques of selected cricket species for sustainable socio-economic development.
Funded by: Directorate of Higher Education, Government of Nagaland.

Project: To study the seasonal and altitudinal variation of terrestrial molluscs of Puliebadze Wildlife Sanctuary, Kohima
Funded by: Directorate of Higher Education, Government of Nagaland.

Project: Morphological and Comparative study of selected acridids egg pods in relationship to the soil type for farming of
Grasshopper
Funded by: Directorate of Higher Education, Government of Nagaland.
Activities of the department during the academic session 2023-24 are highlighted-
·Birding competition, Win Fest 2023 to identify bird diversity of the college campus area.
·Field trip to Kohima Mini Zoo to study animal behavior and another to ‘Than Khudu-Fulutsu Square’, Phezha to study fish and fisheries for B Sc final year students.
·Workshop on “Basic Techniques of Digital Photography” on 24 April 2024.
·Career Counseling Program on 1 May 2024 for B Sc and M Sc Final Year students.
·Workshop on the theme “Small Scale Vermicompost Unit in Rural Sectors” at Jotsoma village on 27 March 2024.

The department also takes great pride to announce the achievements of our students-
·Vimgha Sheqi: First Runner-Up, Miss Nagaland 2023
·Vincent W. Patton: First Runner-Up, Mr. Zoomax 2024
·Sneha Sharma: Best Cadet (Army) Award in NCC, represented NER directorate in PM’s Rally, Republic Day 2024
·Nadia Limarenla Longchari: Winner, video making competition by Chief Electoral Office, theme "My Opinion on Elections in Nagaland," June 19, 2023

Looking ahead, the department remains committed to equipping students with knowledge, skills and values for excellence. Dr Anungla Pongener
Associate Professor
Head of DepartmentPAGE 38 PAGE 39



EVANGELICAL UNION, KSCJ
Greetings to you all in the most blessed name of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
      I firstly would like to convey my deepest gratitude to all the well wishes and support that we very much have receive all throughout our tenure in the college.
I also extend my gratefulness to the editorial team for their many hard works and also for this platform. May our good Lord bless you all.
Brief History: A Friday evening, a group of college students meets at 190, Poonamalle High Road, Madras- the home of professor Enoch. They continue these
fellowship weeks after weeks while growing in number and in spirit. Little do they know that this small prayer group will eventually grow into a nationwide
movement of evangelical students as well as the graduates. At roughly the same time, small groups of believing students also began to have prayer meets in
Christian Medical College (CMC), Vellore and in Government College of Technology( GCT) Coimbatore with similar faith and conviction. It is these Union of the
3 groups at a retreat in Katpadi that gave birth to the Union of Evangelical Students of India (UESI) in18th September 1954. 
EU is inter-denominational and therefore everyone, regardless of their denomination or community, can all come together and worship the Sovereign Lord,
building and growing together with the good Shepherd. The first EU ministry in Nagaland was brought by Professor Tali Alinger in Fazal Ali College on 1965.
And after a few years, EU was introduced in Kohima Science College Jotsoma On 1969.
Statements and Aims
 Vision Statement: “Transformed students impacting the campuses and the nation as disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ.”
Mission Statement: “UESI seeks to evangelize Post- Metric Students in India, nurture them as Disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ, that they may serve the Church
and the Society.” 
The UESI consist of four aims: Evangelism, Fellowship, Testimony and Mission.
The KSCJ EU for the tenure of 2023- 2024 was consecrated on 19th of February, 2023 with a member of 31 and two senior advisors Dr Seyiekhrielie Whiso and Mr  
Vevoho Kezo
Inspired to fulfill the statements and aims of the UESI, the KSCJ EU had organized several activities and programs.
Evangelism:
1.   Gospel fellowship is observed on 1st and 4th Sunday of every month
2.   Sharing the good news on personal level
3.   The evangelistic week was conducted on 16th to 23rd of April 
Fellowship: 
1.   Fellowship Sunday is conducted every 2nd Sunday of the month
2.   A fellowship is observed every Tuesday where activities such as Teachers Bible Study, 2/2 fellowship, bible quiz, bible study and recreation are organized.
3.   The Circle Secretaries and MIGs of their respective hostel conduct and record their hostel fellowships on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.
4.   Summer Discipleship Training Camp(SDTC) was organized on 4th to 10th June at Genesis Retreat Centre by the theme “Be the Light”
5.   Hostel Penetration was carried on 3rd &4th of August with the assistance of the Jotsoma EGF.
6.   On 9th of September, a reunion for the SDTC campers was observed
7.   The pre- Christmas program was conducted in partnership with the Tribal fellowships. 
Testimony:
·Testimonial night conducted on 11th of February 
Mission
1.   Mission Sunday is observed every 3rd Sunday of the Month 
2.   A cleanliness drive is conducted on 3rd Saturday of every month with the MIGS and volunteers 
3.   A Jumble sale is organized on 14th October in aid for the SDTC; through                        this we also reach out to the underprivileged community 

OTHERS
1.   A movie night was organized on 9th of April.
2.   Hosted the KICEU fellowship on 29th of April
3.   Conducted the Musical Night on 24th of September in partnership with the tribal fellowships with the motto “True Worship”
4.   Organized a fellowship in concern of the “social issues in the digital world” with Dr Joyce Zinyű as the speaker
5.   On 4th- 9th December we opened our EU stall during the college WinFest in aid for the next SDTC.
By His guidance all of the programs and activities were of great success. Although the journey can be rough, but through it all, the Lord showered his guidance
until the very end. Our Lord was patient and faithful all throughout.
I also extend my heartfelt gratitude to the UESI staff, the CCF family, Senior Advisors, the College Authority and the student body for all of their constant support
and well wishes to the EU ministry. With no doubt, all of the programs and activities conducted were alive because of all your support and participation. May
our good Lord bless you and keep you and shine His grace upon you.
On 25th February, 28 new committee members were consecrated by sister Hulika Yeptho with the President as Brother Tokuho Zhimo and Secretary as sister
Hriyia Pfokreni.

“Take delight in the Lord, and He will give you the desires of your heart”
 psalms 37:4 

God be with you all.

Tisovi Vupru
President, EU KSCJ, 2023-2024
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National  Service  Scheme
What is NSS? 

NSS stands for "National Service Scheme." It is a voluntary public service program in India aimed at developing the personality and character of students by
involving them in community service activities. NSS promotes social awareness, community engagement, and volunteerism among young people. Members of
the NSS are often involved in activities such as environmental conservation, literacy campaigns, health awareness programs, and various community
development initiatives. It is an important platform for students to contribute to society while gaining valuable life skills and a sense of social responsibility.

KSCJ NSS Student leaders, advisor and Program Officers
NSS Advisor: Mr L Kenneth Punyu (Associate Professor Chemistry, department) 
Program Officer:Mr Subenthung Tsopoe (Assistant Professor, Physics Department)
Program Officer:Mr Keneizoulhou Kesiezie (Assistant Professor, Botany Department) 
Program Officer: Miss Moarenla (Assistant Professor, Anthropology department) 

NSS Students’ Leader: J Yironthung Yanthan  (BSc. 6th Semester, Physics) 
NSS General Secretary: Thungdemo L Mozhui (BSc. 4th Semester, Physics) 

The NSS is further divided into three units (Pyrus, Venus and Aquas) which are looked after by the respective squad/unit leaders. They are: 
Hangnyang P- Pyrus Squad Leader (BSc. 6th Semester, Physics)
Anju Kumari- Ventus Squad Leader (BSc. 6th Semester, Mathematics)
Sentikaba- Aquas Squad Leader (BSc. 6th Semester, Anthropology) 

Total no of NSS volunteers as of 2024: 255 students. 

A REPORT ON THE NSS EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT DURING THE TENURE 2023 to 2024 
17th August 2023: The NSS leaders along with the PO’s gathered for a meeting at the NSS office to discuss about the events and activities to conduct for the tenure. It was decided
to host or conduct at least 15 activities. 
19th August 2023: The NSS leaders gathered at the office to distribute the volunteers equally to each unit (75 volunteers in each unit). 
25th August 2023: NSS Orientation program with 191 NSS members (not including the NSS students leader, GS, Unit leaders, Advisor, Program Officers and our special guests). The
Program was led by Mr Keneizoulhou Kesiezie (Program Officer KSCJ NSS). Followed by a welcome address by our NSS Students Leader Mr J Yironthung Yanthan. Mr Dziesevituo
Angami, ( Rtd. Associate Professor Zoology, Ex Program Officer NSS kSCJ ) special guest, shared his experiences while serving as one of the Program Officers during his time. Next,
Dr Avila Sangtam (Medical Officer, Blood Bank, NHAK) delivered a speech on the importance of blood donation. In her speech, she shared us some important knowledge and
message about blood donation like the different blood groups, universal acceptor and donor. Ms Moarenla (Assistant Professor Anthropology, Program Officer KSCJ NSS) delivered
the vote of thanks. Refreshment and distribution of NSS diaries and badges followed.
31st August 2023: The NSS was given the incharge for helping the Union in the College’s Freshers Program in which 59 NSS members volunteered for the success of the program.
The volunteers worked from 8am to 8pm. 
1st September 2023: Arrangement and cleaning of work from the freshers’ program. The work lasted 8am till 11am.
12th September 2023: The NSS leaders, Unit leaders along with the PO’s had a meeting regarding the upcoming College’s Foundation Day as the NSS was given the in-charge to
look after the dining tables for the students and the alumni of our college during the Foundation Day. 
15th September 2023: On this day the College conducted the Foundation Day in which both the NSS along with the NCC worked together for the success of the program. The
program was held for 8hrs. 
30th September 2023: Observance of NSS Day. A short program in presence of PO’s with 160 volunteers followed by the installation of dustbins in and around the college for 3hrs
followed by refreshment. 
5th March 2024: NSS members and the NSS PO’s attended a Voters awareness program on the theme “Mera Pehla Vote, Desh Ke Liye” along with the College Students Union
executives.
21st March 2024: PO’s i.e., Sir Suben and Ms Moarenla along with the leaders gathered for a meeting at the NSS office. The meeting discussed the following: 1.Cleanliness Drive
2.Visit to an Orphanage 3.Tree Plantation on Earth Day 4.Activation of NSS notice board 5.Lastly the NSS camp.
26th March 2024: Cleanliness drive in and around the college was conducted. The NSS volunteers worked for 1hr followed by a light refreshment. 
17th April 2024: The NSS Student leader, 3 unit leaders along with the Program Officers held a meeting to discuss about the NSS camp. 
25th April 2024: The NSS volunteers in general conducted a cleanliness drive in which over 200 Kgs of garbage were collected from in and around the college campus, road to
Peak hostel, Lassi Girls hostel, towards Grace Hostel, College ground, Basket court and road to Agape Girls hostel with a working hr of 3hrs. 
25-28 April, 2024: NSS special camp. Location: Jotosma Village. 
DAY 01: The Jotsoma Village Council Executive Members joined the first session of the first day by giving a short briefing about the culture and history of the village followed by the
an introductory session for the NSS volunteers. 
DAY 02: Session 02: Mental Health Awareness by Carl Institute of Mental Health & School Counselling. Session 03: Learning Basketry, knitting of clothes, Field exploration, visiting
historical places etc.
DAY 03: Reflection on the experiences as a NSS camper followed by fun recreation. 
DAY 04: NSS picnic to Dzulukie. Closing Session where each NSS Special Campers shared their experiences during the Camp.
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 1 NAGA GIRLS BN NCC
UNIT DETAILS

Directorate – North East Region NER
Name of Unit – KSCJ 1 Naga Girls BN NCC 
Group Headquarters – Kohima
Group Commander – Brigadier Dipankar Saha
Commanding Officer – Colonel Manjeet Katoch
Associate NCC Officer – Captain T K Medoweu
Senior Under Officer – Menile Tara

CADET ACHIEVEMENTS
Total number of national camps attended – 3

Total number of cadets participated in national camp – 7
Total number of regional camp attended - 8

Total number of cadets participated in regional camp - 8
 Total number of state level camp attended - 2

Total number of cadets participated in state level camp – 25
Number of cadets appearing B Certificate exam in 2024 – 10
Number of cadets appearing C Certificate exam in 2024 – 13

Number of cadets who donated blood – 5
1 Cadet participated in All India Thal Sainik Camp 2023

ANO Successfully completed NCC Refresher Course 2023
1 Cadet Participated in RDC 2024 in Cultural Category

ACTIVITIES TAKEN UP BY THE UNIT
1. 25th Anniversary of Pokhran Nuclear Tests: On 13th May 2023, 1 Naga Girls BN NCC under aegis of NCC Kohima Group commemorated 25 Years of Pokhran Nuclear tests at
Kohima Science College Jotsoma on the theme “Peaceful use of nuclear energy for development of the nations”. Around 70 cadets attended the program. 
2. World Environment Day
On 5th June 2023, the 50th anniversary of World Environment Day was celebrated. 150 saplings of Himalayan Cherry Blossom trees and 50 saplings of wild apple were planted
in and around the college campus. Kohima Science College observed World Environment Day on the theme `Beat Plastic Pollution`, organized by the Department of Geography
KSCJ partnered with the Department of Forestry Kohima along with NCC and NSS of KSCJ.
3. CATC – 29: The Combined Annual Training Camp 29 was held at Sazolie College, Kohima, from 20 June 2023 to 29 June 2023. 20 Cadets attended the camp. Cadets were
trained in service subjects like Cyber Security, Food & Nutrition, Hygiene, Mental Health and NEDFI. 
Classes on Map reading, Field Craft, Battle craft, Military History and Weapon Training were held. CQMS Wetuu Losou won the 1st prize in the Firing Competition, for SW
category.
Selections for Inter Group Competitions (Drill and Cultural) were held, where SGT Sneha Sharma and SGT Helito Sumi were selected in NIAP Category and SUO Menile Tara,
UO Nginshei N Konyak and CQMS Mhasilienuo Huozha were selected in Drill category.
4. IGC – 24: Inter Group Drill Competition – 24 NER was held at Assam Rifles Public School, Laitkor, Shillong, from July 3 to July 12, 2023. SUO Menile Tara, UO Nginshei N
Konyak and CPL Mhasilienuo Huozha attended the camp, as part of the Kohima Group 
 5. Recruitment of 2023 batch: On 25th July 2023, recruitment tests were held. The tests included medical checkups, physical test and interview. 18 Cadets were recruited.
6. 24th Kargil Vijay Diwas: The 24th Kargil Vijay Diwas was held at Raj Bhavan, Kohima, on the 26th of July 2023. War Veterans, Veer Naris, Civil Society Organizations, State
government officials, students and NCC cadets attended the program. 10 Cadets attended the program.
7. Pre TSC 1: Pre Thal Sainik Camp – 1 was held from 6th August 2023 to 15th August 2023, at NCC Academy, Jorhat, Assam. UO Mariamyile, CQMS Mhasilienuo Huozha and
CPL Avinu Pucho attended the camp in the category of Firing and Health & hygiene, respectively.
CQMS Mhasilienuo Huozha passed in the tests and was further selected to attend Pre-TSC – 2.

8. Mini Camp for Inter Group Cultural and NIAP auditions cum selection for Pre RDC – 1: The selections were carried out for Pre-RDC – 1 in a mini camp of 60 Assam Girls BN NCC,
Guwahati under the aegis of NCC Gp HQ Guwahati from 7 August 2023 to 10 August 2023 at Narangi, Transit Facility, Guwahati, Assam. SGT Sneha Sharma and SGT Helito Sumi
took part in the camp under the NIAP (National Integration Awareness Presentation). SGT Sneha Sharma got further selected for Pre RDC – 1. 
9. Independence Day Parade at Kohima; Nagaland. 8 Cadets participated in the parade as part of the NCC contingent for the Independence Day celebration held at New
Secretariat, Kohima on 15th August 2023.
10. Pre RDC 1 : Pre – Republic Day Camp – 1 was held at NCC Academy, Jorhat Assam, from 20th August 2023 to 29th August 2023. SGT Sneha Sharma attended the camp and got
selected for Pre RDC – 2 in the NIAP category.  
11. Oath Taking Ceremony: The oath taking ceremony for first year cadets was held on 25 September 2023. All first year cadets were present to take the oath.
12. Pre TSC – 2 CQMS Mhasilienuo Huozha attended the Pre Thal Sainik Camp – 2, held at NCC Academy, Jorhat, Assam, from 6th September 2023 to 15th September 2023.  She
participated in the Health & Hygiene category and was further selected to attend the All India Thal Sainik Camp 2023.
13.  All India Thal Sainik Camp 2023: AITSC 2023 was held from 19th September 2023 to 30th September 2023, at Cariappa Parade Ground, Delhi. CQMS Mhasilienuo Huozha
attended the camp as part of the North East Region (NER) Directorate and participated in the categories of Health & hygiene and Tent Pitching.
14. Poster Release Ceremony of Late Captain N. Kenguruse, MVC Memorial Football tournament, 2023
The Poster Release ceremony for the 7th Edition of the Late Captain Neikezhakuo Kenguruse, MVC Memorial Football Tournament, 2023 was held at Kohima Science College Jotsoma
on 30th September 2023. The program was attended by 45 Assam Rifles, 5 Sector Assam Rifles, KSCJ Teaching faculty, Principal KSCJ, NCC cadets and the family members of Late
Captain N. Kenguruse, MVC.
15. NCC NER Car Rally reaches Kohima: The NCC NER Car Rally, lead by Major General Gagan Deep, ADG NCC NER Dte, reached Kohima on 12 November 2023. The Flag-in
Ceremony was held at the IGAR (N) with chief guest Major General Vikas Lakhera, Inspector General Assam Rifles (North). 4 cadets took part in the program, performing a folk song,
along with cadets of 24 Nl (i) Coy and No 1. NL Air Squadron.   
16. Pre RDC 2: Pre Republic Day Camp -2 was held from 2nd October 2023 to 11th October 2023, at Assam Regimental Centre, Happy Valley, Shillong, Meghalaya. SGT Sneha
Sharma attended the camp under NIAP and Prime Ministers Rally category and was further selected to attend Pre – RDC – 3 in both the categories.
17. Pre RDC 3 : Pre Republic Day Camp – 3 was held from 30th November 2023 to 9th December 2023, at NCC Academy, Jorhat, Assam. SGT Sneha Sharma attended the camp
under NIAP, Prime Ministers Rally and Best Cadet category and was further selected to attend the Pre – RDC -4 in all the three categories.
18. EBSB – 1 NER: EBSB – 1 NER was held at North Eastern Hill University Campus, Shillong, Meghalaya. The invited directorates were West Bengal & Sikkim Dte and Madhya Pradesh &
Chattisgarh Dte. SUO Menile Tara, UO Supou Longshe, SGT Helito Sumi, CPL Limayala Aier and LCPL Easter K Konyak attended the camp. UO Supou Longshe, SGT Helito Sumi, CPL
Limayala Aier and LCPL Easter K Konyak participated in the Group song category (as part of the Kohima Gp), for which they won the award for Best Cultural Performance for ADG
visit. SUO Menile Tara participated in Piloting.
19. CATC – 102: CATC – 102 was conducted by 1 Naga Girls BN NCC, at Greenwood School, Dimapur from 11th December 2023 to 20th December 2023. 5 Cadets participated in the
camp. Cadets were trained in Military History, FCBC, Health & Hygiene, etc,
20. Republic Day Camp – 2024: RDC – 24 was held at DG NCC, Delhi Cantt, New Delhi from 28th December 2023 to 28th January 2024. 
SGT Sneha Sharma participated in the camp in categories of NIAP, PM`s Rally and YEP Sponsor, as part of the selected cadets from NER Dte. She also took part in the Best Cadet
Competition, representing NER in Army Wing SW category. 
21. Visit of ADG NER: Major General Gagan Deep, ADG NCC NER Dte visited Kohima Science College Jotsoma on 23rd February 2024. He visited the 3 units in the college and
interacted with the cadets.
22. C Certificate Examination 2024: The NCC C Certificate exams 2024 were conducted in a phase of 2 days. The practical exam was conducted on 17th February 2024 and the
theory exam was conducted on 3rd March 2024. 13 cadets were eligible for this exam, out of which all 13 cadets appeared for the exam.
23. B Certificate Examination 2024: The NCC B certificate exam was held in 2 days, 16th March 2024 for Practical and 17th March 2024 for Theory Exam. 10 Cadets were eligible
and appeared for the exams.
24. Nagaland Ex-NCC Cadets Association 2nd Felicitation Programme: The Nagaland Ex-NCC Cadets Association held its 2nd Felicitation Programme for YEP, RDC. AITSC and
AIVSC cadets of 2022, 2023, 2024 on 13th April 2024, at Kohima Science College. DGP Rupin Sharma was the theme speaker of the event. CQMS Mhasilienuo Huozha and SGT
Sneha Sharma received the felicitation for attending AITSC-23 and RDC-24,                                         respectively.
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24 NAGALAND (I) COMPANY NCC
UNIT DETAILS

DIRECTORATE : NORTH EAST REGION   
GROUP HEADQUARTER : KOHIMA
GROUP COMMANDER : BRIGADIER DIPANKAR SAHA
COMMANDING OFFICER : COLONEL VINEET CHATURVEDI
ASSOCIATE NCC OFFICER : LIEUTENANT SAVILE YHOR
SENOIR UNDER OFFICER : ROSHAN KUMZUK CHOWDHURY 

The National Cadet Corps (NCC) established on 15th July 1948 with its motto ‘Unity and Discipline’ (Ekta aur Anushasan) has emerged as one of the largest voluntary youth
organisation in the world. It is a three-tier organization viz., Army, Air and Navy with the strength of 15 Lakh cadets. The 24 Nagaland (I) COY was raised in Kohima Science

College and hence is the raising institution for the 24 Naga (I) COY. Director General NCC, located at New Delhi controls the various overseas activities of the NCC through 17
Directorates spread across the country. It is a premier organization fostering youth’s towards the armed forces, personality development and icons of nation building.

Brief Overview:
Total Strength- 47 Cadets  [3rd Year: 12 Cadets     2nd Year: 11 Cadets      1st Year: 24 Cadets]

STRUCTURE OF COLLEGE NCC-ARMY WING
NCC OFFICIALS 2023-2024
Associate NCC Officer (ANO) : Lieut. Savilie Yhor
Senior Under Officer (SUO) : Roshan Kumzuk Chowdhury
Asst. Senior Under Officer: JUO Nzanthung OT. Ovung
Drill Instructors: 1) JUO Lilamo B Shitio   2)JUO Thsuvapa Chugho
Uniform Caretaker: JUO Swutu Tenenu
Attendance: CSM Shahla P. Konyak

Company Quarter Master Sergeant (CQMS): 1) CQMS Ihangsibe Nring 
                                                                       2)CQMS Ruben Gurung
Sergeant (SGT): 1) SGT Hepong Konyak
                          2) SGT Mhonchan E Ezung
                          3) SGT Chunchamlungbou Newmai
                          4) SGT Joel Keppen
                          5) SGT Jongshiwati Jamir
                          6) SGT Atok Konyak

CAMP ACTIVITIES AND REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2023-2024

Ranking Day for the tenure 2023-2024, 3rd Year Cadets was conducted on 23rd April, 2023 outside Red Square.1.
 COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP (CATC-29): The CATC – 29 was held at Sazolie College, Jotsoma under the aegis of the 1 NAGA GIRLS BATALLION NCC
Kohima from June 20 to June 29, 2023. A total of 11 cadets including both 3rd and 2nd Year Cadets attended the camp.

2.

The NCC Army Wing KSCJ participated in the 77th Independence Day held at Secretariat Plaza, Kohima. The 24 Nagaland (I) Company NCC Kohima secured
the First Position in the unarmed category.

3.

The Inter Group Drill Competion (IGDC) was held at Shillong from 3rd July to 12th July, 2023. Among the Kohima Group, one cadet from our college,    
Sergeant Alongba O Longchar was selected.

4.

On July 26th, 2023, ANO Lieutenant Savilie Yhor along with the College Principal and the cadets attended the 24th Kargil Vijay Diwas, 2023 which was held
at Raj Bhavan, Kohima.

5.

PRE THAL SAINIK CAMP (PTSC-I) 2023: PTSC-I was conducted at NCC Academy Jorhat, Assam from 6th August to 15th August, 2023 hosted by 64 Assam
Girls Batallion NCC. Two selected cadets from our college JUO Nzanthung OT Ovung and JUO Lilamo B Shitio attended the camp represeting the Kohima
Group NCC.

6.

 EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT – I (EBSB): Six cadets from our college namely- L.CPL Vezoto Phesao, L.CPL Vilelie Chalieu, L.CPL Tokupu Lohe, Cadet
Renbemo C Kikon, Cadet Ajay Kumar and Cadet Shanawaj Hussain attended the NER EBSB-I Shillong from 6th December to 17th December, 2023. The
cadets explored Cherranpunji, Don Bosco Museum, Laitnum and Assam Rifle Museum, enhancing their understanding of local culture and heritage. 

7.

INDIAN MILITARY ACADEMY (IMA) ATTACHMENT CAMP 2023: The Indian Military Academy (IMA) in Dehradun is an elite officer training institution of the
Indian Army which often conducts Attachment Camp for NCC cadets. The camp was held from 18th December to 27th December, 2023 where Senior Under
Officer (SUO) Roshan Kumzuk Chowdhury from our college attended the camp.

8.

EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT (EBSB): The EBSB held at Tezpur University, Assam from 3rd January to 14th January, 2023 was attended by two of our
cadets- JUO Nzanthung OT Ovung and L.CPL Mantei H.

9.

COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP (CATC – 103): The Combined Annual Training Camp – 103 was hosted by the 25 Nagaland Batallion NCC from 4th
January to 13th January, 2024 at St. Joseph’s University, Chumukedima. Seven cadets from our college namely- JUO Thsuvapa Chugho, JUO Swutu Tenenu,
SGT Mhonchan E Ezung, SGT Joel Keppen, SGT Alongba O Longchar, CPL Wangjhee Vetolim and L.CPL Samnyak Konyak A attended the camp.

10.

ALL INDIA NCC TREKKING CAMP: All India NCC Trekking Camp was held at Japfü Christian College, Kigwema, Kohima from 11th January to 18th January,
2024 which was attended by three of our cadets- CQMS Ihangsibe Nring, L.CPL Vilelie Chalieu and L.CPL Keneilhoulie Phewhuo.

11.

SPECIAL NATIONAL INTEGRATION CAMP (NER SNIC): The Special National Integration Camp NER(SNIC) was held at Jorhat, Assam from 1st February to 12th
February, 2024 which was attended by SGT Hepong Konyak from our college. Directoriate wise competitions like sports, painting, quiz, cultural
performances were held including sightseeing.

12.

Other activities like Recruitment Day on 26th July, 2023, Oath Taking Ceremony on 25th September, ADG Visit to College on 23rd February and trekking to
Dzukou on 10th February, 2024 and many more were undertaken during 2023-2024 tenure.

13.

I would like to thank our ANO Lieut. Savilie Yhor for his support and service and also the Cadets of KSCJ NCC for their hard work and efforts during the year 2023-
2024. Their comradeship, coordination, their Unity and Discipline is the reason why the KSCJ NCC of 2023-2024 was a successful tenure. “Courage doesn’t mean you

don’t get afraid. Courage means you don’t let fear stop you.” As a result, our cadets also have achieved great heights not only in their academics but also in
different fields. Cadets of KSCJ were able to reach the most prestigious camp and with some cadets getting job placements. I would also like to thank the Principal

and the Faculties of Kohima Science College (Autonomous) Jotsoma for their support and cooperation in all NCC activities. 
“JITANA RAGADA, UTANA TAGADA!”

Long live KSCJ NCC. Jai Hind!

REPORT CREDIT: SUO ROSHAN KUMZUK CHOWDHURY
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NO.1 NAGALAND AIR SQUADRON (FLYING), NCC

BRIEF OVERVIEW
NCC Airwing Total Strength(2023-24)
3rd Years: Total -13
2nd Years: Total – 15
1st Years (New recruits, 2023): 16

AIR WING KSCJ NCC OFFICIALS (2023-24)

Care Taker Officer (CTO)- Dr. Visuto Valeo
Senior Under Officer (SUO)- Chumlise S Sangtam
Secretary- Khumba Lunganlung & Lodiveno Natso
Drill Instructors (DI)- Vidi mere & Ngamlih Yalam

Finance Secretary- Terhesha Kemp
Uniform I/C- Hensung & Ngwaying Lunganlang

Office and Notice board I/C- Supongsangla Aier
Attendance I/C- Yaolai & Areni T Kithan

Refreshment I/C- Kheming & P.N Sepe Konyak

UNIT ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE TENURE 2023-2024
Ranking Day: The ranking ceremony was held on of April,2023 where Airwing NCC Executives of 2022-23 retired. SUO Chumlise S Sangtam was assigned command over KSCJ
NCC Airwing for the tenure of 2023-2024. 

1.

NCC Airwing Combined Farewell 2023: NCC Cell KSCJ organized farewell for the 3rd years batch of 2022-23 on 30th April,2023 at the college Auditorium.2.
 Yoga Day: World Yoga Day at was observed at Delhi Public School, Dimapur on 21st June,2023. Three cadets participated in the event from KSCJ NCC Airwing.3.
 IGDC,2023: 4 cadets from KSCJ NCC Airwing attended the IGDC camp held at Sazolie college,Kohima.4.
CATC & PVSC-1,2023: The Combined Annual Training Camp and Pre Vayu Sainik Camp-1 was conducted by the No.1 NL Air Sqn(Flg) NCC at Patkai Christian College,
Chumukedima from 31st June-9th July. 10 3rd years and 15 2nd years attended the camp where 16 cadets were selected to attend PVSC-2. Cadet Akati Kiho was awarded the
best SW Cadet of CATC . 

5.

Independence Day,2023: KSCJ NCC Airwing participated in the 77th Independence Day parade Competition held at Secretariat, Kohima on 5th August,2023. The contingent of
30 cadets was led by SUO Chumlise S Sangtam and achieved 2nd Position in non-arms parade.

6.

PVSC-2: The 2nd Phase of Pre Vayu Sainik Camp was held at Jorhat, Assam from 27th August to 8th September,2023. 12 Cadets attended the camp and 4 were selected to
attend 3rd phase of PVSC. 

7.

MVC Memorial Football tournament Poster Release: On 30th September,2023 the KSCJ NCC Cell assisted the Assam Rifles in poster release ceremony for MVC Memorial Football
Tournament of late Captain N Kengruse.

8.

AFA Guwahati: Cadet Sgt. Khumba Lunganlung attended the Air Force Attachment Camp held at Borjhar Assam under 19 Wing Airforce Station from 26th September to 7th
October,2023.

9.

AIVSC-2023: 4 cadets from KSCJ NCC Airwing attended the prestigious. All India Vayu Sainik Camp held at Bangalore from 23rd September to 4th October,2023. CWO Ngamlih
Yalam, LFC Ngwaying Lungalang, Cdt Machipeuheile, Cdt Phamlong Konyak were part of NER Contingent representing our units and directorate. 

10.

Waste to Wonder Competition: Cadet Azikeh Sangtam attended the waste to wonder competition held at GTC Shillong from 27th September to 10th October,2023.11.

12. Combined HELL WEEK,2023: KSCJ NCC CELL organised Combined Hell week to test and improve the cadets endurance and drills. Games and sports were also conducted
on the last day of the event week I.e 9th October to 14th October,2023.
13. NER Trekking,2023: Cadet Zademo T Ezung attended NER trekking at Japfu Christian College from 6th December to 17th December,2023.
14. SNIC Gujarat: Cadet Sgt. Lodiveno Natso attended SNIC at Gujarat. Where 25 cadets from NER participated where 4 were from Kohima Group. 
15. AFA: CUO Vidi mere attended AFA camp held at Air Force Station Hakimpat,Hyderabad from 18th December to 31st December,2023.
16. NER TREK-2: SUO Chumlise S Sangtam and CUO Vidi mere attended the NER Trekking-2 held at Aizawl Mizoram from 10th January to 17th January,2023.
17. Republic Day Camp,2024: Cadet Babu Mech attended the RDC 2023. He was part of Guard of honour and PM rally. The camp was attended by 2274 cadets and it is
the most prestigious camp.
18. SNIC CUM PM Rally,2024: Cpl Hensung attended SNIC Delhi which was conducted by 7 Delhi Battalion NCC at Safdanjing NCC building.
19. ALL INDIA Trekking: All India NCC trekking camp is an important training to the cadets at national level to promote national integrity and unity in diversity. This camp also
promote how to survive in the forest with the natural resources provided by nature. This camp started from 1 st December till 8 December. 7 cadets from Nagaland took part
in the recent Patratu trekking camp out of which 3 cadets were from Kohima Science College.

Recorded by Khumba Lunganlung
Reported By Chumlise S Sangtam
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Literary features
Love, in its purest form 

And it so happened once, twice he thought never again,
No more of happy lies, teary eyes gazing window panes,

Plating his heart with steel, immune to all pain
But she came to speak once, twice he fell in love again

And for a minute she’d be closer than his skin, 
Another minute, she’s a part of his own kin… 

Every petal is just the blush of him seeing her face 
The stars just a copy of the radiance on her face

She’s got him calm like a night of spring,
 Makes him feel nothing less than a beautiful being, 
Smiling as she came, this time he couldn’t go wrong

Love, was beginning to be in its purest form…

Just a thought of her brings sleep to his eyes
He’d trade the world’s gold for a look in her eyes
Shun the sparrows to hear her sweet voice again

A glimpse at her freckles and boy! He forgets his pain

She’d hunt snakes for lunch, climb trees for fun
He’d kill time with words and sing under the sun
She’ll speak for him when he’d love his silence

He’ll write for her until her pain is undone…

There’s always something about her to love,
Every lining looks silver, her smiles calm his shivers

The land becomes soft, the water tastes cleaner
When she’s beside him, the grasses look greener

One thing he wishes for, silly prayers he’d say every night
Snap his fingers and find her smiling beside

To gaze her dainty nose, her eyes of pastelled cinnamon
Her blushing so contagious, he struggles to stay innocent.

But He knows this will too pass like waves onshore
Should he give it all or give up he’s not sure

And He’s loving his delusion of children and wedding cards
A dash of her kindness and down goes his guard…

Behold your miracle, your usual work oh Lord,
This man has rose up from the grave again

His dormant heart beats to love again.
He can fight giants and demons of any form

Love, has begun to be in its purest form

The head is over his heels, his heart ready to sing,
Tears have dried and his soul willing to swing

She is the sound of his night, the calmness in his storm
Love, has learned to be in its purest form….

And He’ll remember her words and precious smiles
Cherish their talks and walks of several miles

She’ll stand strong with him when he feels torn
And That, he calls love. Love, in its purest form…..

                                                              Pranay Prem

Love, an Epiphany
Jeremiah 31:3 (NIV)

The Lord appeared to us in the past, saying, "I have loved you with an everlasting
love; I have drawn you with unfailing kindness."

Where had I been all this time, 
When You were watching over me?
During my steepest struggles of never being enough
You called me, out poured Your love.

Kindness so loving, You held me by hand 
When nights grew darker;
No stars to light my lampstand.
You were there, You showed me
Love could be white, an even brighter light.

Words of knowledge, undeemable prophecies
They don't remain, yet Love does.
Even more than enduring tongues
Love paints a canvas of sun-red dust.

Where is an end to this profound love, 
That neither height nor any creation presents unable to separate Father and sons?
They once told me, you cannot love a fellow creature 
Until you love God.
Love maintained, love unfailing 
Beyond colours outnumbered,
It is something worth more comprehending.

Yongkhongkhumla Chang
Geography 4th semester

The Divine Embrace 

From the Terrestrial paradise
To the first sin
From the partition of the Jordan river
To the crumbling of the Jericho wall
From the night of Bethlehem
To the dawn of Golgotha 
You were meant for the most beautiful things,
that mankind would ever know.

Yet, you found this little soul
You found me to have a purpose
Was I the sheep that went astray?
Was I the prodigal son?
Was I Barabbas in another lifetime?

Overpassed my seventy-seven, yet I was
forgiven.
Undone by your very being
Away from your word
But your grace remained 
Your love stayed through and through.
       

                                 Vethizu Khamo
                                  English department

“A Wild Flower By The Fence”
 
Browns that fiercely embraced me
gently kissed away by the warm travellers says, 
‘Good Luck!’. 
“How magnificent the creator is!”. The divine up above a
miracle sheltering the grey,
 no eminence can compare. Golden rays blesses me , 
Clearest crystals falls on me, 
And the gentle travellers kisses me clean. 
What more do I want? 
 
Old- birds sings praise of the Peony in the Garden  
I only know of. 
The divine’s asleep;
Where are these crystals from ?
Blunt-old-bird dropped off a petal .
 A glance is all one demandsfor dusts to tell its divinity. 
 
Roots nescient as that may have crossed the fence;
“Lay Low!”. 
How dare a Wild Flower compare to the Glorious Peony? 
Had a dust dwelt, 
it’d be just another red rose the 
Garden can tell. 
 
Was it the Garden or its serenity to blame? 
No birds can tell, 
Nor the dense roots can.
And those old-birds sings tale of – 
“A Wild Flower By The Fence!”

                                                                              Ray

HOME
In you, I findeth home
Little do ye know of a heart thou healed which
they broke not.
O how shall’st I live bereft of thee now?
Verily! the very tho't bringeth misery.
Eagerly my heart prepareth to gaze upon thee
for I fear for the day which must come.
Yet, mine heart findeth peace alongside thee.
O perhaps thou art the solace I sought a
lifetime.
Ushering thee into mine heart as I sayeth to
thee, a message if thee searcheth from the
beginning of each line.

Vin Mekro
Statistics, 6th semester

My Utopia 
Three years ago, 
I started creating my Utopia. 
My efforts paid off 
And right there, stood my Utopia. 

The bold, the meek, 
The arrogant and the calm. 
The jolly, the melancholic, 
The tiny and the tall. 

At times we make merry 
At times we disagree. 
Creating memories 
For us to flourish. 

To be a part of my Utopia, 
Bring along your harmonica.

Ruopfukuo Solo
English, 6th semester

Sunshine
 A glimpse of golden rays that hit my eye,
 A blue canvas— visible as grey clouds goes by, 
Your outlined silhouette from the light behind, 
And butterflies upon flowers in the sunshine. 
Pauses upon phrases when I gaze at you, 
Just away from space and peeps taken few,
Compelling your image is, my sinews intertwine 
In warmth my heart beats, in winter’s sunshine. 
A rush of blood into my cheeks runs in a mile, 
With your crescent eyes on me as you smile, 
Never ending ecstasy when I know you’re mine, 
As the darkness draw nigh, you’re my sunshine. 
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Literary features
UNLOCKING THE POWER OF CURIOSITY 

In a world of constant change and innovation, one skill stands out as essential for success: curiosity.
Curiosity is not a trait possessed by the select few; it is a mind-set that can be nurtured, leading to a
lifetime of learning and growth. Understanding the importance of curiosity can shape our
academic pursuits and beyond. It can be termed as the key to lifelong learning. 

At it’s core, curiosity is the spark that ignites the flame of learning. It is the un-satiable desire to
understand the world around us, to question why things are the way they are, and to seek out new
knowledge and experiences. It is the fuel for learning new things each day. Without curiosity,
education becomes a mere chore, a checklist of tasks to be completed rather a journey of discovery.

 In the realm of academia, curiosity is a driving force behind ground-breaking research, innovative
ideas, and intellectual exploration. Students who approach their studies with curiosity are not
content with memorizing facts and figures; they seek to delve deeper, to uncover the underlying
principles and connections that shape their chosen field. 

Curiosity can be termed as embracing the unknown. It always thrives in the face of uncertainty.
Curiosity is the willingness to venture into the unknown, to ask questions that have never been asked
before, and to challenge the status quo. By embracing uncertainty, we open ourselves to new
opportunities and possibilities for growth.

 Curiosity is not limited to the classroom or lecture halls; it is a lifelong companion that can enrich
every aspect of our lives. Whether it be exploring new hobbies. Travelling to unfamiliar places or
engaging in meaningful conversations with others, curiosity allows us to see the world with fresh
eyes and an open mind. 

Fortunately, curiosity is a skill that can be forged, developed and strengthened over time. By
fostering an environment that encourages questioning, exploration and creativity, educators can
empower students to become lifelong learners. Encouraging students to pursue their passions,
follow their interests and think critically about the world around them can help cultivate a sense of
curiosity that will serve them well throughout their lives.

 In a rapidly changing world, curiosity is more important than ever before. By embracing curiosity
as a guiding principle in our academic pursuits and beyond, we can unlock the door to a lifetime of
learning, growth and discovery. So, let us dare to ask questions, to explore the unknown and to
never stop wondering about the wonders of the world around us.

 “The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has it’s own reason for existing.” ~Albert
Einstein.

Nini Keyho

“Artificial Intelligence is Inevitable and Initiative”

Artificial Intelligence or A.I. is a non-human intelligence producing results just like how a human would. Massive datasets are fed to a computer through a process called
“machine learning”. These neural computers gather and fetch almost every kind of data available on the internet. From there it compiles all data, and sorts it out according to
the relevance and so on. Artificial intelligence is present everywhere in this era. It is the sole reason why social networking sites like Facebook, Instagram, X (previously Twitter),
YouTube, etc., recommend their users various types of content based on the engagement a user has with one or multiple types of content. Every little engagement a user has with
a post feeds data to the computer, which is the A.I. and creates an algorithm to suit the user’s preferences. Artificial intelligence on the outset is a very helpful tool. It is useful in
the way that it helps the end-user work much more efficiently. For example, in data management or even in research for studies and various other fields where gathering of
data is a must since it is able to sort out and gather information much quicker than most other tools that may provide the same service.

One can benefit a lot through artificial intelligence but nonetheless we need to address the disadvantages of having such technology too. In the recent years from 2021-till
present day, the availability of A.I. companies like ‘OpenAI’ has been a threat to many people and professions. Controversies have surrounded the open availability of A.I. ever
since the introduction of OpenAI’s ‘ChatGPT’. Of course, there exists other engines, however ChatGPT shook the world in the online space due to its immense capabilities. It was
not something we could think of. It affected educational institutes and businesses as well. The heavy use of ChatGPT by students to do their home-works, assignments and
projects, leaving the students with little space to learn the topics which they were supposed to learn. It posed a major threat and still does to the educational system around the
world. Hence, the ease of access to such powerful tools has caused distress among the masses as it leaves the end-user to work easy but in turn makes the individual ultimately
very dependent on it.

There are also threats to the creative industry like art, music and the likes of such. We now have A.I. engines which can make a song from scratch or a piece of artwork with just
word prompts. It requires minimal effort and totally disregards the people who actually give the time and effort to perfect those skills. The art industry has suffered the most
with the emergence of A.I. engines like MidJourney, StableDiffusion and Dall-E, to name a few which are arguably the better ones out there albeit its ultimate threat to artists. 
More controversies surround A.I. due to the fact that it is fed copyrighted works of people. The developers have faced lawsuits in this regard on the basis of ‘stealing content’
which is totally valid as many of the developers use these copyrighted works for training their A.I. model without proper permission from the owner leading to the results the
engines produce being termed as “copyright infringement”. The fact that the developers deny these allegations also make the whole rebuttal even more suspicious and build
distrust upon distrust. However, no matter how much we try to stop it, it is simply impossible. It is inevitable that we are going to fall short and become victims to the very thing
we created. It poses a huge threat even now and the way we are progressing with technology would only bring us closer to it.

Even now in the 21st Century, we are very dependent on A.I. in our daily lives. It will not be long till we completely surrender to it. Although there have been certain restrictions
on the use of A.I. we cannot escape from it. It is only a matter of time till we succumb to it. People have developed countermeasures to fight A.I. using A.I. itself which is sad and
ironic. It is like humans cannot compete against A.I. so we have to fight A.I. with A.I. which brings a huge reality check on the way we are progressing. Sure, it is possible to make
more anti A.I. softwares or engines but in the end we still succumb to A.I. regardless.

A.I. has very impressive benefits for efficient working and having more work done per hour than before but the inevitability of us surrendering to A.I. is a guaranteed cause
and we are only to be prepared for it since there is no real way to stop it other than to isolate oneself from technology completely.

Delie Metha
English, 2nd semester

The winning essay for the Dr SK Dey Literary Award 2023 
  Department of English, KSCJ

I AM LOVED BY GOD

I am loved by God
How happy l am to find His love.
I have been found to be in murky waters.
Life develops into being oblong. With an unequal abutting side. 
En attendant, l ascertain rays of light
From every corner of square with a letter "LOVE". 
I realised i am unloved from my aspiration. 
But He waits for me to turn from evil
Ways with much patience. 
Just as l am, He welcomes me With open arms; How can this be?
God loves me while I am still a sinner.
I believe in His love for me.
I have heard someone whisper
"I have loved you with an everlasting love". 
No disappointment dwells your eyes 
Nor does shame but only pride. I He is Love
Father; l am Loved by you. 
Your love is made perfect in me. 
In my incompleteness, God loves me completely. 
Amidst my imperfections, 
He loves me perfectly. 
My fears are gone, I am set free
God quenches the thirst of my soul;
And the longing of my heart. 
His love is my Supremeguide 
for enjoying the gift eternal life. 
He is my Master Creator;
He is deliberate in this dealings of me. 
His love abounds from 
His infinite goodness and mercy. 
His love, an inextricable bond. 
Today, God makes His home in my heart, 
For I am His child and that's all it matters. 

Sentuile Kuame
English, 4th
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Literary features
A SACRAMANT OF LONGING

If not a Hindu, let me be a Catholic 
You bore me, Baptizer
Your pool is stagnant, I need a deeper sea
Let me offer Him a sacrament 
An appeal to bring back tradition

Between me and Him is a scared vow
Between men is an ordinary exchange 
The only time I felt truly alive-
When I was dipped in a beautiful state of immersion; 
Oh, Baptism’s sublime tide!

But that was just once and never to experience again
Except  when I celebrate His Resurrection 
Then, I adorn white from head to toe
And consume His blood
And partake His portion…
What else have I? 

So, allow me to perform a ritual to Him
I want to feel alive but, again.

Eloi, if you won’t turn your face away from me-
If not a Hindu, let me be a Catholic.

Onulu Tunyi
English, 6th semester

To the seniors I truly cherish.
A letter to the outgoing Media Team members.

May April caress you with reminiscent sincerity. 
With remains and trails of your footprints in the sand,
Certainty will assure you 
That you lived a lifetime worth a thousand memories.
 Maybe this was worth all the time and dedication. 
This was all worth it in the end. You made it. All the worries, late-night compilations and countless
schedules will be shadowed by the fragments of memories. And these memories, with each of their own
will be etched into your very own bones.

 For many, it has been a beautiful epilogue; you have cried, laughed, been hurt, overwhelmed,
stumbled and loved. All these have taught you to be the person you’ve become today. For some, a
prologue. The feeling of the end might just have been the beginning. But remember, beginnings are
always beautiful because everything you’ll ever want is marked by this beginning. Go on, you only live
once.

The real world awaits you. These past years have been the very best. You believed you could, and so
you did. 
Congratulations on making it this far. 
You believed you could, and so you did.
Everything turned out okay in the end, didn’t it? 

I loved.
I loved in all moments when camera lights flickered over crowded silhouettes and brightly painted
skies. 
I loved the Samsung screen that slid through every screen and the digicam that captured moments of
sudden ecstacy.
I loved when ethereal daytime sunshine faded into crimson horizons high, when a single hangout was
the first and last time we would ever come by together .
I loved when stains of pen ink etched down words on paper, and became a remnant of ourselves
embedded within our second homes.
I loved the table that stretched long enough to feed a big family. I loved the noise that echoed through
tall halls and existing four-cornered walls.
I loved the sound of laughter, shadows of dancing disasters.
From waking up to the sound of alarms sprinting to a venue, to realising reports were due.
In the midst of everything, 
I loved you all, and I still do.

Here’s to a memoir that remains. A part of us that stays, I keep them as I go on once again, to another
summer. The same summer will come, but it will never be the same again.
To the first iteration of the Media team, thank you for making me be a part of it all. 
May your journeys be as sweet as the memories you made.
Vale Amicis, we’ll see each other again (After all, we’re the Media Team)

Love,
The member that gets to stay in the team for another year.

Art and photography

A picture of an old African man caught my eye. Working on

this portrait, took me to another dimension. It showed me

my old self in regret and pain, plucking a bitter fruit i

harvested. Therefore, i name this portrait

 "Echoes of Youth": An old man dwelt in the past,

regretting if he could rewind the time or rectify each

youthful crime.
Yepukha Yeptho, Geography 4th semester

Yepukha Yeptho, Geography 4th semester

Yamgang Wangsa

Kents art
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BSC ANTHROPOLOGY 2ND SEMESTER BSC ANTHROPOLOGY 4TH SEMESTER MSC ANTHROPOLOGY 2ND SEMESTER

BSC BOTANY 2ND SEMESTER BSC BOTANY 4TH SEMESTER MSC BOTANY 2ND SEMESTER

BSC CHEMISTRY 2ND SEMESTER BSC CHEMISTRY 4TH SEMESTER MSC CHEMISTRY 2ND SEMESTER

BSC COMPUTER SCIENCE 2ND SEMESTER BSC COMPUTER SCIENCE 4TH SEMESTER

BA ENGLISH  2ND SEMESTER BA ENGLISH  4TH SEMESTER

BA/BSC GEOGRAPHY  2ND SEMESTER BA/BSC GEOGRAPHY  4TH SEMESTER
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MSC MATHEMATICS 2ND SEMESTER

BSC STATISTICS 4TH SEMESTERBSC STATISTICS 2ND SEMESTER

BA TENYIDIE 2ND SEMESTER BA TENYIDIE 4TH SEMESTER

BSC GEOLOGY 2ND SEMESTER BSC GEOLOGY 4TH SEMESTER MSC GEOLOGY 2ND SEMESTER

BSC MATHEMATICS 2ND SEMESTER BSC MATHEMATICS 4TH SEMESTER

BSC PHYSICS 2ND SEMESTER BSC PHYSICS 4TH SEMESTER MSC PHYSICS 2ND SEMESTER BSC ZOOLOGY 2ND SEMESTER BSC ZOOLOGY 4TH SEMESTER MSC ZOOLOGY 2ND SEMESTER
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KSCJ  PRINCIPAL, VICE PRINCIPAL & TEACHING STAFF

24 NAGALAND (I) COMPANY NCC KSCJ 1 NAGA GIRLS BN NCC KSCJ NO.1 NAGALAND AIR SQUADRON (FLYING), NCC KSCJ

TECHNICAL TEAM, KSCJ MEDIA TEAM, KSCJ PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB, KSCJ

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 2023-2024, KSCJ

ALOHOMORA BOOK CLUB, KSCJ  PHYSICS CLUB, KSCJCHOIR, KSCJ

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS) , KSCJ NATURE’S CLUB, KSCJ
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EVANGELICAL UNION, KSCJ EXECUTIVES 2023-2024



BADMINTON TEAM, KSCJ BASKETBALL TEAM (F), KSCJ BASKETBALL TEAM (M), KSCJ

FOOTBALL TEAM, KSCJ VOLLEYBALL TEAM (F), KSCJ VOLLEYBALL TEAM (M), KSCJ

TABLE TENNIS TEAM, KSCJ
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LAKE VIEW BOYS HOSTEL NEW BOYS HOSTEL

PEAK BOYS HOSTEL

LEONE GIRLS HOSTELALUMNI PG WOMEN HOSTEL



Bsc Anthropology 6th Semester

ALANGLA JAMIR ATENJENBA AOAPEJOYMEI CHINGKHOG ATSEIBOU YAOTSU CHAANGSOMBA CHANG CHONBENTHUNG Y EZUNG

G HINOTO YEPTHO HANTSULA LAKIUMONG HENNYUKONLEN PHOM KIKRUNEINUO MIARIO LORENO T NGULLIE MUGHABETO CHISHI

MHALEVINUO THERNUO NGAMLIH YALAM NGETNYU B PHOM PELINGLUNGLIU NZANO E ODYUO SEKETUO SOLO

PULESENO LCHO SHANGLOW YS KONYSK SENTIKABA SHEMTHEI Y PHOM SHONGMO CHIO

SUPUO LONGSHE T DENMAI PHOM TOZO LOHE YULEM VIENI-O CHEIZOU ZURINGLIU NEWMAI

SHINGJEI YT PHOM
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Msc Anthropology 4th Semester Bsc Botany 6th Semester

ACHUNO KIRE ANGUKALI WOTSA ASULA T YINGPHITHONGRU CHENTI KATH ATSULA QUINGRU GWANYULO MAGH

LHOUCHE U LOSOU RANGULU KEYHO NEIKEHENUO SUJANG B SHUI SULTANA BEGUM TORIBENI KIKON

TUNGAM ROKAM

ALEMJUNGSHI LONGKUMER AACHAL KUMARI THAKUR DIEZEZO NGULIEZHUATRONGLA ANAR BENDANGSUNEP DZIESENGUNUO LINYU

ECHE W KONYAK F YITEIRAING HOI HURALU HYUNI KEMP IMLIKALA LONGKUMER IZIUNGAULIE

K LINO SWU KELENGUNUO BEIO KADEN ALONG AIER KENEI MARY TERHUJA KETOUNUO KHRO KIKRUSEVONO NISA
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KEVISEVOR BELHO L MANGAM KONYAK LEEANG CM KONYAK MEDOZENO GWIRIE LISUKA AWOMI MENILE TARA

MENYIE-U VENUH

RENCHILO

METSONU VITSU MHABENI R YANTHAN MHASILENUO HOUZHA NGAMLONG LILY P KONYAK NUVOTA VERO

SEKETONU SALE THEJANGUZO JEFFERY TAVEYI KHUSOH THIRILA L TIARENLA T WALLING 

TONI SEB TITHUIGUANGLIE KAHMEI VETALU CHUZHO VEKHRULU RHAKHO VILHOUBEITUO YHOR

WEVI PFITHU WIDINSILIU NRING Y KIHOLA YIMCHUNGER

VETSULU KEYHO

TALIJUNGLA WALLING
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Msc Botany 4th Semester Bsc Chemistry 6th Semester

AGNES KIKON HETILE MAGH HELENSHE S THONGLIU  KEREIROVINUO VIZO ISILE LOTHUNGLO KITHAN 

NGULUONUO RUTSA PAOMONG C KHIAMNIUNGAN RUOVITSEINUO ZATSU TOKITO T ZHIMO THALENLA YIMCHUNGER VILASEINO CHASE

VEKUU VENUH VILENEINO NAKHRO VISASIETUO MIACHIEO YAONGSENTI CHANG

ANGEL K JAKHA AKENYU SEMP CHINGNYOI C KONYAK CUCOO HAGTHANG JOCHUSIN HIMB KHENGO KHIAMNIUNGAN

KHUNYU KHIAMNIUNGAN KHUNYU T KUVESELU SWURO LEPHROYIA KASHENA LICHUMLO A PATTON 

MENOKHETO ZUTSO MENUOKHRIENUO MEZHULHOUTUONUO SUHU NEITSHO-U MEROMONGNGAM P KONYAK PIRILA A SANGTAM

MARY YOUNGMAI A KONYAK
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Msc Chemistry 4th Semester

RHASOULU MOVI PHONPA KONYAK RUKUSENU KUOTSU SAKUPENLA LONKUMER SETSUTALU SWURO SEYIECHULHUO LIVI

TIAKUMZUK LONGKUMER SHEKINAH YIMSUNG VILITO H YEPTHO

ADASHA KENT CHUNGPONGMAR LONGKUMER IMTILEPCHU ELCHONU PUCHO KETOUZE-U CAROLINE SOTE 

KANITOLI AYEMI KUNUSUHLU NAKRO MEGOKIENO RURHIE MERIYANI EZUNG MOCHITALU RHI P TSUNGROPENLA AIER

NEIKESA PIENYU SINY SEMP RUOKUOVINUO PHESAO THEJASINO KUOTSU SUNEPLILA OZUKUM

TIAKABA IMSONG
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Bsc Computer Science 6th Semester

APUI THUVURY ARENKALA LONGKUMER CHUMLISE S SANGTAM BENJAMIN CHETRI CITALU VESWUH ENEIKU-U RHAKHO

H LIPONG HENI TOKHO IASTHAQUE AHMED KHAN IMLICHUBA S LONGCHAR IMLIYANGER KELENGOL YORE

NGWAYING LUGALANG

KHEMING KHUMBA LUNGANLUNG LANWANG KONYAK LENTSUBA LIMAKUMTEN PHOM M CHINGMEI PHOM

MONTAK C KONYAK RENTHUNGO R LOTHA NZANGTHUNG OT OVUNG STEPHEN THEJASETUO KESI

VIKEPELIE KRUSE VIKIPHRENUO YAVIO WEMHEKHRO KAPFO WOBENTHUNG Y NGULLIE YANROWO Y EZUNG YAOLAI
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Ba English 6th Semester

CHUNGBA SHAHLA BESAVE VESE DOZHONO RHAKHO HENAU KIKRUVINO NAKHRO LANGMEI

MEDOZHALIE PAUNUO

NCHUMBENI MOZHUI

MENUWE-U L MERO MENUOVINUO KETS MUIRISE JINGRU MONGNGAM P KONYAK NGUZONUO LTU

NITHISANO NAGI ONULU TUNYI NOULEJANO KUOTSU RUOPFUKUO SOLO SEDENGUNO NAGI

SUZANE VEYNE TISOVI VIPRU VEBULU CHIZO VAULONG B PHOM VETHITOLU KHAMO VITSURIENO MEYASE

YAJONG P ZATHUNGLO
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Ba/ Bsc Geography 6th Semester

ALIABE MBUNG ANGUNG C WANGSA ARENI T KOTHAN B ZUCHANO OVUNG BENTHONG DINA RAI

DISI KATH H NOKYAO KONYAK HENJA LITHAU PHOM HIYINLA H KIPS IHANGSIBE NRING IMPOKCHABA

IMTIJUNGLAIHMANHRING SUSANNA
 HRANGLIM

KEKHEVI ZHASA KONVAU PHOM KIKHRUKHRIETUO YHOR LEMSHECHABA

L NGANGSHILEMLA JAMIR LOITOH KONYAK MOAMEREN LONGCHAR NENCHAI NEIYA P KONYAK NGAMYING T KONYAK

NUZO LOHE PETSOLO U K TARA ROKONUO KIRHA SOMETNARO K SOKUMLA M CHANG TSUVAPA CHUNGO

T HEINGHAM KONYAK VIBINUO CHUSI VETSO LOHE WANSHON T KONYAK VILITOLI T YEPTHO WEWU KAPFO
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Bsc Geology 6th Semester

YONGKONG NUKSHI

ABIGAIL VIKHAM ALO KATH ASAVI KAJIRI CHICHANO R NGULLIE EASTER L SANGTAM CHITSASIE KAJIRI NACHAT REBECCA NYEMWANG S KONYAK NGIPSHAN KONYAK PIPITO SUMI PUTISEN PONGEN ROSELIN SEB

KOKLILA T SANGTAM

IMLIRENLA IMTIOUNGBO A CHANG IMTISUNEP LONGKUMER KETOUNENIUO RIO KEHEILAMCHILE HIEKHA LIHRUNAI

LINO N SUMI LIKA K ACHUMI MHONCHAN E EZUNG MAONGMANEN NGINPONG KONYAK
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Msc Geology 4th Semester

SAGAR BHUSAL SANBIN SINHILU TEP SUPANGSANGLA TOPENI HESSO

TERHESHA VIEKHROPE-O UNUNO VADEO VIKANI SUMI WETU-U-LOSOU YILOBEMO S TUNGOE

SWUTU TENENU

ZITOLU SHIJOH ZIZILU SWURO

ALILA O LONGCHAR DZUTHOVOLU NIENU KENISANUO CHIETSU KUVEMOLU RHAKHO LONGTSUTHON Y METSO-U CHIRHAH

NEHA GURUNG

TIANG SHIO

NEIPUTSHEKHO ZHUNYU NOUNENO KIRE SHINGLONG KONYAK SUILONG POIREN SUNGJEMBENLA LONGKUMER
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Bsc  Mathematics 6th Semester

A ASENLA CHANG AKATO H ACHUMI AKUKU VENUH ATEKHE LOHE ANONGSHE K

BENJUNG METHELL NGULLIE AYIMWATI BILAMO M_LOTHA C PANGMEI CHUBASENLA LONGKUMER CHIMKILA Y YIMCHUNGER

DZUTHOPOYI CURHAM HAIGIAPEULE HANJI KATH HENSUNG IMKONGIENLA N LONGKUMER IMKONGJUNGLA

IMTSODONGBA IMRICHIBA KENYULE WANTH ITO S KINNY KETHOKHRUNU KINTSO LIMANARO CHNAGKIRI

MACIKOLE MBUNGCHA

PRANEETA RAI 

MAONGCHILA OZUKUM MENGUZENUO KIRE MOIJEM A M KONYAK NEIKUONUO MEPFUO NOYINGBENI M KIKON 

PUTITULA IMSONG RONGMANGDILA AIER ROSE MARY P KONYAK VIPE I YEPTHOVIKEDUONUO NAKHRO

ANJU KUMAR
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Msc Mathematics 4th Semester

VIZOTUONUO USOU WONGCHIBENI _N YANTHAN

WERHI KAPFO

ASENSULA_JAMIR AKATOLI BABLU_NATH BUNTY_SINGH DZIESECHUTUO LIEZIETSU KAVINO H_ JIMOMI

VIVI KINNYTOSHIMENLA

KEVISEVOL_THORE KOWOU MERO NEIZOVONUO_SOLO ROHIT_SONAR ROKORIEKHO_MEYASE SENTISENLA_LUSANG

SHISALEMBA_LONGKUMER

VIKHOTONO_LCHO NGANGNENCHILA T JAMIR
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Bsc Physics 6th Semester

BENJONGNUNGSANG CHOIMEI E PHOM EUNICE KONYAK EPITHUNG JAMIANUTE KEZO APEZA YHOME

HELITO SUMI HANGNYANG P J YIRONGTHUNG YANTHAN KAPRE KAPFO KHOSAZOLU KUTUSUNO DOZO

LANGKAI WANGRU LEESHEI KONYAK LHOUSISIENO MEYASE LIMUGAH  SHOHE LUMTHRILE LONY PFINYU

SHONNYING W K WANGLEM SHEKHOSA RUHO THONGKOI S TINGMEI P KONYAK TSAPILA S SANGTAM TSENLAMO PATTON

ORENBENI LOTHA PAVEINE JULIANA PRANAY PREM SHARMA SENATULA SENCHUMO N OVUNG SHANGCHUI  KHIAMNUINGAN

MANJEI KONYAK MARIINI KAJE MUTUNU KEZO NEIHENO NAKHRO NGINSHEI N KONYAK NOVOSENU NALEO
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Msc Physics 4th Semester Bsc Statistics 6th Semester

VIDI MERE VITSOKHO NAPRANTSU YAPANGKOKLA

W HENJOI PHOM YIMNASANGLA YIANGNAI A KONYAK

BAISHALI DHAR CHETEI P PHOM CHUZUSIE KAJIRIDOVE-O PHESAO KHEKAHO ACHUMI LAOPA HEMKANGLEM W

LIMANUKSHI PONGEN LIYINGBENI Y ODYUO MOATOSHI PONGEN 

NONYA T TEMJENNARO PONGEN YIETSHE L MERO

ANTINARO CHANG AKHONG CHANG ASINLO SEB BIBEN Z YANTHAN
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DZUZEHO SOLEHO EASTER VERO ELONG CHEMPANG IMTHYLA JAMIR JOEL KEPPEN SHAKO NUNGSHANG TEWA KAPFOTEMSUSUNEP JAMIR THUJOVELU LOHE VECHOLU EPAO VEKU NYEKHA

VEPILU CURHA VIMUGHA SWU VIN MEKRO WONCHOTHUNG ODYUO ZUBENI M KIKON K SIMON K KEVITHONUO LIVI KINOLI KINNY LIKA TSUHAH LUNGOLU CHUZHO LONGYANGSANGLE F LOMOU

MHADEMO HUMTSOE MOABENLA JAMIR REBEN SARKEY ROSHAN KUMZUK CHOWDHURYSEYIEKHRIETUO NGULEZHU
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Ba Tenyidie 6th Semester Bsc Zoology 6th Semester

ROKOZENO THEKRUVITO RATSA VINGUKHONO NGUNYULUOKEKHRIENEILHOU YAVIO

A ZETITSALA SANGTAM ABOTO ZHIMOMI ALI S KONYAK ALOLI KIHO ALOPENI ACHUMI ANGTOK KONYAK

AOTI ANIJELI SUMI ASANO YHOSHU BAKOI S KHIAMNIUNGAN CHUMBAMENLA JAMIR ESTHER LUNIAMLIU KAMEI

GLORIA DISUANG ESTHER MEJURA GLORY KITHAN H HIMATO ASSUMI JAPUSENO VIYIE HONGKIN A CHANG
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Msc Zoology 4th Semester

KEDINLUBO KEVISETO MEKRO KEVISINO KIELIENYU KIREKHAPFU KIRE KHRIEKHETHO KIRE VESHOTSU NYEKHA 

VISINU THOKHWE W YUNGMEI

VIKIVI H AWOMIJENMEI  P KONYAK

KULUTHILU KIRE LAMTHAN S KONYAK LYDIA SENTIENLA MARNUNGLA MOASEN LONGKUMER

NANGMAISANGLA

MENGUBEIZO SOUKHRIE

NEINEINUO SOLO NEIZOSENUO LINYU PONPHA H KONYAK ROKONEINO CHUSEI R LUNGCHUBUILA ZELIANG

SEDEWE S PAUHONG SEPONGLEMLA M CHANG SHONGMO ESTHER SNEHA SHARMA THOCHOTO NYUTHE

PEMANG M CHANG CHEME LONGSHE KEVIRHUNO SANYU MEYESE CHEWE NGACU KHRIESITUO KHAMO KHILE KATH
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KHRURHII MOVII MENEKUNU LTU ROKONGUNUO ROTE PHISALU SWURO TONCHINGLAKHUMLA

RUKUVELU NIENU URMI DEVI TSURUNLA K

Nature’s Club Diaries

Adieu 

It all comes to an end,
Our petty arguments, 
Our ephemeral prejudices,
All makes us more precious.  

Three years is not long,
Though the bond shared, is strong.

I believe there's a possibility 
For us
to cross paths
Regardless of the uncertainty. 

Hope, faith and love
The greatest being love,
That which one receives, 
Remains forever cherished.  

Ruopfukuo Solo (English 6th Sem)

"In our nature club, we learn that the greatest classroom has no walls, and the most profound
lessons come from the world around us."
~Iasthaque Ahmed Khan

"Sky above, Earth below, Peace within".
~Ruopfukuo Solo

Time spent amongst trees is never a wasted time
~Chitsasie Kajiri

"Forever a nature child ,lost in the wonderous wild "
~Lika

Our new shirts are more than fabric; they are a pledge to protect and cherish the natural world."
~Ravi Kumar thakur

"Every nature club shirt tells a story of adventures yet to come and the beauty we strive to preserve."
~Limakumten Phom

Live life as it comes.
~Apui Thüvüry

Voice of Nature
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Your college life is a song. What is the song called? 

Hantsula-It’s my life by Bon Jovi
Zuringliu-million little miracles by Elevation worship
Yulem- Without me(Eminem)
Hinoto- All is well (3 idiots)
Atenjenba - Cough Syrup

One word to describe your college journey. 

A secret you are ready to reveal

Hantsula-montaña rusa
Zuringliu -Light-hearted
Yulem - Flabbergasted
Hinoto - Improvements 
Atenjenba - Melancholic

Hantsula-If Amazon forest had a face it would be Her.
Hinoto- Ma'am Vike was someone who made me attend classes attentively! (P.S -I still
remember the landmarks of human skull which she taught)
Atenjenba- I’m gay.

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Hantsula-To live life is to taste every bit of bitter,sweet , and sour.
Yulem- Whatever happens, stand tall and face it.
Atenjenba- consistency.

Hinoto- Make a decision and stand for it and if it fails don't try to put it on someone else! Learn to
accept it instead!

Message for your juniors.

Hantsula- LIVE LIFE.
Zuringliu- Open up make friends have fun.

Yulem- Early to bed, early to rise makes a man Wise and Young
Hinoto- Life is not Kabir Singh! So stop acting like one. Put God first and work hard!

Atenjenba- Grades don't matter.

SUPERLATIVES   

Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Hennyu

Loreno

Mhalevinuo

Mughabe

Hennyu

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas:

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

 Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Helthang

Chonbenthung

Helthang

Sentikaba

Mhalevinuo

Sentikaba

Shingjei and Supou

Atenjenba

Alangla

Benaro

Nzano

Chonbenthung

Mughabe
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TH CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

 Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Gwanyulo

Angukali

Neikehenuo,   Toribeni,  Gwanyulo 

Tungam,   Toribeni,   Angukali

Gwanyulo,   Sultana,   Tungam,  Angukali,  Asula

Neikehenuo  &  Tungam

Neikehenuo

Toribeni,  Tungam,  Atsula

Sujang,   Chenti,  Ranguly,   Neikehenuo,  Toribeni, 
Achuno,  Lhouche, Atsula, Gwanyulo

Tungam , Toribeni,  Atsula,  Angukali,   Ranguly,
Neikehenuo

Gwanyulo,  Neikehenuo,  Tungam

Angukali
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Diezezo: Priceless
Menile: Refreshing 
Yiteriang: Swift 
Lisuka: Depressing 
Tithuiguangliu: Enriching 
Hyuni: Electric 
Alemjungshi: Adventurous
Mhasilenuo: Transformative
Taveyi: Confusing
Bendangsunep: Overdrive 
Tiarenla: Rollercoaster
Ngamlong: Awaken
Kenei Mary: Ruminate
Menyieu: Unpredictable
Widinsiliu: Dynamic
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Diezezo: Today my life begins by Bruno Mars
Menile: History by one direction
Yiteriang: Today I don’t feel like doing anything.
Lisuka: who says by Selena Gomez.
Tithuiguangliu: Forever young by Ellie May
Hyuni: History by One Direction
Vilhoubituo: Best day of my life by American Authors.
Alemjungshi: Memories by Maroon
Mhasilenuo: Holiday by Greenday
Taveyi: Washing powder nirma
Bendangsunep: Wo din bhi kya din the by Arijit Singh
Eche: Flaws by Callum Scott
Tiarenla: Some days by Brent Morgan
Ngamlong: Somebody that I use to know by Gyote.
Kenei Mary: Psychosocial by Slipknot
Menyieu: Baka by Monkey D. Luffy
Widinsiliu: Perfectly imperfect by Ada Pasternak
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Diezezo: Without you I can’t breath, I love you so much my
nose.
Yiteriang: I might have given 10-20 proxies for my friends  
Lisuka:  - I never really had a crush. 
Hyuni: I used two pants the whole semester
Taveyi: - I’m the best footballer in my family.
Bendangsunep: Power + absolute = pyar 
Kenei Mary: Gosshh..! I fed a lizard , couldn’t get more excited . 
Menyieu: Can sleep ANYTIME, ANYWHERE 

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers. Message for your juniors.

Diezezo: Respect all but fear none.
Menile: Definitely learned how to give good presentations and improve speaking skills.
Yiteriang: Get a job and chill (hardwork pays).
Lisuka: Perseverance.
Tithuiguangliu: Independence(no spoonfeeding)
Hyuni: Keep climbing and when you reach the top, don’t forget to turn around and help someone else up. 
Alemjungshi: Hard work pays off 
Mhasilenuo: Effective communication and teamwork.
Taveyi: Do not fear making mistakes.
Bendangsunep: – Being treated as a son of their own made me realize that you can find love in every aspect of life.
Tiarenla: Life is hard but never give up.
Kenei Mary: It is never late to start today but it’s always late to start tomorrow. 
Menyieu: Be relentlessly curious.
Widinsiliu: P.erseverance.

Diezezo: Dream big and work hard , but remember class picnic is a must .
Menile: best of luck for your final year!
Yiteriang: Only I can call my dream stupid.
Lisuka: Don’t take your life too seriously . No one makes it out alive.
Tithuiguangliu: Create a tapestry with moments of unforgettable experiences , let it be a masterpiece that inspires
you for a lifetime.
Hyuni: Hey, don’t worry we survived and so will you.
Kaden: The curse of much knowledge is often indecision ~ Paarthurnax
Alemjungshi: Good bye and good luck.
Mhasilenuo: Make every moment count . Best wishes for you future.
Taveyi: Work hard , don’t give up , enjoy your college journey.
Bendangsunep: – Taxanomy is easy . It’s easy like riding a bike which is on fire and the ground and everything is on
fire because you’re in hell.
Tiarenla: Be optimistic and persistent.
Ngamlong: it’s not about what you do , it’s about how you do.
Kenei Mary: LAUGH loud and heartily . Can take lessons from me . 
Menyieu: You have your own abilities , just nurture them until they bloom.
Widinsiliu: - Dream big , stay positive , work hard and enjoy the journey.SUPERLATIVES   

Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Kenei, Huralu , Vilhoubeituo , Menuo, Jefferey

1Manensangla , Thrillila , Kenei Mary 

 Priscilla , Taveyi, Kenei

Holivi, Ninoto, Taveyi , Menile 

MenKenVek,  Dziesengunuo,  Seke,  Ketounuo ,

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas:

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

 Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Diezezo

Kelengunuo, Nokteih

Visekho, Bendangsunep, Imlikala

Taveyi, Vilhoubeituo, Widinsiliu

Kenei Mary,  Aachal 

The students

 
 Imkongchuba 

Tiarenla and Jeffrey 

 
 Kaden,  Thrillila,  kihola 

Yiteiraing , Menyieu , Kevisevor 

Alemjungshi, Huralu , Esther

Ninoto 
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Your college life is a song. What is the song called? One word to describe your college journey. 

Ruovitseinuo: The best is yet to come by Sandro Cavazza
Alunuo-slipping through my fingers all the time by ABBA
Vilaseino-Los Angeles by The Midnight 
Thalenla- youth by Troye Sivan
Hetile-the climb by Miley Cyrus
Senti-what was I made for? 
Vekuu-no surprises by Radiohead
Visa - Garden song by Phoebe Bridges
Helenshe- same same but diffelen
Kereirovinuo-daisy by Bethany soreson
Tokito-car radio by twenty-one pilots
Lothung-Help! by The Beatles 
Agnes-HEAVY by Linkin park (feat kiara)
Vile-keep going by Fiona Camastral
Poamong-Much ko bena ha bena toi
Isile-I will remember you.

Ruovitseinuo- turbulent
Alunuo-intense
Vilaseino-unmatched 
Thalenla- rollercoaster
Hetile- Phenomenal
Senti-gratitude
Vekuu-drapetomania
Visa - Vitrifying
Helenshe- zig zag
Kereirovinuo-momentous
Tokito-Friendships
Lothung- Chai
Agnes- Okay
Vile- whirlwind
Poamong- transformative
Isile- dynamic.
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A secret you are ready to reveal

Ruovi: I have saplings of all the plants growing in the department
Alunuo: Crush on Sir Sede mathemathics
Vilasienuo: LSHT group's obsession over "Leggings" 
Thalenla: Im actually a panuati
Hetile: Visa stole a roll of tissue paper from the biotech lab
Yaongsenti: Snakes everywhere
Vekuu: Yep, true Agnes tea consumption could power of Jotsoma
Visa: I’ve watched more films than there are topics on the entire syllabus
Helenshe: I’m not human and I don’t get tired.
Sophia: I am a bathroom singer
Tokito: I’m as dumb as the day I walked it
Lothunglo: I keep telling myself that the day I get myself a Dyson Airwrap
will be the day I know I made it.
Agnes: I may look arrogant but I’m actually friendly
Paomong: Crush on junior
Isile: Crush on junior

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Ruovi: Keeping your work pending till the last minute will take a toll on your mental health
Alunuo: Earn well like them
Vilasienuo: "Don't think about sleep/rest"   ~Ma'am Sama.
Thalenla: Life is hard but your thesis is harder
Hetile: Stop being lazy. Work hard
Yaongsenti: Gain wisdom from your failures.
Vekuu: Showing up everyday is half battle won.
Visa: To never lose your spark.
Helenshe: Don’t wait for the last moment.
Sophia: To be earnest and energetic in your life.
Tokito: When you love what you do, you inspire yourself and people around you.
Lothunglo: You have the potential, you're just too lazy.
Agnes: Nothing is impossible
Vileneino: Resilience.
Paomong: To be consistent in your works.
Isile: The value of persistence.

Message for your juniors.

Ruovi: fighting!!
Alunuo: Don’t chase after excellent marks, learn as much as you can and be a good sincere student.
Vilasienuo: As a student, the most comforting words you'll hear are "I haven't started either.”
Thalenla: When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at changes.
Hetile: Cherish every moment, for one day you’ll look back and realise they were the big moments.
Yaongsenti: Life is short. Let time do its thing.
Vekuu: Hindsight’s always 20/20, so no regrets, just lessons learned.
Visa: Do everything, feel everything, be everything.
Helenshe: Study hard and enjoy your student life.
Sophia: Life is about moments, don’t wait for them, create them.
Tokito: To the most wonderful juniors, keep inspiring.
Lothunglo: Tui Pariwoh!!!
Agnes: Don’t wait for the last moment: do it now.
Vileneino: Embrace this phase, for it will soon be a memory.
Paomong: Time flies, so enjoy while you can.
Isile: Start where you are, use what you have.

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas:

Influencer :

Sophia 

Helenshe 

Visa

Toki and Thalenla

Helenshe 

Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Poamong 

Yaongsenti chang and Visa

Veku and visa

Gingkoales

lothunglo

Teacher’s favourite:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Rouvitseinuo 

Nguluonuo and Visa 

Tokito 

Visa 

Agnes 

Agnes 

Tokito

Visa & Sophia
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Meno: Too sweet by Hozier
Ezekiel: Stay Young by Don Williams
Asela: Bring me back by miles away
Lichumlo: Lover by Taylor Swift
Angel: Picture of you by sara keys 
Ponpha: Always remember us this way by lady gaga    
Mary: Symphony by clean bandit  
Akenyu: Best song ever by One Direction
Jochusin: Gratitude by brandon lake  
Neitsho: Reckless love  by cory asbury   
Tiakumzuk: New persective  by panic at disco 
Seyiechiihou: Three little birds by bob marley 
Kiiveselii:  polariod love by Enhypen    
Shekinah: Vienna by Billy Joel   
Vilito: Story of my Life by One Direction
Perila:  Favourite song by toosii   
Khunyu: Give me some sunshine    
Rukuseno: Live it well by switchfoot 
Mongngam: A sky full of stars by Coldplay
Suzi: One way by michael    
Menyokhrienuo: Long live Taylor swift 
Rhasoulii:  Moments like this  
Khunyu T: I was king by One ok Rock
Sakupenla: We are by one ok rock
khengo: Highest in the room by travis scott   
lephroyia: Easy on me by adele O
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Meno: Uneitsi
Ezekiel: Birch reductions rxn
Asela: Fun
Lichumlo: Transformation
Angel: Fun
Ponpha: Transformation  
Mary: Incredible
Akenyu: Bumpy
Jochusin: Blessed
Neitsho: Brilliantly – irreplaceable    
Tiakumzuk:  Rocking
Seyiechiihou: procrastination  
Kiiveselii: euphoria  
Shekinah: Worthwhile
Vilito: Rollercoaster 
Perila:  I survived
Khunyu: Jaw dropping
Rukuseno: Serenity
Mongngam: super  
Suzi: Fun  
Menyokhrienuo: Great
Rhasoulii:  Great experience
Khunyu T: Rocking
Sakupenla: Amazing
Khengo: Timepass  
Lephroyia: Transformation
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Ezekiel: Missed me Austen
Asela: Had a huge crush on my senior
Lichumlo: can dance
Angel: Had a huge crush on my high school teacher
Akenye:  I don’t like chemistry  
Jochusin: I am in a relationship      
Seyiechiihou: I like my seniors more than my juniors  
Shekinah: I suppose I can say this now since I’m about to graduate haha 
In the second semester, I did not attend any practical class.
Vilito: I have a hidden talent that can hide my secret  
Menyokhrienuo: Im secretly training my cats to take over the world   
Khunyu T: Namku is gay
Sakupenla: I was a left handed writer 

Message for your juniors.
Meno: Enjoy the process of learning
Ezekiel: Go to peak
Asela: Do it today for tomorrow may never come
Lichumlo: Keep shining
Angel:  It is a slow process but quitting wont help
Ponpha: Don’t fall for ‘agle semester se aag laga denge’  
Mary: Be attentive
Akenyu: Live like if there is no tomorrow . college life will fly away so quickly.
Jochusin: Experiencing eu fellowship in science college was the best, you must join.
Neitsho: Keep thriving ,better days and season ahead   
Tiakumzuk: Cherish every momernt of this journey
Seyiechiihou: Take it ez mah guys take it ez.  
Kiiveselii: Don’t lose your present to your past - gambare   
Shekinah: Take advantage and make the most of your time here.
Vilito:   Take the time to learn but at the same time enjoy the moment
Perila: You are going to mess up its inevitable but its not the end of the world as long as you learn from your mistake.
Khunyu:  Be sincere in your studies but don’t forget to enjoy your college life.
Rukuseno: Take note do your homework get it right repeat it doesn’t matter if you are broken if you are tired until you get a plus scolarship.

Mongngam: Welcome to kscj and all the best for your new journey. 
Suzi: Be confident. 
Menyokhrienuo: Bitterness keeps you from flying . always stay humble and kind
Rhasoulii: Never procrastinate
Khunyu T: Just go with flow
Sakupenla: Never give up no matter the situation 
Khengo: I want to use gusion ,matches 1000,winrate ,58.7 
Lephroyia: Believe in your endless potentials.

SUPERLATIVES   

Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Mezhii

Rukusenu

Angel

Akenyu

Shekinah
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Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas:

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Ponpha

 Tiakumzuk and Nini.

 Ezekiel and Lichumlo

Asela

Akenyu

Mezhii

 Perila and Khengo

Ezekiel

Shekinah

Ponpha

 Ezekiel and Rukusenu 

Menokheto

Nini

Your college life is a song. 
         What is the song called? 

One word to describe your college journey. A secret you are ready to reveal
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Chungpongmar ---Graduation (Friends
Forever) by Vitamin C
Imtilepchu --- Best day of my life by American
Authors.
Imlinungba- Forever young by Alpphaville
Kanitoli----Photograph by Ed Sheeran
Meriyani Ezung----Eye of the tiger by Survivor
Neikesa—Don’t stop believing by Journey

Chungpongmar ---unpredictable Imtilepchu ---
Boombastic
Imlinungba- Whirlpool
Kanitoli----Crazy
Meriyani Ezung----Dynamic
Neikesa—Decisive

Imlinungba----"Drink solvent from the ‘sea(pus-sea)’, but
afar from the 3ofoes and see where life goes”.

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Message for your juniors.

Chungpongmar ---Go into the world and do well. But more importantly, go into the world and
do good and live for the moments that you can’t put into words. Lastly, “party hard”
 Imtilepchu --- Take It Easy. Remember “Hard times breed better people.”
Imlinungba- Consistency is the key. Let it be rather an “oops” than a “what if”
Kanitoli----Enjoy it while it last.
Meriyani Ezung----Keep an open mind and never stop learning.
Neikesa—Cherish every moment, embrace new experiences, meet new people and step out of
your comfort zone.

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Imlinungba in Table Tennis

Kunusuhlu

Siny 

Neikesa and Tiakaba 

Siny and Suneplila

Chungpongmar ---Don’t be afraid to take chances
 Imtilepchu --- Sometimes open the book and study, if you get time.
Imlinungba- Just chill and enjoy but come to college (From HOD)
Kanitoli----Show someone where to look at but not what to see.
Meriyani Ezung----Hard work and adaptability
Neikesa—Success is not always easy,but with persistence and positive mindset, one can
overcome obstacles and achieve in life.

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance::

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Imlinungba

Imtilepchu

Imlinungba,  Chungpongmar 

Tsungropenla

Neikesa

Meriyani 

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Kunusuhlu

Imlinungba

Imlinungba & Chungpongmar

Tiakaba and Thejaseno

Chungpongmar

Ruokuovinuo
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Jongshiwati: The Thrill by Wiz Khalifa
Kalimuddin: Printf
Lanwang: Lanwang- Ride Song by twenty one pilots
lasthaque: Young Dumb & Broke Song by Khalid
Limakumten: Woh Din by Arijit Singh
Mankam: Cameras by wiz
Ravi: Tu hai kaha
Renthungo: Hello world
Shupitsu: Aur-SHIKAYA
Thejasetuo: Test drive from How to train your dragon.
Vikepelie: walk-saint chaos
Apui: Castle's Crumbling by Taylor Swift.
Arenkala: Stand out fit in -One Ok Rock
Eneiku: Try everything
Vikophrenuo: Good enough by Xdinary Heroes O
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Jongshiwati: Warzone
Kalimuddin: Academic
Lanwang: Ephemeral
lasthaque:  no-nonsense
Limakumten: Joyful
Mankam: Beauty in the breakdown
Ravi: badass
Renthungo: Academics
Shupitsu: Adventure
Thejasetuo: mythical-honor
Vikepelie: Accident-Prone-zone
Apui: Tacenda
Arenkala: Movie
Eneiku: Unpredictable
Vikophrenuo: Exhilarating

Jongshiwati: It's Friday night
Kalimuddin: Ravi is in love
Lanwang: "Man is not what he thinks he is, he is what he hides." –André Malraux
Mankam: The earth is round
Ravi: lima is gay
Renthungo:  The one sided story!
Thejasetuo: I became an executive as a dare
Vikepelie: hehe..pu metsi
Apui: I’m in a relationship
Eneiku: Collateral beauty
Vikophrenuo: I’ve been secretly crushing on you ( _ozi)

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers. Message for your juniors.

Jongshiwati: Never to skip classes
Kalimuddin: Ready to help others
Lanwang: Be pleased with the little successes
lasthaque: Debugging code builds character... and patience!
Limakumten: Be gentle and boom you are everyone's favourite
Ravi:  Be friendly
Renthungo:  Ready to help others
Shupitsu: Keep going
Thejasetuo: You don't have to be good looking as long as you have money.
Vikepelie: Being too friendly invites a lot of disrespect at times
Apui:  To maintain friendships and relationships
Arenkala: Friendly
Eneiku: Life here on earth is a just a short journey, Be humble
Vikophrenuo: Debugging is a vital part of the coding process and patience is key.

Jongshiwati: Rock on the 4:20
Kalimuddin: Study hard
Lanwang:  Embrace the fire while it still burns
lasthaque: Don't be so romantic
Limakumten: Ganbare! Gambare
Mankam: Money is the power. Don't stress. Learn to earn real talk#Be productive.
Ravi: Enjoy our college life.
Renthungo: Mass bunk!
Shupitsu: keep going to gain every bit of adulthood that is offered to us here
Thejasetuo: Go watch one piece if you haven't.
Vikepelie: Final year without any successful project is scary.
Apui: Live life as it comes and don't fret.
Arenkala: Don’t go for cycling.
Eneiku: Don't lose the spark that makes you Unique
Vikophrenuo: Average is boring, Savage is legendary. Be savage not average

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Chumlise

CLASS PERSONALITIES   Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance::

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Heni

Khovi

Issac

Eneiku

Theja

Lipong

Atok

Woben

Wemhekhro

Iasthaque

Vike

Ravi & Dirola

Imliyanger

Lentsuba

Lipong

Wemhekhro & Aren

Vike
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Vimhakhono: Little wonders by Rob Thomas
Langmei: Long story short by Taylor Swift
Vethizü: The night we met by Lord Huron
Kikruvino Nakhro: Best day of my life by American Authors
Noulejano: When will my life begin by Mandy Moore
Vaulong: Somewhere only we know by Keane
Menuweü: Don't stop believing by Journey
Yajong: Hard times by Paramore
Medozhalie: Dear Agony by Breaking Benjamin
Vitsurieno: Woh din by Arjit Singh
Dozhono: New years day by Taylor Swift
Elno: Mere Nishan
Sedenguno: Wanderlust by William Post
Mongngam: Life goes on by BTS
Shahla: You're still the one by Shania Twain
Suzane: Campus by Vampire Weekend
Onülü: Girls just wanna have fun by Cyndi Lauper
Nithosano: Here I go again by Skizerzz
Vethitolü: Young dumb and broke by Khalid
Ruopfükuo: Good time: Adam Young, Carly Rae Jepsen, Owl City
Besave: Good old days by Macklemore ft Kesha
Rüvuozetuo: God's plan by Drake
Muirise: The lazy song by Bruno Mars
Kikali: Welcome to my life by Simple Plan
Menuovinuo: One way ticket by Eruption
Nguzonuo: Let it be by The Beatles
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. Vimhakhono: exquisite
Langmei: duh! 
Vethizü: somuchGAY
Kikruvino Nakhro: exciting
Noulejano: iwannagohome
Vaulong: impactful
Menuweü: niceonly
Yajong: exclusive
Medozhalie: passable
Vitsurieno: adventurous
Dozhono: lovely
Elno: whatis
Sedenguno: dynamic
Mongngam: chaotic
Shahla: transformative
Suzane: corememory
Onülü: serene
Nithosano: dynamic
Vethitolü: terrifying 
Ruopfükuo: inconsistent
Besave: unforgettable
Rüvuozetuo: eventful
Muirise: scam
Kikali: thrilling
Menuovinuo: bittersweet
Nguzonuo: tragicomic
Tisovi: eh?
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l Langmei: I don't like some of my classmates
Noulejano: I'll be the only survivor in a zombie apocalypse
Dozhono: had a (faulty) library credit of 2000 rupees once
Sedenguno: I am a grammar Karen. Jk! 
Mongngam: there's no fun in KSCJ Winfest
Shahla: had a crush on my phonetics teacher, Miss Virie
Suzane: I slid into the DMs of one of the special artists that came to   
perform at a college event. We're going to get married any day now
Onülü: I think I could top if I actually studies
Nithosano: guess what? I've found a hidden treasure
Vethitolü: my younger brother is gay
Ruopfükuo: my "friends" are my worst enemies
Besave: all my friends are gay
Rüvuozetuo: I actually like sir Richard's criticism class
Muirise: I was never gay!! 
Kikali: perfected the art of sleeping during class lecture

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Vethizü: attend class
Kikruvino: self-care
Noulejano: dedication is VITAL, shoutout to Miss Eyovono & Ma'am Narola
Vaulong: with hard work and dedication, you can achieve anything you set your mind to
Menuweü: to be hardworking
Yajong: be hardworking
Medozhalie: success hinges on resilience
Vitsurieno: to always be hardworking
Dozhono: it is also what you fail to say to your students that matters
Elno: do what you love doing
Sedenguno: discipline with a bit of fun and outstanding English
Mongngam: hard work pays off
Shahla: being respectful
Onülü: knowledge is power
Nithosano: perseverance
Vethitolü: run after your passion
Ruopfükuo: being slow and steady will never get you anywhere
Besave: "learn to appreciate what you already have" -Ma'am Kelhou
Rüvuozetuo: to age with grace
Muirise: attendance is important! 
Kikali: dedication
Menuovinuo: do what makes "U" happy
Nguzonuo: it's ok to face failures because that's what makes us stronger
Tisovi: humbleness is the key

Message for your juniors.

Vimhakhono: don't change your vibe to fit into someone's life
Langmei: taking English as your major can ruin your mental health but stay strong
Vethizü: DONT BE GAY! 
Kikruvino: Don't forget to take breaks and have some fun along the way
Noulejano: keeping your ears abd eyes open during lectures will get you your degree
Vaulong: your time in college is a precious opportunity to learn, grow, make friends and
discover your passions. Embrace every moment and stay bubbly
Menuweü: keep striving, keep learning and keep believing in yourself
Yajong: take notes while explaining
Medozhalie: endeavor for what you seek
Vitsurieno: college days are short, make the most of it
Dozhono: chose one friend to spill tea with. Only one. 
Elno: parish de
Sedenguno: my only regret is not getting to know my own classmates. Turns out, they're
really funny. I hope you don't make the same mistake. 
Mongngam: attendance matters! 
Shahla: study smart
Suzane: DON'T CANCEL HANGOUT PLANS so that when your kids ask you about your
college life, you have a million of stories to tell
Onülü: it's okay to make mistakes
Nithosano: say goodbye to procrastination
Vethitolü: take notes in class, but also take notes of where the best chana shops around the
campus are. Both are equally important for survival
Ruopfükuo: be outspoken, be harmonious and be pragmatic
Besave: summary and analysis is the key
Rüvuozetuo: keep your head up
Muirise: failure will take your places if you learn from it
Kikali: never trust jotsoma weather
Menuovinuo: kids, it gets easier with experience
Nguzonuo: live a diligent life. I repeat, live diligently. One mistake now, future bardaab
Tisovi: don't lend money, you won't get it back
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Your college life is a song. 
         What is the song called? 

Dina: Sleepwalking by Bring Me The Horizon
Zuchano: The Lazy song by Bruno Mara
Vetso Lohe: Let it happen by Tame Impala
Susan: Hawaiian roller coaster ride

One word to describe your college journey. 

Zuchano: Irreplaceable 
Dina: Masti 
Vetso lohe: exquisite 
Susan: funny

A life lesson that you have
learned from your teachers.

Vetso lohe- You dont have to take things too seriously

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Dina Rai

Thungjanbemo

Vilitoli

Sokumla

CLASS PERSONALITIES   

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Thsuvapa
Nukshi & Wewe-u

Vetso & Sometnaro

Impokchaba

Ngangshilwmla

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Aliabe
Lipomen & Toli

Moameren &
VibinuoLemshechaba

Areni
Zuchano

Kikrukhrietuo

Nuzo & Konvau

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Sede

Langmei

Vethitolu

Akuo

Avibu

Medo

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Avibu & Akuo

Ariba

Ariba & Elno

Vethizu
Onulu

Sede

Onulu

Ariba

Sede & Akuo

Sede & Ariba

Tisovi
Suzane
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Sagar: college life isn't that interesting
Easter: everyone, no matter how confident or successful they seem, has moments of
doubt and insecurity. It's a universal human experience
Abigail: I'm gonna kidnap my hostel cat
Maongmanen: I'm actually a cat
Mhonchan: ends college days without visiting the library
Zitolu: I'm a fierce lion with a crippling fear of public speaking
Khatwang: monster with innocent face
Ununo: I still count sheep at night
Sinhile: had the biggest crush on one of my lecturer and he's a walking green flag
Lihrunai: I hate going to college
Nyemwang: it wasn't the right time to move
Chitsasie: I eat 5 times a day
Wet-u: chose the wrong major
Asavi: have you seen the red traditional bag "pookie"? 
Sanbin: I have a crush on Death the wolf from Puss in Boots
Roselin: I am Park Seo Jun's secret lover
Keheilamchile: my anxiety leads me to believe that everyone secretly dislikes me
Zizuli: I'm a frog
Terhesha: for books, telegram is better than college library
Vikani: fire baptism exists! 
Nginpong: I can teleport
Yilobemo: I'm actually a cat
Imtioungba: H2O is bae

Message for your juniors.
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Alo: Note to self: Stephen Stanley
Chichano: One life by Mike Perry
Sagar: Zindagi ek Safar hai suhana by Kishore Kumar
Easter: The Climb by Miley Cyrus
Abigail: ALL IN by Nasty C, T. I
Maongmanen: Stuck by Ollie
Mhonchan: I wanna write you a song by One Direction
Zitolu: Better when I'm dancing by Meghan Trainor
Khatwang: I want to break free by Queen
Ununo: Gonna be okay by Brent Morgan
Imlirenla: Love Bites by Def Leppard
Sinhile: Fix you by Coldplay
Viekhrope: Moments to Memories by Adeline Hill
Lihrunai: Kidult by SEVENTEEN
Nyemwang: Eye of the tiger by Survivor
Chitsasie: Alone pt by Ava Max and Alan Walker
Koklila: Life goes on by BTS
Wet-u: There's was Jesus by Zach Williams
Asavi: The inseparable cockroaches DeeDee, Joey and Mark
Imtisunep: You are my sunshine (LeBron James edition) 
Sanbin: Fly to my room by BTS
Roselin: You were good to me by Jeremy Zucker
Keheilamchile: Cheers to youth by SEVENTEEN
Zizuli: Four out of Five
Terhesha: City of stars from La la land
Putisen: In my life by The Beatles
Pipito: Socialite by Post Malone
Lino: Payphone by Maroon 5
Ngipsha: Walking on a dream by Empire of the Sun
Vikani: Hide away by Daya
Nginpong: Yes, people you know by Selena Gomez
Nachet: Life is hard by Edward Sharpe
Yilobemo: Sunshine by One Republic
Lika: End of beginning by Djo
Imtioungba: College days by Gaurav Dagaonkar

Alo: transformative
Chichano: noémie
Sagar: attendance
Easter: dynamic
Abigail: daredevil
Maongmanen: meow
Mhonchan: thrilling
Zitolu: rollercoaster
Khatwang: awesome
Ununo: bonny
Imlirenla: chakravaati
Sinhile: rewarding
Viekhrope: rollercoaster
Lihrunai: procrastination
Nyemwang: buoyant
Chitsasie: joyful
Koklila: blissful
Wet-u: challenging
Asavi: surprises
Imtisunep: merriment
Sanbin: ambivalent
Roselin: beautiful
Keheilamchile: bittersweet
Zizuli: tea
Terhesha: waves
Putisen: nice
Pipito: cute
Lino: amazing
Ngipsha: passable
Vikani: cherishable
Nginpong: fun
Nachet: bonvoyage
Yilobemo: meow
Lika: survived
Imtioungba: woowww

Alo: embrace the joy of college life, but remember that true fulfillment comes from aligning your actions
with your values
Easter: embrace every opportunity, stay curious, and don't be afraid to make mistakes- they often lead to
the best lessons
Abigail: as far back as I can remember, I've always wanted to be a gangster GANG GANG
Maongmanen: whatever it is, it is.. So just move on
Mhonchan: do well in everything, wishing you the best of luck
Zitolu: bunk wisely, young scholars
Khatwang: don't chase after success, instead make a difference and success will come after you
Ununo: take time to learn and grow. Don't be so hard on yourself. You're still so young
Imlirenla: stand up like a mountain; have faith like a rock; love like an avalanche
Sinhile: procrastination will never take you places
Viekhrope: you can. End of story
Lihrunai: you're too young to be this stressed
Nyemwang: the best days of life are spent here
Chitsasie: always be ready to face new challenges by being positive and staying sharp
Koklila: live your life without regrets and believe in your own strength and capabilities
Wet-u: enjoy and cherish every moment of your college life cause it will become the best part of your life
Asavi: all the balance-est in everything you do
Imtisunep: in life, life is life
Sanbin: "stop trying to make fetch happen" -Regina George
Roselin: you can be a rock star
Keheilamchile: be original, because an original is worth more than a copy
Zizuli: when it seems hard, just have tea and bunk
Terhesha: if you know how to balance, you'll be able to move forward
Pipito: Duhhhhhhhhhhhh!!! 
Lino: the best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today
Ngipsha: navigate the world with wisdom and foresight
Vikani: don't procrastinate
Nginpong: be careful from wicked people
Nachet: be the energy you want to attract
Yilobemo: don't gamble with mess fees
Lika: once you skip classes, there's no going back
Imtioungba: kitab bhal vra buriwi tehh

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Chichano: every experience is meant to teach you something
new. Nothing is a waste of time is you use the experience wisely
Sagar: radio mirchi I love you xerox gone
Easter: perseverance
Abigail: he only dates I have are the submission dates
Maongmanen: study hard and give your best in everything
Mhonchan: TIME has the power to change black coal into
shiny diamond
Zitolu: silent intellect
Khatwang: never give up
Ununo: to always have critical thinking and never fail go try
Imlirenla: radio mirchi I love you xerox gone -MN
Sinhile: embrace changes, set a goal and work hard to achieve
it! 
Viekhrope: give it your best shot
Lihrunai: it's okay to make mistakes sometimes
Nyemwang: ball of fire
Koklila: to never stop learning
Wet-u: "stop your one night preparation"
Asavi: life is so much more than it seems

Imtisunep: radio mirchi I love you xerox gone
Roselin: enjoy your life to the fullest but don't neglect your
responsibilities
Keheilamchile: "have fun but don't neglect your studies"
Terhesha: little knowledge is dangerous
Putisen: radio mirchi I love you xerox gone
Lino: always be respectful
Ngipsha: unyielding endurance through all challenges
Vikani: patience
Nginpong: to be humble like our Ma'am Aleno
Yilobemo: prepare everything in advance
Lika: patience
Imtioungba: submit your practicals on time

Chichano

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Sagar
Topeni

Lihrunai

Nyemwang

Alo & Chichano

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Imtisunep & Putisen

Vizezo
Mhonchan

Topeni & Kuolhobeituo

Yilobemo & Imtisunep

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Pipito

Pipito & Zizilu

Vizezo & Zizilu

Kuolhobeitou
Zitolu

Sagar

Alo 
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Your college life is a song. 
         What is the song called? 

Longtsuthon - Way Maker by Paul Mcclure
Suilung- You raise me up by Josh Groban
Neiputshekho- Somewhere only we know by Keane
Kuvemolu- You can’t always get what you want by
Rolling stone
Dzuthovolu- Dreams by The Cranberries
Nouneno-Angeleyes by ABBA
Shinglong-I lived by OneRepublic
Neha- This wish by Ariana DeBoise
Metso-u- Mirror by Porter Robinson
Sungjembenla- Memories by Maroon 5
Tiang- Migrane by Twenty one pilots
Alila – Generation Why by Conan Gray

Longtsuthon- Illumination
Suilung-Tea
Neiputshekho- Illuminative
Kuvemolu- Dynamic
Dzuthovolu- Rollercoaster
Nouneno- Schist
Shinglong- Grateful
Neha- Blessed 
Metso-u- Evanescence
Sungjembenla- Amethyst
Tiang- Bittersweet
Alila- Introspective

One word to describe
your college journey. 

A life lesson that you have
 learned from your teachers.

Longtsuthon- Be Humble
Suilung- be happy and content with what you have
Neiputshekho- No one knows everything 
Kuvemolu- Be brave and make changes if you want to
Dzuthovolu- Do not procrastinate
Nouneno- Your education is never complete
Shinglong- keep trying, keep learning
Neha- No one is gonna push you up in life except your ownself
Metso-u - Everything has its own time (lol)
Sungjembenla- Time is precious
Tiang- Have a livelihood for living and don’t live for a livelihood
Alila- continuous lifelong learning and adaptability

Message for your juniors.

Longtsuthon- Be Humble
Suilung- don’t always work hard, work smart too
Neiputshekho- Peace!
Kuvemolu- Stay true to yourself
Dzuthovolu- Keep going
Nouneno- Never delay your works
Shinglong- Its never too late to do what you might have been 
Neha- Make wise decisions in life .
Metso-u- Omnia Vincit Labor literally
Sungjembenla- You never really lose until you stop trying
Tiang- Enjoy the journey
Alila– end the semester before the semester ends you

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Suilung & Dzuthovolu

Keneisanuo

Kuvemolu

Neha & Shinglong
Alila

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Tiang

Alila

Dzutho & Suilung

Longsuthon

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Suilung

Metso

Tiang

Neiputshekho

Nouneno

Neiputshekho

Neiputshekho

Neiputshekho

Metso
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Message for your juniors.

Imkongjungla: consider your future ahead before taking MATHEMATICS
Kethokhrünu: value your life
Asenla: take the time to learn and grow
Moijem: life is a daring adventure and nothing at all
Atekhe: 3 years will just fly by so make sure to cherish every moment with your friends
and study hard
Anju: enjoy every moment
Wonchibeni: all the best
Akuku: always be NOT SHY instead of being SUPER SHY when you work on something
are working on something you LOVE
Putitula: real analysis is NO JOKE!!!
Kenyule: make it count
Pangmei: life goes on and on! start to feel your heart and do it now or you will never
make it happen. Always strive for progress not perfection.
Macikole: embrace the exhilarating journey of college, where every plot twist and turn
hold the key to unlocking your full potential and experienching profound personal
growth
Rose Mary: learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere
Ruben: be kind. it doesnt cost a penny
Imrichiba: roses are red/ your lips are dry/ if you take maths/ be ready to cry
Ayimwati: embrace every challenge as an opportunity to grow
Bilano: Hwaiting!!!

Bilano: Hwaiting!!!
Rongmangdila: mixed singapore fried rice
Imkongienla: always be kinder than you feel
Neikuonuo: be happy for this moment. this moment is your life.
Hensung: climb mountains and watch the sunset
Dzuthopoyi: if you do what nobody is willing to do today, then tomorrow nobody will be able to do what
you will be doing tomorrow
Chubasenla: be kind
Hanji: go seize every opportunity
Chimkila: “for example” is not proof
Maongchila: dont get backlog.. DONT GET BACKLOG!
Werhi: enjoy it while it lasts
Phonglem: be sincere
Imtsodangba: We dont make peace with friends we make peace with enemies
Chunchamlungbou: :Having too much fun can cause you to fall behind, so it's important to know your
boundaries. 
Ito: conquer japfu before you graduate
Benjung: Limit your enjoyment. Study smart ,chase for knowledge rather than grades... make yourself
productive and sustainable and make your parents proud. 
Anongshe: hardwork with God on your right hand will lead you to success
Vipe: its a race. keep running
Praneeta: try not to get any backlog
Limanaro: beware of real analysis
Akato: dont forget to enjoy your college life
Haigiapeule: join mathematics if you want backlogs
Vikeduonuo: eat pasta, run fasta
Vizotuonuo: enjoy your college days

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Chunchamlungbou

Praneeta

Rongmangdila
Bilano

Angka

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Moijem

Ito
Putitula

Imrichiba & Limanaro

Dzuthopoyi

Angka

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Imtsodangba
Vizo

Sentimoa 

Benjung

Achi
Chubasenla

Werhi

Your college life is a song. 
         What is the song called? 

One word to describe your college journey. A secret you are ready to reveal

Imkongjungla: The best part
Kethokhrünu: Falling behind by Laufey
Asenla: Whats up by 4 non-blondes
Moijem: The adults are talking by The Stokes
Anju: Rewrite the stars by James Arthur
Wonchibeni: Bored by Billie Eilish
Akuku: The Climb by Miley Cyrus
Putitula: Subha Hone na de
Kenyule: Perfectly broken by Banner
Pangmei: Struggle by NEFFEX
Macikole: Get back up by Anna Kendrick
Rose Mary: lost kitten by Metric
Ruben: butterfly fly away by Miley Cyrus
Imrichiba: back in black by AC/DC
Ayimwati: Don't stop believing by Journey
Bilano: dope by BTS
Rongmangdila: To let a good thing die by Bruno Major
Imkongienla: sunshine by One Republic
Neikuonuo: long live by Taylor Swift
Hensung: Odoriko by Vaundy
Dzuthopoyi: Emoji of a wave by John Mayer
Chubasenla: Wake me up by Avicii
Hanji: For Youth by BTS
Chimkila: End of beginning by Jae Keert
Maongchila: Under pressure by David Bowie & Queen
Werhi: Sweet child o’ mine by Guns ‘N Roses
Phonglem: Sleeping Child by Michael Learns to Rock
Imtsodangba: Long long way to go by Def Leppard
Chunchamlungbou: I’m gonna miss my college days
Ito: Loyal by Chris Brown
Benjung: Older i get by Alan Jackson
Vipe: 2 days into college by Aimee Carty
Praneeta: Good riddance by Green Day
Limanaro: Espresso by Sabrina Carpenter
Akato: All the kids are depressed by Jeremy Zucker
Haigiapeule: Numb little bug
Vikeduonuo: Just like magic by Ariana Grande
Vizotuonuo: College days by Gaurav Dagaonkar
Menguzeno: The climb by Miley Cyrus

Kethokhrünu: surreal
Asenla: unforseen
Moijem: adventurous
Atekhe: fun
Anju: trekking
Wonchibeni: awkward
Akuku: thrilling
Putitula: 11:11
Kenyule: querencia
Pangmei: grapple
Macikole: odyssey
Rose Mary: cane
Ruben: breathtaking
Imrichiba: problems
Ayimwati: dicovery
Bilano: legendary
Rongmangdila: brief
Imkongienla: chaotic
Neikuonuo: thrilling
Hensung: PulieBadze
Dzuthopoyi: fulfilling
Chubasenla: lowkey
Hanji: fearless
Maongchila: hooky
Werhi: buoyant
Chunchamlungbou: irreplaceable
Ito: weights
Benjung: agathokakological
Anongshe: rollercoaster
Vipe: exotic
Praneeta: fleeting
Limanaro: lovely
Akato: opportunities
Haigiapeule: beautiful
Vikeduonuo: koselig
Vizotuonuo: thrilling

Moijem: life isnt perfect, but your outfit can be
Kenyule: i havent spoken to some of my classmates despite these three years together
Rose Mary: i poo in the toilet
Ruben: “tjp vmz bvt, bjoxcv” [Decode:(+5)]
Hensung: I’m not good at maths
Chubasenla: i have a sweet tooth
Hanji: On my first day of college, i accidentally went inside the boys washroom
Maongchila: cheated with friends and stilled failed
Ito: I’m on steroids
Limanaro: Bet you didnt know i have a twin
Akato: got asked out by 3 people
Vizotuonuo: I’m dating

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Kethokhrünu: dedication
Moijem: hard work pays off
Akuku: always be humble
Putitula: sincerity & punctuality
Kenyule: life sucks but never give up and keep smiling
Pangmei: patience, perseverance and consistency are all important values that will
help people overcome obstacles and achieve success
Macikole: if someone doesn't understand you, pause, collect your thoughts, and try
to communicate your message again in a clear and concise manner
Rose Mary: 60 working days
Ruben: value your time
Imrichiba: you solve your own problems (cries in mathematics)
Ayimwati: hardwork always pays off
Bilano: never give up
Hensung: never give up in life
Dzuthopoyi: dedication and punctuality

Chubasenla: sincerity
Hanji: there is no substitution for hardwork
Chimkila: to accept that we are not perfect in mathematics
Maongchila: being a lecturer is hectic
Werhi: failure is success in progress
Phonglem: dedication 
Chunchamlungbou: stay consistent with your books
Ito: yes, you can learn by doing something you're not interested in
Benjung: if you wanna live a peaceful life, try for assistant professor
Anongshe: do not fear making mistakes
Vipe: our future tomorrow depends on our decisions today
Praneeta: not to be a teacher
Limanaro: how to find solutions
Akato: getting backlog is fine
Haigiapeule: follow your heart and know how to enjoy life
Vizotuonuo: Humility
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Shonnying: I want to break free by Queen
Tsenlamo: Marijuana by dropes of dime
Nginshei: just showed up by Sara Groves
Kutsuno: should I stay or should I go by The Clash
Anute Kezo: young, dumb and broke by Khalid
Thongkoi: days I will remember by Tyrone Wells
Pranay: faithful wounds by Cory Asbury
Shangchui: channa ve by Mansheel
Neiheno: Story of my life by One Direction
Vitsokho: summer of '69 by Bryan Adams
Vidi: fix you by Coldplay
Epithung: drunk by Keshi
Ram: time has told me by Nick Drake
Lumthri: mi by the dancing bus
Shekhosa: try everything by Shakira
Orenboni: sometimes I'm alone (lonely cat) by the kiffness
Senatula: the show must go on by Queen
Choimei: little freak by Harry Styles
Apeza: where'd all the time go by Dr. Dog
Kapre: Tom's diner by AnnenMayKantereit and Giant Rooks
Namkube: through all of it by Colton Dixon
Tingmei: young, wild and free by Wiz Khalifa
Helito: the lazy song by Bruno Mars
Leeshai: silhouette by Kana Boon
Yimnasangla: under pressure by Queen
Khosazolu: from the crypt by sixthelld
Lony: woh din by Arjit Singh
Tsapila: days I will remember by Tyrone Wells
Yapangkokla: fix you by Coldplay
Henjoi: the night we met by Lord Huron
Novosenu: hall of fame by The Script
Maruni: gone days by StrayKids
Lhousisieno: the climb by Miley Cyrus
Yiangmei: what was I made for by Billie Eilish
Limugha: as it was by Harry Styles
Yironthung: Write me in by Graham

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.
Shonnying: the time spent in class is more precious.
Tsenlamo: government service and alcohol are partners.
Nginshei: Grammatical errors matter too.
Kutsono: Dr. Chetan once said, "Survival of the fittest".
Anute: the power of a SMILE.
Thongkoi: enjoy life but be ambitious. 
Pranay Prem: Be in your own comfort zone,  even if your students don't understand anything. 
Shangchui: Be consistent 
Neiheno: be bold and be smart.
Vitsokho: importance of critical thinking. 
Vidi: to be more diligent towards one's AMBITION 
Epithung: "I can take the horse to the river but I cannot force the horse to drink the water"-
Imlisunup Pongener
Ram Kumar: your education may not necessarily make you a good teacher; teaching is something
innate.
Lumthri: any queries?
Shekhosa: choose your profession wisely if you are happy with what you do, that's awin. Not
everything revolves around money. 
Orenboni: your mind is tricky,  it will tell you understood something while you didn't. 
Senatula: seeking help when needed are crucial skills for success in academic and beyond. 

Choimei: hard work pays off
Apeza: Thank you for the hard work you put into our course. 
Kapre: "sometimes you have to use your brain"- sir Chetan
Namkube: Work hard but find joy in the process.
Tingmei: Don't be lazy
Helito: "Enjoy your college days before it's too lateand the idea of enjoying life after getting a job is a scam".- Sir Imli.
Leeshei: Be dedicated to your work/responsibility/ job.(Inspired by sir Suben and sir Imli)
Yimnasangla: There is no time for depression. 
Khosazolü: Lifa is hard.
Lony: hard work and decision making. 
Tsapila: hardwork pays off.
Yapangkokla: "Don't play with fire".- sir Imli
W Henjoi: "Don't play with fire".- sir Imli
Novosenü: "Don't play with fire ".- sir Imli
Maruni: You don't always get what you want.
Lhousisieno: passion is the key.
Yiangnai: Your education is the most valuable asset, cherish it!.
Hangnyang: wherever you go. Attendance is must.
Limugha: Always be confident 
J Yironthung: The necessity of time management 

Shonnying: unfortunately during our tenure, all the college events became so boring
Tsenlamo: moi gunda tho
Nginshei: a lie to a party
Kutsuno: my own genius scares me
Anute Kezo: if i could have one dance with you, i would pick a song that never ends
Thongkoi: listening to music during class hours
Pranay: i have ADHD and i’m scared of beautiful women
Shangchui: i’m David laid
Vitsokho: i’m Leo Messi
Vidi: came to know what CGPA is only in 3rd semester
Ram: had a huge crush on our ma’am Vikehenu Rote
Shekhosa: i learned nothing inside the classroom
Orenboni: got most of the results of experiments by manipulating the data observed
Kapre: rolled a die and it landed on physics, so there goes my 3 years!
Helito: i took physics to watch sci-fi movies
Leeshai: i believe in “hate at first sight” 
Yimnasangla: my leave applications were all accepted even though most of it were
mendacious
Khosazolu: i was sleepy the whole time from 2nd to 6th semester
Yapangkokla: you are my secret
Henjoi: you’ve been running on my mind 24/7 ~6ft guy
Maruni: i’m not good at what i used to be anymore
Limugha: i have a whole little world in my head
Yironthung: i once pretended to be sick so i could skip class, but ended up running into
my professor at the grocery shop while i was supposed to be in bed

Shonnying: Pristine
Tsenlamo: Pyar
Nginshei: unfading
Kutsuno: Simulation 
Anute: surprising
Thongoi: Hectic
Pranay Prem: Adventurous 
Shangchui: Unpredictable 
Neiheno: Stressful
Vitsokho: Bindass
Vidi: Fascinating 
Epithung: Speechless 
Ram Kumar: Abysmal 
Lumthri: Agradece
Shekhosa: Grace
Orenbeni: Trouvaille 
Senatula: NCC
Choimei: Euphoric
Apeza: Surreal
Kapre- Vicissitudinous
Namkube: Ecstatic
Tingmei- Boring
Helito: Mesmerising 
Leeshei: Merry-go-round
Yimnasangla: Erudition
Khosazolu: ineffable 
Lony: Rollercoaster.
Tsapila: Challenging 
Yapangkokla: Adventurous 
Henjoi: jam-packed
Novosenü: Challenging 
Maruni: Confusing 
Lhousisieno: Fleeting
Yiangnai: Ambiguous 
Hangnyang: Fantastic 
Limugha: Woww!
Yironthung: Yadeen

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Kowou

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Vivi

Kowou
Bunty & Vikho

Roko & Akati

Kowou
Neizo

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Green flag:

Shisa

Vikho

Bablu

Kowou

Vivi & Neizo
Kevi

Kundan

Bablu

Rokoriekho

Asensula
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Bunty: moments to memories
Vivi: how we do it by Now United
Neizovonuo: end of beginning by Djo
Kavino: the lazy song by Bruno Mars
Dziesechutuo: eye of the tiger by Survivor
Rokoriekho: summer of ‘69 by Bryan Adams
Akatoli: wake me up Avicii
Kowou: experience
Vilhotonü: good life by One Republic
Kevisevol: i should’ve danced more by Elina
Shisalemba: out of touch by Hall and Oats
Ngangnenchila: i’m so blessed by Cain
Toshimenla: american teen by Khalid
Kundan: tu hai kahan
Sentisenla: i dont want to be by Gavin DeGraw

Bunty: wonderful
Vivi: lagom
Neizovonuo: bittersweet
Kavino: transformation
Dziesechutuo: exciting
Rokoriekho: long
Akatoli: rewarding
Kowou: unmatched
Vilhotonü: bliss
Kevisevol: sonder
Shisalemba: blur
Ngangnenchila: rollercoaster
Toshimenla: euphoria
Kundan: transformative
Sentisenla: okay

Vivi: I’ve created a “procrastination playlist” filled with
upbeat tunes to keep me motivated during those last minute
study sessions
Neizovonuo: define your vision
Kavino: I’m a couch potato
Dziesechutuo:
Rokoriekho: proxy attendance attend college events for me
Akatoli:
Kowou: I’m BATMAN
Vilhotonü: spying on a soon-to-be momma stray cat, plotting
to be the kitten’s guardian angel
Kevisevol:  my parents dont know i got a backlog during my
bachelors
Shisalemba:  my friends are pretty cool

A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Bunty: apply for exams!!!
Vivi: study something daily; its like having breadcrumbs for your brain to find its way back home
Neizovonuo: patience
Kavino: the value of continuous learning
Dziesechutuo: be punctual
Rokoriekho: hard work pays off
Akatoli: its not the end of the world if you fail, the important thing is you dont give up
Kowou: do what you gotta do
Vilhotonü: we all start as learners
Kevisevol: you need’nt keep your notes so tidy, make mistakes
Shisalemba: the future belongs to the barren
Ngangnenchila: be consistent
Toshimenla: dont be afraid of making mistakes
Kundan: no matter how many problems you have, keep adding more
Sentisenla: always be ready to learn something new

Message for your juniors.

Bunty: make sure to enjoy the winfest to the fullest
Vivi: in maths, just like in life, sometimes you have to carry the one to move forwards
Neizovonuo: Sometimes it’s the journey that teaches a lot about your destination.
Kavino: Life’s too short to hold grudges and to miss out on opportunities.
Dziesechutuo: enjoy
Rokoriekho: Stay true to yourself
Akatoli: Just have fun
Kowou: College jawi Nika 
Vilhotonü: Worry only adds more worry. Stay positive, let good vibes guide your journey. Dream, see, write,
live your life.
Kevisevol: Pray in times of uncertainty, you’ll find Him faithful because He really does listen
Shisalemba: You’re only as good as you think you are, so no point in undermining oneself
Ngangnenchila: Never give up! There is always sunshine after rain.
Toshimenla: Don’t regret what you do
Kundan: try surviving, dont give up
Sentisenla: all the best!
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A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Chetei -Learn to explain Physics in layman's terms.
Kheka – Towards the End of the Tunnel, You’ll figure it ALL OUT!!
Nonya-Do not fear making mistakes
Chuzüsie-Be Sincere and punctual
Moatoshi-Who doesn't enjoy a break? Even teachers do!
Temjen -Work hard now, enjoy later
Yietshe-Be determined and be consistent
Doveo-Life after masters is going to be tough 
Laopa-Work hard
Baishali-Learn in such a way so that you can teach your next generations.
Limanukshi Pongen: Attendance is very important
Liyingbeni-To have prseveverance, consistancy and humility.

Message for your juniors.
Chetei -Treasure the laughter and cherish every moment, for these bonds will weave themselves into the
fabric of your soul. Much love! M.sc 2nd Semester Physics dept.
Kheka – RELAxX!!! Take a “ChilL-PilL” BuddY!!!
Nonya-Have fun but do not neglect studies.
Chuzüsie-Life has just started my dear Juniors "Moj Masti Karo", Have no regrets in life and also one most
important thing "Be smart in everything"
Moatoshi-Live in the moment.
Temjen -Take it easy
Yietshe-Insist the college to upgrade our Auditorium 
Doveo-Don't sweat the small stuffs.
Laopa-Study hard
Baishali-Dear juniors, buckle up, embrace the chaos, and forget to laugh!!
Limanukshi Pongen: Keep Moving Forward
Liyingbeni-"No matter what you are going through, there's a light at the end of the tunnel so never give up."

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Doveo

Yietshe

Yietshe
Laopa

Nonya

Chetei

Kheka

Kheka & Temjen

Nonya

Chetei
Moatoshi

Liyingbeni

Baishali
Chuzu

Limanukshi

Everyone
Doveo
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 Antinaro- Love song by Taylor Swift
Vepilu- A song for you
Vecholu- Yet to come by BTS
Phalex- The nights by Avicii
Reben- Droptop
Joel- Stressed out by 21 Pilots
Elong- Everyday normal guy 2 by Jon Lajoie
Wochothung- Woh din by Arijit Singh
Vin- Beautiful things by Benson Boone
Biben- Don't stop believing by Journey
Kinoli- Million little miracles by Elevation
Worship
Punuvi- Yellow by Coldplay
Roshan- Welcome home
Imthyla- Paris the Chainsmokers
Veku- S.O.S

Akhong- End of beginning by Djo
Dzuzeho- Imagine by John Lenon
Tewa- Memories by Conan Gray
Esther- Fortnight by Taylor Swift
Longyangsangle- Fireflies Adam Young & Owl City
Seyiekhrietuo- Good riddance(time of your life) by Green Day
Mhademo- Sign of times by Harry Styles
Lungolu- Big girls don't cry by Fergie
Kevithonuo- Woh din by Arijit Singh
Thujovelu- I'll be there for you by The Rembrandts
Zubeni- Wo man jin
Shakonungshang- Long time no see by Raffey Anwar &
Taimour Baig
Asinlo- I'm just a kid by Simple Plan
Lika- Peter Pan was right by Anson Seabra
K Simon- Closed doors by Ismail
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Antinaro- Friendship
Vepilu- Memories
Vecholu- Hectic
Phalex- Fabulous
Reben- 2.0
Joel- Jocoserious
Elong- Train-wreck
Wochothung- More dept
Vin- Growth
Biben- Fast
Kinoli- Stressful
Punuvi: Laziness
Roshan: NCC
Imthyla: Peace
Veku: Useless

Akhong: Jackpot
Dzuzeho: Thrive
Tewa: Voluptas
Esther: Euphoria
Longyangsangle: Dynamic
Seyiekhrietuo: Odyssey
Mhademo: Metamorphic
Lungolu: Fated
Kevithonuo: Growth-filled
Thujovelu: Fun
Zubeni- Chaos
Shakonungshang: Challenging
Asinlo: Superb
Lika: Charmolypi
K Simon: Serendipia

Message for your juniors.

Shonnying- Dear juniors, backlogs won't decide your future. 
Tsenlamo- Try to change your college ASAP.
Nginshei- Embrace the Nap Life but not on Exam date.
Kutsuno- Life is hard. lip balm, anyone?
Anute- PROVERBS 23:33-34
Thongkoi- Step out of your comfort zone.
Pranay Prem Sharma- Enjoy your life to the fullest but know and follow God.
Shangchui- im David Laid
Neiheno- "To live for the hope of it all".
Vitsokho- attendance don't matter.
Vidi- Embrace Masculinity. 
Epithung- It's either 3 years of struggle or 50 yrs of suffering 
Shekhosa- Trust the process,  the result will be rewarding. 
Orenboni- People will say grades doesn't matter but having good grades is like having rich parents so
don't ignore that.
Senatula- Join NCC, you won't regret it.
Choimei- consistency is more important than perfection. 

Apeza- Dream big, start small
Kapre- Embrace exploration, live fully, and savor every moment, but never lose sight of your goals
Namkube- keep your curiosity alive.
Tingmei- If you love sports, please leave KSCJ.
Helito- college life shown on TV is a scam.
Yimnasangla- check the engineering section in the library for facilitative books.
Khosazolu- work hard feom the 1st semester itself, don't wait for another opportunity 
Lony: proverbs 16:3
Tsapila: Never givevup because great things take time
Yapangkokla: Plan all the qay to the end
Henjoi: Think as you like but behave like others
Novosenü: Teust the time of your journey 
Maruni: Believe you can and you are halfway there.
Lhousisieno: Time's ticking, one ought to dwell only on the possibilities. 
Yiangnai: Attend classes! You don't want to meet Vice Principal I promise.
Hangnyang: keep prioritising your priority.
Limugha: wherever life plants you, bloom with grace.
Yironthung: smile, enjoy, make more friends, make memories while also staying focus on the academic
performances as well.

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Vidi

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Vidi & Thongkoi 

Shangchui
Hanyang & Nginshei

Epithung & Eunice

Dekho Shijoh
Kapre

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Tsenlamo
Hanyang & Nginshei

Yironthung &
ShonnyingTsenlamo

Thongkoi

Prenay

Tsenlamo

Pranay
Kutsuno

Neiheno

Vidi
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Kheka – 'Wasting on You’ by Palet & Kaydo.
Nonya- What is the song called? - Moment like this
Chuzüsie-Lucas Graham-7 years
Moatoshi- Walking on a dream by Empire of the sun
Temjen - Million Little Miracles by Elevation Worship
Yietshe-Aloe Blacc - I need a Dollar
Doveo-Trail of broken hearts by Dragon force 
Laopa-Give me some sunshine
Baishali-Woh din
Limanukshi Pongen: The “How To Train Your Dragon” theme song
Liyingbeni- Born to be alive by Bae and her business 
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Chetei - Psithurism
Kheka - Nirvana
Nonya-Beautiful
Chuzüsie-Rollercoaster
Moatoshi- Hectic
Temjen - Balanced
Yietshe-Badminton
Doveo-Uncertainty
Laopa-Good
Baishali-Transformation
Limanukshi Pongen: Grateful
Liyingbeni-Incredible
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l Chetei -I'll truely miss my classmates and bb
juniors.
Kheka – SukaMass
Moatoshi-I steal erasers
Baishali-My college life is an open book just
filled with lecture notes 
Limanukshi Pongen: I’ve taken extra
refreshment when no one was looking at every
single college program
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A life lesson that you have learned from your teachers.

Chetei -Learn to explain Physics in layman's terms.
Kheka – Towards the End of the Tunnel, You’ll figure it ALL OUT!!
Nonya-Do not fear making mistakes
Chuzüsie-Be Sincere and punctual
Moatoshi-Who doesn't enjoy a break? Even teachers do!
Temjen -Work hard now, enjoy later
Yietshe-Be determined and be consistent
Doveo-Life after masters is going to be tough 
Laopa-Work hard
Baishali-Learn in such a way so that you can teach your next generations.
Limanukshi Pongen: Attendance is very important
Liyingbeni-To have prseveverance, consistancy and humility.

Message for your juniors.
Chetei -Treasure the laughter and cherish every moment, for these bonds will weave themselves into the
fabric of your soul. Much love! M.sc 2nd Semester Physics dept.
Kheka – RELAxX!!! Take a “ChilL-PilL” BuddY!!!
Nonya-Have fun but do not neglect studies.
Chuzüsie-Life has just started my dear Juniors "Moj Masti Karo", Have no regrets in life and also one most
important thing "Be smart in everything"
Moatoshi-Live in the moment.
Temjen -Take it easy
Yietshe-Insist the college to upgrade our Auditorium 
Doveo-Don't sweat the small stuffs.
Laopa-Study hard
Baishali-Dear juniors, buckle up, embrace the chaos, and forget to laugh!!
Limanukshi Pongen: Keep Moving Forward
Liyingbeni-"No matter what you are going through, there's a light at the end of the tunnel so never give up."

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Doveo

Yietshe

Yietshe
Laopa

Nonya

Chetei

Kheka

Kheka & Temjen

Nonya

Chetei
Moatoshi

Liyingbeni

Baishali
Chuzu

Limanukshi

Everyone
Doveo
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Vepilu- A song for you
Vecholu- Yet to come by BTS
Phalex- The nights by Avicii
Reben- Droptop
Joel- Stressed out by 21 Pilots
Elong- Everyday normal guy 2 by Jon Lajoie
Wochothung- Woh din by Arijit Singh
Vin- Beautiful things by Benson Boone
Biben- Don't stop believing by Journey
Kinoli- Million little miracles by Elevation
Worship
Punuvi- Yellow by Coldplay
Roshan- Welcome home
Imthyla- Paris the Chainsmokers
Veku- S.O.S

Akhong- End of beginning by Djo
Dzuzeho- Imagine by John Lenon
Tewa- Memories by Conan Gray
Esther- Fortnight by Taylor Swift
Longyangsangle- Fireflies Adam Young & Owl City
Seyiekhrietuo- Good riddance(time of your life) by Green Day
Mhademo- Sign of times by Harry Styles
Lungolu- Big girls don't cry by Fergie
Kevithonuo- Woh din by Arijit Singh
Thujovelu- I'll be there for you by The Rembrandts
Zubeni- Wo man jin
Shakonungshang- Long time no see by Raffey Anwar &
Taimour Baig
Asinlo- I'm just a kid by Simple Plan
Lika- Peter Pan was right by Anson Seabra
K Simon- Closed doors by Ismail
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Antinaro- Friendship
Vepilu- Memories
Vecholu- Hectic
Phalex- Fabulous
Reben- 2.0
Joel- Jocoserious
Elong- Train-wreck
Wochothung- More dept
Vin- Growth
Biben- Fast
Kinoli- Stressful
Punuvi: Laziness
Roshan: NCC
Imthyla: Peace
Veku: Useless

Akhong: Jackpot
Dzuzeho: Thrive
Tewa: Voluptas
Esther: Euphoria
Longyangsangle: Dynamic
Seyiekhrietuo: Odyssey
Mhademo: Metamorphic
Lungolu: Fated
Kevithonuo: Growth-filled
Thujovelu: Fun
Zubeni- Chaos
Shakonungshang: Challenging
Asinlo: Superb
Lika: Charmolypi
K Simon: Serendipia
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A secret you are ready to reveal

Antinaro- I don't drink tea without cookies
Vepilu- Spicy queen
Phalex- All my crush were taken
Reben- I still watch power rangers while having food
Joel- I believe Doraemon is real
Elong- More into pink than nuclear physics. Barbie and Oppenheimer
Vin- Biscuits with ketchup
Biben- Watching K-Dramas never disappoints though
Kinoli- I still play marble
Punuvi- I still collect car toys
Roshan- I am scared of girls
Imthyla- I partied with some aliens in Jostoma. I couldn't believe how
watermelons were cooking in the sky
Veku- I don't eat salt like you all expected to be though I am Chakhesang
Akhong- My "kali sure burivo"never ends
Dzuzeho- More into Disney than Marvel
Tewa- I am Batman
Esther- We don't understand something until we're ready to understand it
Seyiekhrietuo- I'm getting old
Mhademo- Was in contact with Angela for her beautiful ultimate
Lungolu- I eat all the leftovers LOL
Kevithonuo- CR is gay! 
Thujovelu- Class CR is supposedly gay? 
Shakonungshang- I am actually a time traveller
Lika- CR is gay
K Simon- I took the privileges of being a CR and made some rules for my
mates and they became more sincere in class HEHEHE..... It's for their good
though.

A life lesson that you have
learned from your teachers.

Antinaro: Be humble and smart
Vepilu: Never be afraid to make mistakes
Vecholu: Work smarter;not harder
Phalex: To live a responsible life
Reben: Treat others the way you wants to be treated
Joel: "Don't always wait for next semester"
Elong: Life is not linear
Wochothung: Hardwork never fails
Vin: Be kind, someone is always in need of it
Biben: Respect and punctuality
Kinoli: Spread love equally to everyone
Punuvi: Be kind and forgiving
Roshan: Clear your backlogs
Imthyla: Do something that add value to humanity
Veku: Be persistent
Akhong: For every problem there is a solution
Dzuzeho: Don't give up and strive forward for your goal
Tewa: Respect and kindness
Esther: Maybe one day
Longyangsangle: Importance about resilience
Seyiekhrietuo: With lots of practicals, come responsibility
Mhademo: The value of perseverance
Longolu: Can never go wrong with being kind
Kevithonuo: Patience
Thujovelu: If your professor isn't in the class for more than 55
mins, you can skip the class
Zubeni: No time to chill
Shakonungshang: Patience
Asinlo: Never be afraid to make mistakes
Lika: To error is human
K Simon: Responsibility

Message for your juniors.

Antinaro: No matter what respect your professors
Vepilu: Believe! 
Vecholu: Have fun! 
Phalex: Sometimes bunk classes to make memories
Reben: Toshimeren, Thujove, Joel.... I love you guys
Joel: Join NCC! HOO HAAH! 
Elong: AMOR FATI! Friedrich Nietzsche
Wochothung: Every year, many many stupid people graduate from college. And if
they can, so can you
Vin: Bunk classes sometimes, live a little
Biben: Cherish friendship dearly
Kinoli: Believe in yourself
Punuvi: Make memories
Roshan: Being too sincere is not good for your college life
Imthyla: You matter 
Veku: Don't trust words
Akhong: Marks and grade doesn't matter at the end. All that matter is "Government
job asae? "
Dzuzeho: Enjoy your college life before it's too late
Tewa: Make memories and enjoy your college life
Esther: Enjoy your journey
Longyangsangle: Keep exploring and keep learning
Seyiekhrietuo: Enjoy the moment you have now, don't regret at the end of the year.
And don't get too friendly with your crush that the hint you make become a joke. 
Mhademo: Remember that every challenges is an opportunity for your growth.
Hard work and determination will pave the way for your future success. 
Lungolu: Viva forever
Kevithonuo: College life is a blend of challenges and opportunity that will shape you
in countless ways. As you embark on this exciting journey, remember to embrace
every moment
Thujovelu: Learn to unlearn and relearn
Zubeni: Life is all about Shibal Sekiya there is no time to be Gwenchana
Shakonungshang: Don't take statistics if you think statistics is all about mean, mode
and median
Asinlo: If you want to win in life, WIN! 
Lika: Ichi-go Ichi-e! So, learn to cherish the every moment but most importantly-
"Tea is bea"
K Simon: Be the best version of yourself!

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Roshan

Vimugha

Elong

Wochothung

Thujo

Lungolu

Punuvi & Kevi

Iciheing

Kinoli

Akhong

Simon

Vecholu

Temsusunep & Antinaro

Joel & Esther

Vin & Lolen

Mhademo
Lika
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Your college life is a song. 
         What is the song called? 

A life lesson that you have
learned from your teachers.
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A secret you are ready to reveal

Rokoneino: Goes to Canteen just to use library wifi
Kirekhapfü: it's called secret for some reason
Lamtan: can't hide anymore I am from Seoul
Kevisino: if you are reading this I like you 211309
Zetitsala: praying hard that I'll end up with the person I'm dating rn
Külüthilü: VLKSS

Keviseto: Growth
Seponglemla: Roller coaster
Visinu: Euphoric
Rokoneino: Roller Coaster
Yungmei: Refreshing & Challenging
Kirekhapfü: Odyssey
Hongkin: Exorbitant
Lamtan: Insight gained ft Aha Moment
Neizosenuo: Eye-opening
Esther Kamei: Vacillating
Japuseno: Spectacular
Jenmei: Unknown
Kevisino: Euphoric
Neibeinuo: wow
Asano: Baffling
Gloria: Remarkable
Zetitsala: Dynamite
Vikivi: wonderful
Chubamenla: Crazy
Külüthilü: Challenging

A life lesson that you have
learned from your teachers.

A life lesson that you have
learned from your teachers.

Message for your juniors.

BA TENYIDE 6TH

Rokozeno: Aimee Carty
Vingukhonuo: In the stars by Benson Boone

One word to describe your
college journey. 

Rokozeno: Fantabulous
Vingukhonuo: Enthusiastic

Message for your juniors.

Rokozeno: "A little progress each day adds up to big results".
Vingukhonuo: "Don't take the easy road".

Rokozeno: "Keep trying.  Success will come your way".
Vingukhonuo: "Nothing is impossible unless you stop trying."
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Keviseto: Story of my life by One Direction
Seponglemla: Circle by SEVENTEEN
Visinu: Endless melodies of growth
Rokoneino: Clouds by JVKE
Yungmei: Memories by Maroon 5
Kirekhapfü: The wave by Colouring
Hongkin: Don't look back in anger by Oasis
Lamtan: kabhi kabhi Aditi
Neizosenuo: 9 and three quarters by TXT
Esther Kamei: Every Second by Mina Okabe
Japuseno: Memory lane by Haley Joelle
Jenmei: Mirrorball by Taylor Swift
Kevisino: You're on your own kid by Taylor Swift
Neibeinuo: A murder machine
Asano: Best day of my life by America authors
Gloria: Long live by Taylor swift
Zetitsala: Enchanted by Taylor Swift
Vikivi: These days by Rudimental
Chubamenla: Young, wild and free by Snoop Dog &
Wiz Khalifa
Külüthilü: Long live by Taylor Swift

Keviseto: to teach and lead not only through words, but through our
actions
Seponglemla: patience
Visinu: the importance of perseverance and being respectful
Rokoneino: Be kind, always be ready to help
Yungmei: Determination and hardwork
Kirekhapfü: That anyone is capable of anything they want to do in their
life
Hongkin: Take everything life has to offer
Lamtan: Hardworking and discipline is a life time prescription of assets
Neizosenuo: It's okay to make mistakes and have setbacks
Esther Kamei: To be successful in life you gotta be sincere in everything
you do
Japuseno: be Humble and think positively
Jenmei: forgiveness is a nice thing to do
Kevisino: The 3 D's (Determination, Discipline and Dedication)
Neibeinuo: The journey doesn't end here
Asano: want something! Work hard for it
Gloria: hardwork and sincerity is the key to success
Zetitsala: to work hard and never give up
Vikivi: There is no shortcut for success
Chubamenla: Attendance is more important than life
Külüthili: never be afraid to make mistakes

Message for your juniors.

A secret you are ready to reveal

Antinaro- I don't drink tea without cookies
Vepilu- Spicy queen
Phalex- All my crush were taken
Reben- I still watch power rangers while having food
Joel- I believe Doraemon is real
Elong- More into pink than nuclear physics. Barbie and Oppenheimer
Vin- Biscuits with ketchup
Biben- Watching K-Dramas never disappoints though
Kinoli- I still play marble
Punuvi- I still collect car toys
Roshan- I am scared of girls
Imthyla- I partied with some aliens in Jostoma. I couldn't believe how
watermelons were cooking in the sky
Veku- I don't eat salt like you all expected to be though I am Chakhesang
Akhong- My "kali sure burivo"never ends
Dzuzeho- More into Disney than Marvel
Tewa- I am Batman
Esther- We don't understand something until we're ready to understand it
Seyiekhrietuo- I'm getting old
Mhademo- Was in contact with Angela for her beautiful ultimate
Lungolu- I eat all the leftovers LOL
Kevithonuo- CR is gay! 
Thujovelu- Class CR is supposedly gay? 
Shakonungshang- I am actually a time traveller
Lika- CR is gay
K Simon- I took the privileges of being a CR and made some rules for my
mates and they became more sincere in class HEHEHE..... It's for their good
though.

Antinaro: Be humble and smart
Vepilu: Never be afraid to make mistakes
Vecholu: Work smarter;not harder
Phalex: To live a responsible life
Reben: Treat others the way you wants to be treated
Joel: "Don't always wait for next semester"
Elong: Life is not linear
Wochothung: Hardwork never fails
Vin: Be kind, someone is always in need of it
Biben: Respect and punctuality
Kinoli: Spread love equally to everyone
Punuvi: Be kind and forgiving
Roshan: Clear your backlogs
Imthyla: Do something that add value to humanity
Veku: Be persistent
Akhong: For every problem there is a solution
Dzuzeho: Don't give up and strive forward for your goal
Tewa: Respect and kindness
Esther: Maybe one day
Longyangsangle: Importance about resilience
Seyiekhrietuo: With lots of practicals, come responsibility
Mhademo: The value of perseverance
Longolu: Can never go wrong with being kind
Kevithonuo: Patience
Thujovelu: If your professor isn't in the class for more than 55
mins, you can skip the class
Zubeni: No time to chill
Shakonungshang: Patience
Asinlo: Never be afraid to make mistakes
Lika: To error is human
K Simon: Responsibility

Antinaro: No matter what respect your professors
Vepilu: Believe! 
Vecholu: Have fun! 
Phalex: Sometimes bunk classes to make memories
Reben: Toshimeren, Thujove, Joel.... I love you guys
Joel: Join NCC! HOO HAAH! 
Elong: AMOR FATI! Friedrich Nietzsche
Wochothung: Every year, many many stupid people graduate from college. And if
they can, so can you
Vin: Bunk classes sometimes, live a little
Biben: Cherish friendship dearly
Kinoli: Believe in yourself
Punuvi: Make memories
Roshan: Being too sincere is not good for your college life
Imthyla: You matter 
Veku: Don't trust words
Akhong: Marks and grade doesn't matter at the end. All that matter is "Government
job asae? "
Dzuzeho: Enjoy your college life before it's too late
Tewa: Make memories and enjoy your college life
Esther: Enjoy your journey
Longyangsangle: Keep exploring and keep learning
Seyiekhrietuo: Enjoy the moment you have now, don't regret at the end of the year.
And don't get too friendly with your crush that the hint you make become a joke. 
Mhademo: Remember that every challenges is an opportunity for your growth. Hard
work and determination will pave the way for your future success. 
Lungolu: Viva forever
Kevithonuo: College life is a blend of challenges and opportunity that will shape you
in countless ways. As you embark on this exciting journey, remember to embrace
every moment
Thujovelu: Learn to unlearn and relearn
Zubeni: Life is all about Shibal Sekiya there is no time to be Gwenchana
Shakonungshang: Don't take statistics if you think statistics is all about mean, mode
and median
Asinlo: If you want to win in life, WIN! 
Lika: Ichi-go Ichi-e! So, learn to cherish the every moment but most importantly-"Tea
is bea"
K Simon: Be the best version of yourself!

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Roshan
Vimugha

Elong

Wochothung

Thujo

Vecholu

CLASS PERSONALITIES   
Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag:

Lungolu

Punuvi & Kevi

Iciheing
Kinoli

Akhong

Simon

Temsusunep & Antinaro

Joel & Esther

Vin & Lolen

Mhademo
Lika
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Keviseto: enjoy every moment here, I mean it. Study hard and be kind
to everyone
Seponglemla: Live your life to the fullest
Visinu: Savor the present while prioritizing your studies
Rokoneino: You've been through many storms to get here. You are
brave and magnificent. So hold on!
Yungmei: Inculcate smart work habits
Kirekhapfü: Enjoy going with the flow
Hongkin: Don't make sir Lima lose more hair
Lamtan: Dissect your specimen well my dear juniors call mammalian
Neizosenuo: make a difference
Esther Kamei: Enjoy the moment
Japuseno: never give up. Today is hard. Tomorrow will be worse, but
day after tomorrow will be sunshine

Jenmei: bend when you can, snap when you
Kevisino: buy the outfit, the occasion will find you
Neibeinuo: dont let your life become a tissue paper( Sir Lima's  
word)
Asano: stand out! Fit in!
Gloria: always chase your dreams and don't forget to have fun
along the way
Zetitsala: Don't worry about having a small circle of friends all it
matters is whether you have fun or not. All the best and study hard.
You can do this.
Vikivi: You are gay if you give up
Chubamenia: Enjoy every moment, do all the "don'ts" and have fun!
Exams will come and go but this college life won't come back
Külüthilü: shape your story



Your college life is a song. 
         What is the song called? 

One word to describe
your college journey. A secret you are ready to reveal A life lesson that you have

learned from your teachers.

Message for your juniors.
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Around  the

        Sundial

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Keviseto

Esther

Ali & Lamthan

Thochutho
Rokoneino

CLASS PERSONALITIES   

Outfit King/Queen:

Gym rat:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Judas: 

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag: Visinu & Himato

Kedinlubo

Hongkin & Kirekhapfu

Neizosenou
Glory

Aoti & Sneha

Mengubeizo

Aboto & Kevisino

Khriekheto
Keviseto & Roko

Vikivi & Nangmai

Veshotsu

Esther &
Nangmai
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Khile – Moments like this by The Afters.
Abao – The older I get by Alan Jackson.
Mene – Young forever by BTS.
Vime –Moments to memories by Adeline Hill

Khile – Remarkable
Abao – Galho
Mene – Lemonade
Vime – Challenging

Khile – Crush on junior .
Vime – Your lecturers aren’t as scary as you think. OKAY! Khile – Hard work pays off.

Abao – “Failures are the pillars of Success, but too many
pillars becomes a burden”.
Mene – Know your priorities and be responsible.
Vime – To be punctual and hardworking.

Khile – Whatever you learn is yours forever, no one can take it
away from you.
Abao – Pray – eat – work .
Mene – Define your own life. Don’t let others write your script.
Vime – You’ve got this , don’t give up.

SUPERLATIVES   
Most likely to win a National award: 

Most likely to get married after graduation: 

Most likely to be a youtubeR:

Most likely to win the hunger games:

Most likely to cry in the next 10 minutes:

Tsurenla

Urmi
Khresituo

Ruku & Chewe

Tonching &
 Bemang

CLASS PERSONALITIES   

Outfit King/Queen:

Mr/Ms Busy Prime Minister:

Couple goals:

Oppa material:

Professional photographer:

Class clown: 

 Mr/Ms Future politician:

Mr/Ms Poor attendance:

Influencer :

Teacher’s favourite:

Green flag: Phisa & Arhu

Urmi & Khile

Cheme & Roko
Urmi

Rokongunuo

Aren, Vime &
Tonching

Mene & Phisa

Tonching

Ruku & Chewe

only unnie material

Bemang &
Khriesetuo
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61ST FRESHERS’ SOCIAL 
31.08.23

Bienvenue A La Maison
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62ND FOUNDATION DAY CUM ANNUAL ALUMNI LECTURE SERIES-1
15.09.23

KSCJ AT THE 14TH CONVERGENCE FEST, St Joseph’s College
22-23.09.23

21ST ANCSU BIENNIAL GENERAL CONFERENCE, WOKHA
24-26.10.23
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61ST WINFEST: UNLEASING BRILLIANCE
04-09.12.23
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30 YEARS REUNION PRE UNIVERSITY BATCH OF 1992-94
10.02.24

VISIT OF ADDITIONAL
DIRECTOR GENERAL,
NORTH EAST REGION
[NER] DIRECTORATE

23.02.24

NATIONAL
SCIENCE DAY

28.02.24

MERA PEHLA VOTE, DESH KE LIYE CAMPAIGN
05.03.24
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ORIGIN FEST’24: CULTURAL KALEIDOSCOPE
08.03.24
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KSCJ AT THE 14TH ZOOMAX MANAGEMENT FEST
09-10.04.24

NAGALAND NCC EX CADET ASSOCIATION RDC, AIVSC, YEP, TSC Kohima Group 2022-2024

NCC RANKING TEST AND FAREWELL

13.04.24

04.24
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61ST PARTING SOCIAL
31.04.24

Vale Amicis: A Golden Reverie
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An insight into the
Media Team’s

Journey
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SHEKINAH: Rewarding
AREN: Memorventure
ANGUKALI: Extraordinary
ANGKA: FREE FOOD!
ABOTO: Jolly

KSCJ Media Team Interactions

What’ll you miss most about the team?
ATO: The team!! They are the best. I'll miss the moments we shared.
DOZHO: Viszhokhum; my Informal sesh girlies.
SEDE: The people. They’re so special.
MEDO: The jolly interactions.
SUZANE: Midnight work hours in the girls’ common room + food perks.
VISA: The unhinged banters.
SHEKINAH: Really gonna miss working with Angka and Aren.
AREN: The unity among the people and the PEOPLE!
ANGKA: Bullying(in fun way) and sending edits late at night.
ANGUKALI: The positive energy that the team carries.
ABOTO: Comradery.

What according to you, does it take to be a part of the team? 

ATO: Dedication, commitment, and most importantly to be a team player!
DOZHO: Reliability and gotta be a team player (ignore the "ME" & "I" in MEDIA)
SEDE: Talent in the field (obviously) and commitment. 
MEDO: Vitality and tenacity.
SUZANE: An eye for the aesthetics and sheer determination to arrive first and leave last.
VISA: Fierce creativity.
SHEKINAH: You just gotta be a lil delulu XD. Jokes aside, one should possess a mix of skills but most
importantly being reliable and willingness to pivot when needed are the key. 
AREN: Creativity and humor (dark or white)!
ANGKA: Responsibility + focus on how to letting the audience know about what our college is doing.
ANGUKALI: Hardwork, resilience and commitment.
ABOTO: Creativity , collaboration and Versatility 

Advice/tips for the juniors.
ATO: It's going to be over so quickly, so have fun, give it your all and always keep going no matter what.
DOZHO: The more the content the better.
SEDE: The people you’re going meet in the team are the absolute best ones. Enjoy while the time is yours, soon it’ll slip away.
MEDO: Keep doing what you do. You’re already so much better than us.
SUZANE: Don't even THINK of leaving the team you guys. I swear to you this is the best extracurricular you will ever be a part of. 
VISA: Paraphrasing > verbatim report.
SHEKINAH: Initiate ideas, be willing to contribute and experiment as your growth and success is beneficial for the whole team. 
Also, build relationships with the other team members <3
AREN: *You’re not just busy but making memories which no one can take it away from you<34.  
ANGKA: Use your skills well.
ANGUKALI: Keep up the spirit of teamwork.
ABOTO: Stay curious and embrace the challenges. One word to describe your  Media Team journey

ATO: Memorable
DOZHO: Exciting
SEDE: Immaculate
MEDO: Enriching
SUZANE: Chaotic
VISA: Liberating

Your  Media  Team  journey so far

More from the Media team juniors~

AKHUM: Cosmic
ZHAPU: Bussin
THEJA: Arcane
SALONIO: Unfathomable
PUTI: Sparkling
DELIE: Exciting
AJOSA: Fun

What has working with the senior members taught you? 
AKHUM: The more you know, the more you realise you actually don't know.
ZHAPU: There's so much to say here. I have never met a single group of people with as much talent for creative work as the current seniors. But in having said that, the sheer
dedication and hardwork that you all continue to pour into your work is what really keeps me awe-struck. You have all been entirely amazing in showing us how beautifully and
immaculately creative skill can come alive, it is truly electric. If it hadn't been for the commitment and passion for creativity that the seniors have made the Media team's work
synonymous with, I would not have found being a part of the team as worthwhile as I do. But putting the serious grind related stuff aside, the EVER delightful friendship and teamwork
the seniors share has always taken the cake for me, and it's the first thing I noticed upon entry. Yes, something like engaging in friendly banter might not seem to be something that
strikes as the most inspiring thing to most, but personally, working with the seniors and the team as a whole made me realise work can be fun. That often, hours of sitting through
boring seminars while taking down notes from speeches delivered by the most long-winded speakers can go by faster when I don't take myself too seriously. That the daunting task
of interviewing people isn't so daunting after all. And why would it be when I have a team (and might I add, a very effortlessly funny team that I'm convinced is a sitcom in some
alternate universe) to rely on and work with? It has all been because of the friendly environment within the team that I've come to the simple realisation of the indispensable value of
teamwork, and surely it has been the most gratifying thing I've learnt from working with the seniors.
THEJA: To always look out for each other and work hard!!!
SALONIO: To be more friendly, approachable and be less stuck up, in general.
PUTI: Working with the seniors in the KSCJ Media team taught me the essence of teamwork, being more responsible for the work your assigned, treat everyone equally regardless of
seniority.
DELIE: Communication
AJOSA:  Courage to stand.

AKHUM:  Sending you off with Peace, Love and Media always <3
ZHAPU: Y'all paved the way fr. #noskillissuesinsight
THEJA: It has been a delightfully chaotic experience meeting such talented people.
SALONIO: "If you're going through hell, keep going. Why would you stop in hell?" ~Steve Harvey.
PUTI: I just want to say to the seniors, i really appreciate you guys for taking care of us (the juniors). I love you all so much.
DELIE: Philippians 4:6-7
AJOSA:  You may face tough times or hardships but continue to stand still as you guys do now
just my honest thoughts i can only think of this

Message for the seniors 
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College Anthem 
Science College Kohima 

Thy name we adore we do 
To thee we come all in unity
Let us find the truth we seek

To the unknown as we go sailing
With our God as our Captain

Omnia Vincit Labor
Let thy motto be our guide

BATCH OF ‘24

I would like to express my gratitude to the individuals mentioned below
for sacrificing their busy schedules to support me with the magazine. 

Ruopfukuo Solo
Muirise Jingru

Suzane Veyne
Wemhekhro Kapfo
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